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Lazy-update B+ Tree: A New Indexing Method for Flash Devices 
 
 

Sai Tung ON 
 
 
 

Abstract 

With the rapid increasing capacity of flash memory, 
flash-aware indexing techniques are highly desired for 
flash devices. The unique features especially the 
asymmetric read/write cost of flash memory severely 
deteriorate the performance of traditional B+ algorithm. 
In this paper, we propose a new indexing method, called 
Lazy-update B+ tree, to make efficient use of ram 
resource to overcome the limitations of flash memory. The 
basic idea is to defer the time of committing update 
requests by buffering them in a segment of memory. They 
are later committed in groups so that each write 
operation can be amortized by a bunch of update requests. 
We formulate the victim selection problem and develop 
two heuristic-based commit policies. Simulation results 
show that the proposed method, along with a well-
designed commit policy, greatly improves the update 
performance of the traditional B+ tree, while preserving 
its efficient query performance. 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Flash memory has been widely adopted as the data 
storage media for a wide spectrum of computing devices. 
Compared with traditional magnetic hard disk, flash 
memory possesses advantages in various aspects: faster 
data access, lighter weight, smaller dimensions, better 
shock resistance, lower power consumption and less noise. 
These unique features make flash memory the best data 
storage media for embedded systems and portable 
handheld devices such as PDA, Smartphones and digital 
cameras. With recent technology breakthroughs in both 
capacity and reliability, flash-based devices are capable to 
handle large, complex, and more data-centric tasks. 
Therefore, we anticipate more and more DBMS 
applications will be running on these devices.   

As the state-of-the-art database implementation 
techniques, especially those indexing structures and 
algorithms, were developed for magnetic hard disk, 
DBMS applications may not fully achieve their best 
attainable performance on flash-based devices. Flash 
memory exhibits a number of characteristics which might 
have a significant impact on the efficiency of traditional 
database techniques. First of all, in-place update on flash 
memory is inefficient due to the erase-before-write 
constraint. Updating a data item must be preceded by a 

time-consuming erase operation on a large block of flash 
memory (called erase block). Second, flash memory has 
asymmetric read/write cost. The page write cost is more 
expensive than read, while the block erase requirement 
makes write cost even more higher. Table 1 [1] shows the 
read/write/erase speed of a Samsung flash memory chip. 
We can observe that the ratio of write speed to read speed 
is 1:2.5, while the ratio of erase speed to read speed is 
about 1:18.7. Similar observations can be drawn on 
energy aspect [2, 3]. Third, each block can bare a limited 
number of erase cycles (typically, 10,000 ~ 100,000 
times). A block will be worn out when this number is 
exceeded. The above features of flash memory point to 
the same conclusion, i.e., an efficient flash-aware 
database algorithm should incur as fewer writes as 
possible, even at the price of introducing more reads or 
computational cost, as long as the overall performance 
enhances. 

 
Table 1:  Access Time:  Magnetic Disk vs. Flash Memory 

Access time Media Read Write Erase 
Magnetic 

Disk† 
12.7 ms 
(2 KB) 

13.7 ms 
(2 KB) N/A 

Flash 
Memory‡ 

80 µs 
(2 KB) 

200 µs 
(2 KB) 

1.5 ms 
(128KB) 

Magnetic Disk†: Seagate Barracuda 7200.7 ST380011A 
Flash Memory‡: Samsung K9WAG08U1A 16 Gbits 

 
 B+ tree is the most widely-used index structure 

because of its high scalability and practicality. It is a 
balanced tree in which every path from the root to a leaf 
has the same length. Although B+ tree can enable optimal 
query performance, maintaining its structure usually 
requires intensively fine-grained updates over B+ tree 
nodes. Due to the aforementioned characteristics of flash 
memory, traditional B+ tree algorithm will definitely 
encounter severe performance degradation if the B+ tree 
is implemented upon flash memory, especially when the 
workload is update-intensive.   

In this paper, we propose a new indexing method, 
called lazy-update B+ tree, for flash-based devices. By 
allocating a segment of main memory (called lazy-update 
pool) to buffer update requests (in the form of key insert/ 
key delete), lazy-update B+ tree greatly reduce the 
maintenance cost of B+ tree structure while preserving its 
high query performance. The basic idea is as follows. 
When an update request arrives, instead of committing it 
to the B+ tree immediately, it will be temporarily stored 
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in the lazy-update pool. When the pool is filled, guided by 
a commit policy, a group of update requests will be 
committed to the B+ tree to reclaim space for buffering 
future requests. As update requests in the same group are 
updating the same B+ tree node, each write cost is 
amortized by several update requests and thus some write 
operations can be saved. The price of adopting lazy-
update B+ tree is due to the extra cost of looking up the 
lazy-update pool when processing queries. As long as a 
good trade-off between the saving by gathering updates 
and the aforementioned extra cost is achieved, the overall 
performance can be improved.   

An efficient commit policy is important for lazy-
update B+ tree method. It has a great impact on how 
many small updates can be gathered. In the ideal case, the 
commit policy can always select those groups which do 
not have any further update requests to gather to commit. 
As a result, the number of write operations can be 
minimized. However, this is unlikely to achieve in 
practice as the entire sequence of future update requests is 
unknown in advance. A careful designed commit policy is 
desired to maximize the number of gathered update 
requests thus reduce write operations. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 
2, we review the related work on B+ tree algorithms and 
flash-based data management. Section 3 presents our key 
ideas and gives an overview of the lazy-update B+ tree 
method. In section 4, we define the victim selection 
problem and propose two practical solutions. In section 5, 
we show the performance evaluation results. Section 6 
concludes the paper. 
 
2. Related Work 
 

With the rapid development of flash memory 
technology, data management on flash-based media has 
received much attention from research community in 
recent years. To enable a quick deployment of flash-
memory technology, early works attempted to hide the 
unique characteristics of flash memory. They focused on 
issues in simulating traditional magnetic disk with flash 
memory chips. Kawaguchi et al. [4] proposed a software 
module called flash translation layer (FTL) to 
transparently access flash memory thus conventional disk-
based algorithms and access methods can work as usual. 
To overcome the erase-before-write constraint, out-of-
place-update scheme was adopted and various garbage 
collection mechanisms [4, 5, 6] were proposed to reclaim 
invalidated space. To lengthen the life span of flash 
memory, wear-leveling algorithms that attempt to evenly 
distribute writes/erases across the pages inside flash chips 
were developed in [7, 8, 9]. Besides these fundamental 
achievements, recent work shifted to exploit the 
characteristics of flash memory to enhance the 
performance of file systems and DBMSs. In view of the 

poor write speed on flash memory, the log structure is 
adopted to reduce the number of write requests. On this 
direction, some flash-aware log-based file systems like 
YAFFS [10] and JFFS [11] are proposed. Lee and Moon 
[1] presented a novel design of data logging called in-
page logging (IPL) to further improve the logging 
performance in DBMSs on flash-based media. Kim and 
Ahn [12] proposed to use the in-device write buffer to 
improve the random write performance of flash storage. 
Lee et al. [13] conducted a case study to investigate how 
the performance of database applications is affected when 
the magnetic disk is replaced by flash-based media.  

B+ tree is a well-known index structure for speeding 
up data accesses in both file systems and database 
systems. Extensive research efforts have been put into 
optimizing B+ tree algorithms. To overcome the 
asymmetric read/write speed and the erase-before-write 
limitation on flash-based media, some flash-aware B+/B 
tree algorithms are developed. Wu et al. [2] introduced 
BFTL, an optimized B tree layer for flash memory. In 
BFTL, all changes are written on log pages and therefore 
expensive update cost for each node is avoided. As a side 
effect, an in-memory Node Translation Table (NTT) is 
required to maintain the list of log pages for each node. 
Observing that the log-based indexing scheme is not 
suitable for read-intensive workload on some flash 
devices, Nath and Kansal [3] developed FlashDB, which 
uses a self-tuning B+ tree that dynamically adapts its 
storage structure to the workloads and storage devices. 
Although these indexing methods successfully reduce the 
update cost, its query performance is degraded because 
multiple log pages might be accessed when searching a 
single tree node. Furthermore, as the size of NTT is 
proportional to the number of tree nodes, the footprint of 
NTT would consume a large amount of memory.  
 
3. Overview of Lazy-update B+ Tree 
 

To make efficient use of memory resource, we propose 
to divide the main memory into two parts: one for caching 
corresponding pages of accessed B+ tree nodes as usual 
(known as page cache) and another for buffering update 
requests (called lazy-update pool). Each update request is 
represented in the form of {key, recptr, type} where key is 
the value of the key to be inserted/deleted, recptr is the 
pointer of the inserted record (null for deletion) and type 
indicates the action type (i.e., ‘i’ stands for insert and ‘d’ 
for delete). A request to modify a key is represented by an 
insert-type request and a delete-type request.  

Whenever an update request arrives, instead of 
committing it to the B+ tree immediately, it will be 
temporarily stored in the lazy-update pool. Inside the pool, 
we use the cancel-out policy to eliminate redundant 
update requests. In detail, every two in-pool update 
requests which have the same key but opposite action 
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types are matched pairs and thus should be eliminated 
from the pool. Update requests are organized in groups. 
Each set of requests which are updating the same node 
forms a group. When the pool is insufficient to 
accommodate the incoming update request, guided by a 
commit policy, a group of requests are selected as victims 
and committed to the B+ tree to reclaim space. For 
queries, in addition to searching over the B+ tree by 
traditional algorithm, an extra searching of the lazy-
update pool is required. Algorithm 1 gives an overview of 
the lazy-update B+ tree method.  

             
When a request R arrives, 
if  R is an update request then 
    if lazy-update pool is filled then 
        Use a commit policy to select a group of requests as victims
        Commit victims to the B+ tree in bulk 
    Buffer R in the lazy-update pool 
    Use cancel-out policy  to eliminate redundant requests 
else                     // R is a query request 
    Searching over lazy-update pool to get query result Q1 
    Apply traditional algorithm on B+ tree to get query result Q2 

      Merge Q1 and Q2 to get the final query result 

Algorithm 1:  Overview of Lazy-update B+ tree 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

          (a)  A B+ Tree (order = 3)            (b) Lazy-Update Pool (size = 4) 

  Figure 1:  Lazy-update B+ Tree Example 

The proposed method offers opportunities to gather 
small updates which are applied on the same B+ tree node 
to reduce the number of write operations. Let we use the 
following example to exemplify how it is attainable. For 
simplicity, without lost of generality, we assume each B+ 
tree node is exactly held in a page of flash memory in this 
paper. Consider the B+ tree in Figure 2(a), where four 
update requests are issued, i.e., insert keys 6, 30, and then 
delete keys 5, 90. The letters A~H are the labels of the 
corresponding pages where the B+ tree nodes reside. 
Under the traditional method, seven pages (i.e., D, E, B, 
A, E, D, H) will be updated sequentially. Under the 
proposed method, the update requests will be stored in the 
lazy-update pool first (see Figure 2(b)). Then after the 
pool is filled, these requests will be propagated to the B+ 
tree in groups. Therefore, {5, /, d} and {6, *, i} will be 
committed to page D together, and {30, *, i} and {90, /, d} 
will be committed to page E and H, respectively. As a 
result, only three pages (i.e., D, E, H) will be updated – a 
saving of 57% compared to the traditional method.  

How to select victims when the lazy-update pool is 
filled is a critical issue for the lazy-update B+ tree method. 
It decides how many small updates can be gathered. Let’s 
reuse the example in Figure 1 to illustrate it. Suppose that 
besides those four update requests (i.e., insert keys 6, 30, 
and then delete keys 5, 90), we have another four update 
requests, they are, delete keys 40, 95 and then insert keys 
99, 100. As the lazy-update pool can hold only four 
requests, this request sequence should be committed in 
several batches. Consider a commit policy which always 
selects all in-pool requests as victims. As a result, these 
requests are handled in two batches, i.e., {6, *, i},{30, *, 
i},{5, /, d} and {90, /, d} in a batch, while {40, /, d},{95, /, 
d},{99, *, i} and {100, *, i} in another batch. As 
described previously, pages D, E and H will be updated 
when processing the former batch. For latter batch, {40, /, 
d} is committed to page E, while {95, /, d}, {99, *, i} and 
{100, *, i} are committed to page H together, Therefore, 
totally five pages (i.e., D, E, H, E, H) needs to be updated. 
If we choose to process them in three batches: {6, *, i} 
and {5, /, d} first, {30, *, i} and {40, /, d} second and 
finally {90, /, d}, {95, /, d}, {99, *, i} and {100, *, i}. 
Then the first batch is committed to page D, the second to 
page E and the last to page H.  That is to say, only three 
pages {i.e., D, E, H} need to be updated. Hence, the 
commit policy has a great impact on the performance of 
the lazy-update B+ tree method. We will develop several 
strategies to guide the victim selection in next section.   
 
4. Commit Policies for Lazy-update B+ Tree 
 

An efficient commit policy is important for lazy-update 
B+ tree as it can gather more update requests applying on 
the same B+ tree nodes thus reduce the number of write 
operations. In this section, we first formulate this commit 
problem and then we propose two strategies to address 
this problem. We also present the structures and pruning 
techniques which assist in identifying the victims.  
 
4.1. The Victim Selection Problem  

 
Within the proposed method, when the lazy-update 

pool is filled, a group of update requests are selected to be 
committed to the B+ tree to reclaim space. For a request 
sequence, the victim selection problem is to schedule an 
optimal request committing sequence to finish all requests 
with minimum cost. In detail, we formulate it as follows. 

Definition1: Given a request sequence mS ��� �21�  
each of which represents a key insertion/deletion on B+ 
tree. Consider a lazy-update pool which can hold up to N 
update requests. Let iP  be the set of update requests 
residing in the pool when the ith request in S comes. 
Let iV be the victim group selected to reclaim space when 

{   30 , *, i } 
 

{   5   } 
  

{   9 0 , /, d  } 
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the ith request in S comes. Initially, the pool is empty, 
thus ��1P  and ��1V . For all 1,,,2, �� mmiPi � , 
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The Victim Selection Problem is to find a sequence 
121 �� mmVVVVV � which satisfies (1) and minimizes the 

following cost function  

)(cos)(cos)( 1

1

1
�

�

�

�� m

m

i
i PtVtSF                                (2) 

where )(cos iVt  and )(cos 1�mPt  are the costs of 
committing update requests in iV  and 1�mP , respectively. 

In this paper, we focus on the online case when the 
selection of victims is on the basis of knowledge of the 
past update requests. It is without doubt that an optimal 
commit policy is unattainable in such case. Therefore, we 
turn to heuristic-based solutions.   
 
4.2. Biggest Size Policy 

 
In order to increase the hit occurrence, it is more 

profitable to evict one large group than to evict a bunch of 
small ones to reclaim the same amount of space. This 
motivates us to propose biggest size policy.  This strategy 
is simple and is easy to implement. Update requests firstly 
form their groups, then among all groups, the one which 
has the largest size and is the least recently hit is selected 
as victim. In order to trace the hit information for each 
group, we associate each update request with an integer to 
record its order in the entire request sequence and 
maintain the order of the newest request for each group.  
 
4.3. Cost-based Policy 

 
While the biggest size policy aims to maximize the hit 

ratio, the objective of the cost-based policy is to minimize 
the price resulting from evicting the victim group. Before 
describing the proposed policy, we first derive the price of 
evicting the victim group.  

Intuitively, a group would gradually expand as long as 
it stays in the pool to receive new requests. In other words, 
keeping a group is profitable as it can gather more update 
requests thus the update cost can be amortized by more 
requests. A gain function is defined to quantify the 
aforementioned profit for each group g :  

     )'(cos)'(cos)(cos)( RRtRtRtggain �
�� , (3) 
where R  is the set of update requests residing in g , 'R  is 
the set of new update requests during a future period T, 
the sum of the first two items is the write cost of 

committing R  and 'R  separately, and the last item is the 
write cost of committing them in bulk. 

In the following, we will discuss how to compute the 
gain value. To facilitate our analysis, besides the notations 
given above, we further define the following notations. 
� N : the set of leaf nodes to be updated if R is 

committed.  
� kn : the kth  leaf node in N . 
� krange : the range of kn . 
� );;( trkf : the possibility of having k new update 

requests whose key values are in the range r  during 
the period t . 

For each krange , if krangekeyrRr ��� '.,'' , then, as 
both of )(cos Rt  and )'(cos Rt  include a write on the leaf 
node kn , we can save one page write if R  and 'R  are 
committed together. Otherwise, there is no cost saving. 
Therefore, the cost saving on kn  can be calculated 
by writepageTrangef k 1));;0(1( �
 . By adding up the 
cost savings on each leaf nodes, we can get the value of 

)(ggain . That is to say, we have the following formula:   
 
          �
�

k
k writepageTrangefggain )1));;0(1(()(  , (4) 

where the value of the left item is approximately equal to 
that of the right item because we ignore some cost savings 
which rarely happen (e.g., all requests in R  are canceled 
out due to the matched pairs in 'R , which results in more 
cost savings).  

As can be observed in (4), in order to calculate the gain 
value for a group, we must first identify a suitable period 
T and the possibility function. For simplicity, we use the 
following settings: T = �. As the period is set to be 
infinite, 0);;0( �trf holds in any case. Therefore, 
formula (4) can be simplified as: 

 
    �

k

writepageggain 1)( .        (5)  

Thus, the gain value solely depends on how many leaf 
nodes are updated if R is committed. 

Apparently, the price of evicting a group g  is equal to 
its gain value. The amount of space reclaimed by evicting 
g  is proportional to its size. In order to minimize the total 
price of evicting groups, the heuristic solution is to evict 
the group with the minimum heuristic value given by  

sizeg
ggaingH

.
)()( �  whenever the space is insufficient. The 

idea behind is to spend as lower price as possible for each 
unit of reclaimed space. Similar to the biggest size victim 
policy, when there are several groups having the smallest 
heuristic value, the one which is the least recently hit is 
selected as victim. We call this policy as cost-based 
policy.  
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It is easy to see that cost-based policy reduces to 
biggest size policy when no rebalancing operations are 
involved when committing victims from the pool, because 
under this circumstance each group has equal evicting 
price.  

The space overhead of cost-based policy is due to the 
need to store the node size and hit information of each 
group for victim selection. However, we will later see that 
such overhead is worthy as the performance is greatly 
improved by adopting this policy. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.5. Implementation Issues 

 
4.5.1 Data Structure for Efficient Pool Management 

 
The update requests in the lazy-update pool should be 

well-organized to support efficient searching and fast 
identifying victims. We propose to organize them with an 
orthogonal list to address the above objectives. Figure 2(a) 
illustrates how the requests in Figure 1 are organized by 
the proposed orthogonal list. As shown in the figure, the 
requests are clustered and distributed hierarchically, and 
hence searching and traversing over the pool can be very 
efficient. 

Each block corresponds to a node in the B+ tree. The 
one corresponding to the root is called root block. A block 
b is called child block of 'b  if its corresponding node is 
the child of that of 'b . Furthermore, block b  and 'b are 
called sibling blocks if their corresponding nodes are 
siblings. There are two types of blocks in the proposed 
orthogonal list: index and group.  

 
� Index: an index corresponds to a non-leaf node. It has 

several components: range, request_list, child_ptr, 
node_addr and sibling_ptr, where range and 
node_addr are the value range and page address of its 
corresponding node, respectively, request_list is the 
array of update requests stored in this block, child_ptr 
represents a pointer to the head of the chain of its 
child blocks, and sibling_ptr represents a pointer to 
its sibling block. The sibling blocks are kept sorted 
by their ranges. An update request is stored in an 

index if and only if its key is in the range of this 
index but not in the range of any other block. Figure 
2(b) shows the structure of index. 

� Group: a group corresponds to a leaf node. In 
addition to the components in index, group has an 
extra component called info to store the information 
for victim selection. Figure 2(c) shows its structure. 

 
To insert an update request into the orthogonal list, the 

proper block is first located by searching from the root 
block to the bottom. Then, the request is directly added 
into the request_list of that block. We detail it below: 

 
Parameter: the update request q, the root block root 
block = root, temp = root; 
while true do 
        while temp � null and q.key not in temp.range  do  
                  temp = temp.sibling_ptr; 
        if temp = null  then 
                  break; 
        else 
                  block = temp;  
                  temp = block.child_ptr;  
if there exists a matched pair p of q in block.request_list  then 
        use the cancel-out policy to eliminate p from the pool; 
else 
        insert q into block.request_list;       

Algorithm 2:  Insertion Algorithm 

Initially, there is only a root block in the orthogonal list. 
All update requests are stored within this block. When it 
is time to select victims, these update requests are moved 
to form groups for victim selection. Meanwhile, their 
ancestor blocks, together with these groups, are created 
and added into the orthogonal list. Similarly, when 
searching the B+ tree for query results, the accessed nodes 
are used to assist in creating new blocks and thus requests 
can be clustered in a more fine-grained level. We detail 
them in Algorithm 3 and 4, respectively.  

When some groups are selected as victims to be 
committed into the B+ tree, correspondingly, they are 
removed from the orthogonal list. Furthermore, when an 
index doesn’t contain any update requests or child groups, 
it should be removed as well.  

By adopting the orthogonal list to manage the update 
requests, the extra cost of searching over the lazy-update 
pool when processing queries is minimized. Moreover, 
the cost of accessing a node can be amortized by many 
requests. Therefore, the number of read operations is 
expected to be reduced too.  
 
4.5.2 Performance Enhancement 

 
We propose a pruning technique to minimize the read 

operations during the victim selection. Originally, when 
the pool is insufficient to hold new requests, update 
requests residing in upper blocks are moved into lower 
level to form groups for victim selection (see Algorithm 

 (-� ~ �) 
A 

null 

 (-� ~ 50] 
B 

 (50 ~ �) 
C 

null 

{90, /, d} 

null 

{30, *, i} 

 (-� ~ 20] 
D 

null 

{6, *, i} {5, /, d} 

2 

Figure 2(a):  An Orthogonal List Example 

 range 
node_addr 

sibling_ptr 
child_ptr 

request list 

Figure 2(b):  Index Structure 

 range 
node_addr 

sibling_ptr 

request list 

Figure 2(c):  Group Structure 

info 
child_ptr null 
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3). Next, the biggest size policy/cost-based policies are 
adopted to select victims. We propose to merge these two 
phases together, while leaving along those update 
requests/groups which are impossible to be selected as 
victims. We detail it in Algorithm 5 (based on the cost-
based policy). The algorithm applying biggest size policy 
is similar, and the only difference is to change the pruning 
condition from H(v)*bk.size  1 to v.size  bk.size. 
Parameter: the root block root 
push root into stack; 
bk = null;     
while stack not empty do 
     bk = POP(stack);
     get the chain of its child groups chain by bk.child_ptr; 
     if bk is not a group and bk.request_list not empty then 
          get the corresponding node node by bk.node_addr;  
          divide bk.request_list into r[1], …, r[m] by node’s entries 
          for i = 1 to m 
               create block chd[i] with r[i]; 
               inset it into chain and keep the chain sorted; 
          update the bk.child_ptr if needed; 
     for each child in chain 
          PUSH(child);         

Algorithm 3:  Group Forming for Victim Selection 

Input: the query request q, the root block root 
Output: query result R 
Follow the method in Algorithm 2 to locate the proper block bk using 
parameter q.key and root; 
temp = null;          
for each uq in bk.request_list 
     if uq.key = q.key  then  
         temp = uq; break; 
if temp � null    then             //no need to query on B+ tree 
     R = temp.recptr;  
else 

retrieve the corresponding node startnode by bk.node_ptr; 
search from startnode to leaf on B+ tree to get result R; 
let nodes be the set of nodes accessed in the above searching; 
for each node in nodes 
     get the block b which corresponds to node; 
     //see algorithm 3 line 7~13 

         try to redistribute b.request_list in fine-grained level;  
return R          

Algorithm 4:  Handling Query Requests (lookup query) 

 
Besides the pruning technique targeted at reducing read 

operations, we propose to make efficient use of the page 
cache to further decrease the number of write operations. 
As the page cache is used for caching corresponding 
pages of accessed B+ tree nodes, thus it is profitable to 
commit those requests whose corresponding leaf nodes 
are cached and dirty (i.e., the leaf node is updated 
previously but not yet written back to flash memory). This 
idea is easy to implement: when a new update request 
arrives, we verify if it is updating some leaf node which is 
dirty and cached in the page cache. If so, this request is 
committed immediately. Otherwise, we buffer it in the 
lazy-update pool. 

Input: the root block root
Output: the victim group G 
push root into stack; 
bk = null,  G = null;               // bk is a block       
while stack not empty do 
     bk = POP(stack);
     get the chain of its child groups chain by bk.child_ptr; 
     if bk is not a group and bk.request_list not empty then 
          Let size = the number of requests in bk.request_list; 
          if  G = null or  H(G)*size �1 then 
              get the corresponding node n by bk.node_addr;  

           //see algorithm 3 line 7~13 
               try to redistribute bk.request_list in fine-grained level; 
     else 
          if  bk is a group then 
               if G = null or H(G)*bk.size � 1  then 
                     if bk.node_size is unknown  then 
                          get the corresponding node l by bk.node_addr;  
                          bk.node_size = l.node_size; 
                     if G = null or H(v) > H(bk)  then 
                          G = bk; 
                     else 
                          if H(G) = H(bk) and G.order < bk.order then 
                                 G = bk; 
     for each child in chain 
          PUSH(child);    
return G 

Algorithm 5:  Victim Selection with Pruning 

5. Performance Evaluation 
 
5.1. Simulation Setup and Performance Metrics 

 
We conducted the simulation study on a desktop 

computer running Windows XP SP2 with an Intel Quad 
2.4GHz CPU and 4GB memory. We implemented a FTL 
module to emulate a 2GB flash memory whose block size 
and page size are 128 KB and 2 KB respectively by the 
same amount of main memory. The FTL adopted the page 
mapping strategy and the greedy garbage collection 
policy proposed in [4]. The testbed is implemented using 
Java (JDK 1.5).  

We implemented the lazy-update B+ tree method and 
the traditional B+ tree method upon the FTL to make 
comparison of their performance. In detail, the algorithms 
under evaluation include: traditional B+ tree (Standard),  
Lazy-update with biggest size policy (Lazy(Biggest)) and 
Lazy-update with cost-based policy (Lazy(Costbased)). In 
order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed commit 
policies, we also implemented Lazy-update methods with 
LRU policy (called Lazy(LRU)) and FIFO policy (called 
Lazy(FIFO))  for comparison.  

In our evaluation, we constructed a dataset by using the 
data from DBLP [14]. We downloaded the XML records 
from the DBLP website1 and extracted the data on the 
author attribute. We converted the name of each author 
into an integer as the primary key. After that, we 

                                                 
1 http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/ 
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constructed a dataset containing 610,907 distinct authors 
and built the B+ tree index on their names. For fair 
comparison, the max amount of main memory space 
dedicated for each algorithm is equivalent (1% of the 
index size). The traditional cache replacement policy 
LRU was applied to the management of the page cache. 
Both the size of key entry in each node and the size of 
update request are 12 bytes (8 bytes for key storage while 
other 4 bytes for storing the associated page address). The 
order of B+ tree is set to 171 so that each node can 
exactly fit in a page. The buffer pool of those lazy-update 
B+ tree algorithms is configured to 50% of the entire 
assigned memory by default. We summarized the 
parameter settings in Table 2.     

 
Table 2:  Simulation Parameter Settings  

Parameter Setting 
Page size/Block size 2 KB/128KB 
Key entry /Update request size 12 bytes 
Index size 610,907 key entries 
B+ tree order 171 
Memory size 1% of index size 
Buffer Pool size 50% memory space by default

At the beginning of all experiments, the authors which 
appear in DBLP before year 2007 were selected to build 
the B+ tree index (540936 entries). Then, each algorithm 
was tested by running the following workloads: 

W-Query: contains 80% queries, 20% updates to be the 
representative of query-intensive workloads.  

W-Update: contains 20% queries, 80% updates to be 
the representative of update-intensive workloads.  

 In order to the performance with different delete/insert 
ratio, we further categorized the above workloads into W-
Query(Insert-only),W-Update(Insert-only), W-Query(Mix) 
and W-Update(Mix). In the first two workloads, updates 
requests are inserting authors appear after year 2007 into 
the tree index. In the latter workload, 60% of updates are 
insert type, while 40% are delete type. 

The FTL recorded the performance metrics including 
the numbers of pages read, pages written, and the 
computational cost when running the algorithms. We also 
calculated the overall I/O cost per request by using the 
write/read speed in Table [1]. The number of block erases 
is omitted as they seldom happen during our simulation. 
 
5.2. Overall Evaluation 

 
Table 3 ~ 6 show the performance of all algorithms 

under different workloads. We can observe that 
LazyUpdate methods greatly outperform traditional 
algorithm: the required write operations of LazyUpdate 
methods was only half of the traditional method even 
when the workload is query-intensive. As the accessing 

cost when updating a tree node is also amortized by a 
group of requests, the number of pages read of 
LazyUpdate methods was less than traditional method as 
well. For the computation cost, as the proposed 
LazyUpdate methods adopt an orthogonal list to support 
efficient searching and fast identifying victims, the extra 
cost of searching over the lazy-update pool when 
processing queries became a trivial factor.  

Among different commit policies, the proposed biggest 
size policy and cost-based policy outperforms 
conventional replacement policies (i.e., LRU and FIFO) 
on I/O aspect, while they had a little bit higher 
computational cost. The cost-based policy incurred fewer 
write operations and achieved best overall performance, 
whereas the biggest size policy required less read 
operations and computational cost. 

 
Table 3:  Performance under W-Query (Insert-Only) 
Algorithm Read Write CPU(us) IO (us)

Standard 601971 98419 27.43 194.04 
Lazy(LRU) 538029 62906 25.27 159.10 
Lazy(FIFO) 528938 61805 24.71 156.39 
Lazy(Biggest) 496541 54231 25.30 144.64 
Lazy(Costbased) 497187 48116 25.75 141.29 
 

Table 4:  Performance under W-Query (Mix) 
Algorithm Read Write CPU(us) IO (us)

Standard 1706914 258988 27.08 188.53 
Lazy(LRU) 1522422 163903 25.16 154.72 
Lazy(FIFO) 1495231 162925 24.15 152.35 
Lazy(Biggest) 1386600 128896 23.34 136.84 
Lazy(Costbased) 1388555 122448 25.99 135.70 
 

Table 5:  Performance under W-Update (Insert-Only) 
Algorithm Read Write CPU(us) IO (us)

Standard 165397 97740 101.46 374.67 
Lazy(LRU) 112254 61974 87.81 244.32 
Lazy(FIFO) 97977 60326 85.91 227.50 
Lazy(Biggest) 111571 53784 92.27 224.97 
Lazy(Costbased) 113868 47937 93.68 213.71 
 

Table 6:  Performance under W-Update (Mix) 
Algorithm Read Write CPU(us) IO (us)

Standard 464322 257376 101.53 354.60 
Lazy(LRU) 318688 161821 90.65 231.51 
Lazy(FIFO) 275403 159978 85.15 216.18 
Lazy(Biggest) 305402 129072 86.00 201.05 
Lazy(Costbased) 308465 121435 90.80 195.92 

 
5.3. Effect of Buffer Pool Size 
 

In this part of the experiment, we evaluated the 
performance of LazyUpdate methods under different 
buffer pool size. Figure 3 and 4 show the results while the 
buffer pool ratio is varied from 0.1 to 0.9. As we can see, 
when the ratio is increased, the number of pages 
read/written and I/O cost decrease. This can be explained 
as follows. The bigger is the buffer pool, the more update 
requests can be buffered. As a result, the chance for the 
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update requests to gather increases and hence each update 
cost can be amortized by more requests.   
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Figure 4:  IO Cost Under Different Buffer Pool Size 

 
6. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, we have discussed the challenges of 
maintaining B+ tree structure upon flash memory. To 
overcome the asymmetric read/write limitation, we have 
proposed a new indexing method, called lazy-update B+ 
tree to make efficient use of the ram resource to reduce 
the number of write operations. We have identified the 
critical issue of victim selection, and proposed two 
commit policies to address it. Simulation results show that 
the lazy-update B+ tree method greatly improve the 
update performance of the traditional B+ tree algorithm, 
while preserving its efficient query performance.  
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DigestJoin: A New Join Method for Flash-based Storage Media

Yu Li

Abstract

Flash is emerging to be the next generation storage me-
dia for DBMS applications. Compared to traditional mag-
netic disk, a distinguished feature of flash-based storage
media is the fast random read. This is against conventional
wisdom to avoid random I/Os in query processing. Based
on this observation, in this paper, we propose a new join
method, called DigestJoin, to exploit fast random read op-
erations for flash-based storage media. The basic idea is to
reduce the cost of the join operator at the expense of tuple
reloading through a two-phase join. While the tuple reload-
ing cost is critical to the performance of DigestJoin, we
show the hardness of this problem by a graph formulation
and develop three heuristic-based strategies. Experimen-
tal results based on TPC-H datasets show that DigestJoin
together with a carefully designed tuple reloading strategy
substantially outperforms the traditional join method.

1 Introduction

With recent technology breakthroughs in both capacity
and reliability, flash is emerging to be the next generation
storage media [6, 10, 13]. While flash memory cards (e.g.,
Secure Digital and Compact Flash Card) have already been
widely used in portable handheld devices such as PDA and
Smartphones, Solid State Drive (SSD) shows great promise
to replace magnetic hard disk for desktop PCs and file
servers. Flash-based storage is superior to its magnetic
counterpart in various aspects: faster data access, better
shock resistance, lower power consumption, lighter weight,
smaller dimensions, and less noise. As such, it is expected
that flash will become the main storage media for DBMS
applications in the near future. Moreover, since flash-based
storage like SSD usually provides the same set of APIs as
magnetic disk, the transition from magnetic to flash-based
storage will be transparent and smooth for most DBMS ap-
plications.

It is well known that seeking is the dominant cost in disk
page accesses and that random I/O is more expensive than
sequential one for traditional magnetic disk. In comparison
to magnetic disk, flash-based storage is not made of any

mechanical component. To read/write a data page, the tra-
ditional, expensive “seeking” operation is not needed. Yet
some overhead still exists before each I/O operation, which
is usually caused by the encapsulated logic for such pur-
poses as wear leveling and internal caching [2, 4]. Never-
theless, such overhead is much smaller than the mechanical
seeking for magnetic disk. As reported in [7], the overhead
before read/write a page on SSD is much cheaper than the
seeking cost of magnetic disk, and is comparable to the cost
paid for transferring data. In particular, random read of SSD
thus become as fast as sequential I/O operations.

However, the state-of-the-art database implementation
techniques, especially those query processing algorithms
[9], were developed for magnetic disk. They tend to avoid
random I/Os and make use of sequential I/Os as much as
possible, in the hope of that the expensive seeking cost
can be amortized over a series of sequential I/O operations.
Such strategies, however, cannot fully exploit the fast ran-
dom read of flash-based storage media. As relational join
is particularly I/O intensive, alternate methods that utilize
more random reads than traditional join methods are likely
to run significantly faster on flash-based storage media and
are therefore highly desirable.

In this paper, we propose a new join method, calledDi-
gestJoin, for flash-based storage media. Instead of perform-
ing the join directly over the original tables, the basic idea
of DigestJoinis to do a two-phase join. In the first phase,
it extracts only minimal information necessary for the join
operator, denoted by digest tables, from the original tables.
Each entry in the digest table, consisting of a join key and
a tuple id (tid), corresponds to a data tuple in the original
table. A traditional join algorithm is then applied over the
digest tables to generate digest join results. Since the size
of a digest table could be much smaller than the original ta-
ble, the join cost can be significantly reduced. Next in the
second phase, based on the digest join results, the algorithm
reloads the full tuples from the original tables to produce the
final join results. Intuitively, this method aims to cut down
the cost of the join operator by reducing the sizes of input
tables, at the cost of introducing more random reads in the
second phase of tuple reloading.

How to efficiently reload the full tuples based on the di-
gest join results is a critical issue for theDigestJoinmethod.
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Consider a join on two tables. A digest join result con-
tains a join key and thetids of the two tuples with the same
join key value. Based ontids, we can reload the full tuple
from the original table, and the entire page containing the
tuple should be fetched. Many tuples to be reloaded may be
stored on the same page. In the ideal case, each page should
be loaded at most once. However, this is difficult to achieve
in practice due to memory constraint. As the digest join re-
sults are usually not clustered with respect to page address,
a careful page loading schedule is desired to minimize the
number of page accesses.

Our main contributions made in this paper are summa-
rized as follows:

• We study the possibility of utilizing the fast random
read to speed up traditional join algorithms on top of
flash-based storage media. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first study to investigate new join meth-
ods for flash-based storage media.

• We propose a two-phaseDigestJoinmethod that ex-
ploits the fast random read of flash-based storage me-
dia. The method is generic and can be integrated with
any classic join algorithm such as sort-merge and hash
joins.

• We formulate the page loading problem by a graph
model and show the hardness of this problem. We then
develop three heuristic-based solutions.

• We evaluateDigestJoinin comparison with the tradi-
tional join method in an experimental DBMS imple-
mented on a real SSD device. By comparing their
performances with TPC-H benchmark datasets, we
show thatDigestJoinsignificantly outperforms the tra-
ditional method.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we give an overview of theDigestJoinmethod and
identify its most critical issue of page loading. Section 3
models the page loading problem and develops three load-
ing strategies. Section 4 presents the results of performance
evaluation. In Section 5, we review the related work on join
processing and flash-based data management. Finally, Sec-
tion 6 concludes the paper.

2 Overview of DigestJoin

Join is one of the most important operators in RDBMS,
and has been extensively studied in the literature. In this pa-
per, we focus on non-index-based joins. Nested-loop, sort-
merge, and hash joins are the most well-known non-index-
based join algorithms. When joining large tables, one or
more tables to be joined may be too large to fit in the usable
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E x t r a c t

E x t r a c t
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R e l o a d  T u p l e

R e l o a d  T u p l e

Figure 1. Overview of DigestJoin

main memory. In that case, the tables can be loaded into
the main memory iteratively (for nested-loop join) or parti-
tioned with the aid of external disk storage (for sort-merge
and hash joins). No matter which join algorithm is used, the
objective is to incur as few disk IOs as possible for the join
process.

Consider the following natural join on two TPC-H tables,
whereCUSTOMERandORDERSare joined through the key
C CUSTKEY:

SELECT *
FROM CUSTOMER, ORDERS
WHERE CUSTOMER.C_CUSTKEY=ORDERS.C_CUSTKEY;

Traditionally, the sort-merge join algorithm first sorts the
original tables (using external sorting if the memory is in-
sufficient), followed by a merge through alternative scans
of the sorted tables. We can observe that given a certain
amount of memory, the join cost directly depends on the
sizes of the input tables to be joined. The smaller is the
input size, the less is the join cost. Motivated by this obser-
vation, the proposedDigestJoinmethod is divided into two
phases:digest join phaseand tuple reloading phase(see
Figure 1).

Denote tableCUSTOMERasX = {x1, x2, . . . , xm}(x1

denotes the columnC CUSTKEY) and tableORDERasY =
{y1, y2, . . . , yn}(y1 denotes the columnC CUSTKEY). In
the digest join phase, the two tables are first abstracted
into two digest tables, i.e.,X ′ = {x1, tidx} and Y ′ =
{y1, tidy}, respectively, wherex1 andy1 are the join keys,
and tidx and tidy are the tuple ids that are sufficient to
physically locate the corresponding tuples. Then, we ap-
ply some traditional join algorithm (e.g., nested-loop, sort-
merge, or hash join) over the digest tables to generate the
digest join results in the form of{x1, tidx, tidy}. We ex-
pect that the digest tables are much smaller than the orig-
inal tables. Hence, the cost of joining the digest tables
can be significantly cheaper than joining the original tables.
However, the digest join results{x1, tidx, tidy} only tell us
about what tuples will be joined by providing theirtids. To
output the final join results, in the second phase of tuple
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reloading, we have to reload the corresponding tuples from
the original tables. Algorithm 1 gives an overview of the
DigestJoinmethod.

Step 1: Scan the join tables and construct the digest tables
{x1, tidx} and{y1, tidy}
Step 2: Apply traditional algorithm to join the digest tables

Step 3: Reload full tuples to produce the final join results based on

digest join results{x1, tidx, tidy}
Algorithm 1 : Framework of DigestJoin

How to efficiently reload tuples is a critical issue for
the DigestJoin method. Let’s use a simple example to
illustrate it. Suppose that we have a list of digest join
results: < x1, tidx1 , tidy1 >, < x2, tidx2 , tidy2 >, <
x3, tidx3 , tidy3 >, and< x4, tidx4 , tidy4 >, and thattidx1

andtidx3 are stored on pageA, tidx2 andtidx4 are on page
B, tidy1 and tidy3 are on pageC, tidy2 and tidy4 are on
pageD. If we have sufficient memory space, we may fetch
all those four pagesA throughD and keep them in the
memory to facilitate the final join. However, in practice the
memory space is limited, and therefore we need to carefully
schedule the page loading to minimize the read cost. Sup-
pose that in the worst case the memory space can hold two
pages only. If we perform the final join in the order ofx1,
x2, x3, andx4, we need to fetch pagesA andC for x1, B
andD for x2, thenA andC again forx3, and finallyB and
D again forx4. Here, duplicate page accesses are incurred
and in fact each page is loaded twice. Alternatively, if we
swap the order ofx2 andx3 for the final join, each page
can be loaded only once. As can be seen, the page loading
schedule significantly affects the IO cost and, hence, it is a
key to the success ofDigestJoin. We shall develop several
efficient strategies for page loading in the next section.

Before we proceed to the next section, we use the run-
ning TPC-H example to exemplify how muchDigestJoin
can improve over the traditional join algorithm. According
to the TPC-H definition, the tuple size for a digest table is
only 6% of that for theCUSTOMERtable, and 9% of that for
theORDERStable. Assume that there are10, 000 and5, 000
pages forCUSTOMERandORDERS, respectively. Consider
the traditional sort-merge algorithm. Given a memory size
of 20 pages, we need4 and3 passes to sort these two tables,
and the total sorting cost is4×2×10, 000+3×2×5, 000 =
110, 000 I/Os. The next merge procedure will alternatively
scan both of the sorted tables, leading to a total join cost
of 110, 000 + 10, 000 + 5, 000 = 125, 000 I/Os. Now if
we employDigestJoin, then the tables input to the sort-
merge join operator are the digest tables extracted from
CUSTOMERandORDERS, which are of size 600 and 450
pages, respectively. Thus, the join cost will be reduced to
3 × 2 × 600 + 3 × 2 × 450 + 600 + 450 = 7, 350 I/Os.
As long as the tuple reloading phase introduces fewer than

117,650 page I/Os,DigestJoinwould outperform the tradi-
tional sort-merge join.

We remark that the proposedDigestJoinmethod, while
appealing to flash-based storage media, may not be favor-
able to magnetic disk. This is because the tuples involved
in the join results are likely to be scattered over the disk
pages. Thus, the tuple reloading will incur quite a number
of random read operations, which are extremely costly for
disk-based storage media and may even exceed the join cost
saved. Fortunately, thanks to the fast random read, flash-
based storage media has a better chance to gain from the
DigestJoinmethod and we will later demonstrate that with
a careful page loading schedule, the tuple reloading cost is
far below the join cost saved.

3 Page Loading Strategies for DigestJoin

3.1 Page Loading Problem

In DigestJoin, the first phase obtains a list of digest join
results, based on which the pages containing the full tuples
are fetched to generate final join results. The page loading
problem is to schedule an optimal page loading sequence
to finish all page joins with minimum number of page ac-
cesses.

To further understand the page loading problem, we
adopt a graph model to formulate it in a mathematical way.
The graph model is used to represent the join relationship
between the pages. A join graph is defined as an undirected
bipartite graphG =< V1 ∪ V2, E >, whereV1 andV2 de-
note the set of pages from the two original tables, respec-
tively, andE ⊆ V1 × V2 denotes the set of page-pairs to be
joined. For each(va, vb) ∈ E, there must exist some tuple
on pageva which has join result with some tuple on page
vb. The join graph can be used to dynamically model the
remaining pages to be loaded and joined. An edge(va, vb)
is removed fromE if pagesva andvb have been loaded into
the memory and joined. A vertexv is removed from G once
its degree becomes zero (i.e., no pages to be joined with).

An example of join graph is shown in Figure 2, where
vertices1 and2 represent the pages from one table, while
verticesa, b and c represent the pages from the other ta-
ble. An edge(1, a) means there are tuples on pages1 and
a to be joined in the final results. Similarly, edges(1, b),
(1, c), (2, a) and (2, c) represent the join relationship be-
tween other pairs of pages.

Based on the join graph, a page loading sequence is
equivalent to an order of removing all edges of the graph.
As mentioned previously, an edge can be removed if and
only if the corresponding pages are loaded into the memory
and joined. Therefore, an optimal page loading sequence
is an order of loading pages into the memory to remove all
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Figure 3. Corresponding Graph of the Join Graph in Fig-

ure 2

edges in the join graph with minimum number of page ac-
cesses. If there is sufficient memory space to hold all re-
lated pages, apparently only one-time access for each page
is needed and, thus, any order of page loading sequence
would be optimal. However, when the memory space is lim-
ited, page swaps will be resulted and the problem becomes
very complicated.

To ease the analysis on the hardness of this problem,
we transform the join graph into another equivalent graph
model. Specifically, for a join graphG =< V1 ∪ V2, E >,
we construct a corresponding weighted complete graph
G′ =< V ′, E′ > by the following method: for each edge
(va, vb) ∈ E, we create a new vertexv′ in G′, that is to say,
each edge in the join graph is transformed to a vertex in the
new graph. Therefore,v′ in the new graph represents a join
operation: loading the corresponding pagesva andvb into
the memory to join. We assign the weight of each edge as
the page swapping cost between two join operations impli-
cated by its vertexes. Figure 3 shows the transformed graph
of the join graph in Figure 2. In the graph, we name each
vertex by its corresponding edges in the join graph, e.g.,
vertex1a corresponds to the edge(1, a) in Figure 2. As for
the edge weight, if we assume the memory can hold two
pages only, it is1 for edge(1a, 1b) (solid line) as one page
has to be swapped out, and it is2 for edge(1b, 2a) (dashed
line) as two pages have to be swapped out.

With the new graph model, a page loading sequence is
transformed to a tour of all vertices on the graph, and its
page access cost is transformed to be the sum of the weights
of all edges in the tour. Thus, the page loading problem is to
find a tour in the complete graph with minimum cost, which
is well-known as the classic Hamiltonian path problem. In
the literature, Merrett et al. [8] has studied a special case of
the page loading problem by constraining the main mem-
ory to hold exactly two pages. They proved that the con-
strained problem can be reduced from a special case of the

Hamiltonian path problem and showed that the problem of
determining whether there exists a solution withn− 1 page
swaps isNP-complete(assume there are totallyn pages in
the join graph).

However, in general cases when the memory space can
hold more than two pages, the problem becomes even
more complex as the weight of each edge will dynamically
change. Since the special case of the page loading prob-
lem is alreadyNP-complete, its general version should be
at leastNP-complete. To the best of our knowledge, no ap-
proximation algorithm exists to address the page loading
problem. In the rest of this section, we turn to heuristic
solutions and propose three strategies for the page loading
problem.

3.2 Naive Loading Strategy

One intuitive idea to tackle the page loading problem is
to load pages online whenever there is a digest join result,
it loads the corresponding pages to retrieve the tuples and
produce the join result. This is called naive loading strategy.
For each digest join, only two page buffers are required to
load the corresponding tuples, and the remaining available
memory can be used as page cache. The traditional cache
replacement policy LRU can be applied to the management
of the page cache. We detail this strategy in Algorithm 2.

Input : Sorted digest tabledt1, sorted digest tabledt2
Output : Join results

Allocate bufferp1 for dt1, p2 for dt2
Allocate rest buffers asPageCachewith LRU policy
while joining dt1 anddt2 with p1 andp2 do

if there is a join result< join key, tid1, tid2 > then
page1 = the page id containingtid1

page2 = the page id containingtid2

if page1 in PageCachethen
Extract tuple withtid1 to t1

else
Loadpage1 into PageCache, extract tuple withtid1

to t1

if page2 in PageCachethen
Extract tuple withtid2 to t2

else
Loadpage2 into PageCache, extract tuple withtid2

to t2
Joint1 andt2 and output

Algorithm 2 : Naive Page Loading

3.3 Page-based Loading Strategy

Although the page loading problem has been shown to be
at leastNP-Complete, there exist some special cases when
the problem can be easily solved. The first case is when the
memory space is sufficient to hold all pages having join re-
sults, as discussed in the previous subsection. Another case
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is when the digest join results are clustered with respect to
page address and the full tuples having join results are clus-
tered with respect to the join key. In this case, directly ap-
plying the naive loading strategy would result in an optimal
page loading sequence which ensures each page is loaded
at most once. This motivates us to propose thepage-based
loading strategy.

Within this strategy, we build two kinds of temporary ta-
bles to assist in page loading. The first one is calledreload-
ing instruction table, which archives digest join results. Af-
ter this table is created and filled with all digest join results,
we sort and cluster its digest join results based on their page
addresses1. Thus, loading tuples based on clustered digest
results efficiently avoids duplicate page loading requests.
However, tuples fetched according to their page addresses
are generally not clustered on the join key. Hence, we have
another temporary table calledjoin candidate tableto store
the tuples fetched according to the reloading instruction ta-
ble. Sort-merge join or hash join algorithm can be then
applied on this table for producing final join results. This
strategy successfully schedules an optimal page loading se-
quence to finish all tuple joins, at the cost of introducing
some extra I/O cost for maintaining those two temporary
tables. We summarize it in Algorithm 3.

Input : Sorted digest tabledt1, sorted digest tabledt2
Output : Join results

while joining dt1 anddt2 do
if there is a join result< join key, tid1, tid2 > then

Outputtid1, tid2 to reloading instruction tablesrt1 and
rt2

Sortrt1 andrt2 based onpage id
while scanningrt1 andrt2 do

Fetch clustered tuples according totids Output the tuples to
join candidate tablesjct1 andjct2

Perform sort-merge join or hash join onjct1 andjct2

Algorithm 3 : Page-based Loading

3.4 Graph-based Loading Strategy

Instead of archiving the digest join results in temporary
tables, an alternative method is to archive it with the join
graph, the one that we use to model the page loading prob-
lem. If the memory can hold all digest join results in the
form of a join graph, we may find good heuristics to travel
all edges to do the page loading and joining. In the litera-
ture, there are two heuristics in that direction [1, 11]. Their
studies focused on page fetch scheduling for index-based
joins. The basic idea behind these heuristics is intuitive
– each time it selects a subgraph which at least contains
all edges of one vertex but requires the fewest non-resident
pages to join. Here, a non-resident page is a page that does

1The page addresses can be inferred from the logical tuple ids.

not reside in the memory. In other words, it is suggested
to check all subgraphs in the current join graph: identifying
whether it contains all edges of any vertex and counting how
many vertices (i.e., pages) are not in the memory. Then the
subgraph satisfying the above conditions is selected to join.
As iterating all subgraphs of the join graph makes the com-
putational cost prohibitively high, an approximation method
is to select the vertex with the fewest non-resident neigh-
bors, together with its neighbors in the join graph (called
segment) [1].

However, it is impractical to directly apply those heuris-
tics in our scenario. One reason is due to the constrained
memory. As our research focuses on joining large tables,
the memory space is not likely to hold the whole join graph.
Furthermore, in order to avoid producing duplicate join re-
sults, we have to attachtids to the edges in the join graph in
implementation. Consider a case when only pageids are at-
tached. Suppose we have an edge indicating a join between
page a of tableX and pageb of tableY in the join graph.
When the memory space for storing the join graph runs out,
we conduct the join on pagesa andb to reclaim space by
removing the corresponding vertices and edge from the join
graph. Next time when another digest join result requiring
pagea to join with pageb comes, because there is no data
recording what results have already been produced, dupli-
cate join results might be generated. Apparently, attaching
tids to the edges can address this issue. However, it makes
the join graph to grow even faster and aggravates the short-
age of memory.

Another reason is that those existing heuristics only
provide a rough bound on the required size of page
cache. In particular, it only guarantees that the max-
imum size of the required page cache will not exceed
min{sizeof(X), sizeof(Y )} + 1 when joining tablesX
andY . This bound is generally not very useful, because if
the memory is large enough to hold one table in the mem-
ory, we can just load that table into the memory and use the
remaining memory space to load the other table to do join.
In this case, the simple nested-loops join algorithm is surely
to achieve optimal I/O performance.

In view of the above issues, we propose thegraph-based
loading strategywhich aims at achieving acceptable perfor-
mance even when the memory is highly limited. We divide
the memory space into two parts: one for storing the join
graph (i.e., join graph storage) and the other for caching
loaded pages (i.e., page cache). We dynamically manage
the memory space for the join graph storage and the page
cache. When a join result from the digest table comes, if
there is space, we directly add it into the join graph. Other-
wise, we adjust the space of join graph based on itsrequired
storage size(RSS) andrequired cache size(RCS). The RSS
of a join graph is equal to how many pages of space are re-
quired to hold this join graph. We organize the join graph
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Input : Sorted digest tabledt1, sorted digest tabledt2
Output : Join results

Allocate pagep1 for dt1, p2 for dt2
Allocate rest pages forPageCacheandJoinGraph, and set
JoinGraphinitial size to be one page
while joining dt1 anddt2 with p1 andp2 do

if there is a join result< join key, tid1, tid2 > then
Try join tuples withtid1 & tid2 only with PageCache
if join succeedsthen

continue to next digest join result
Try add< join key, tid1, tid2 > to JoinGraph
if fail then

/* insufficient space for JoinGraph */
rcs = RequiredCacheSize(JoinGraph)
if rcs < current cache sizethen

IncreaseJoinGraphsize by one page
DecreasePageCachesize by one page
Add < join key, tid1, tid2 > to JoinGraph

else
seg = SelectSegment(JoinGraph)
LoadAndJoin(seg)
Update in-cache flags ofJoinGraph
Removeseg from JoinGraph
Add < join key, tid1, tid2 > to JoinGraph
rss = RequiredStoreSize(JoinGraph)
if rss > current JoinGraph sizethen

DecreaseJoinGraphsize by one page
IncreasePageCachesize by one page

Algorithm 4 : Graph-based Loading

in an adjacent list data structure, and the RSS is larger than
the size of the adjacent list, as extra space is needed to store
thetids for the edges. The RCS of a join graph is the mini-
mum cache size we should maintain for loading and joining
any segment of this join graph. Initially, the join graph only
takes up one page and the page cache spans the rest of the
memory. Throughout the join process, we dynamically ad-
just the sizes of join graph and page cache. Specifically,
when we fail to insert a join result from the digest table to
the join graph:

• If RCS < the current page cache size, we enlarge the
memory space for join graph storage (correspondingly,
shrink the space of the page cache by removing some
cached pages) to insert that result.

• Otherwise, we try to select a segment of the join graph
to load and join using the page cache. After that,
we insert the digest join result, and check RSS to see
whether we need to enlarge the space for the page
cache (correspondingly, shrink the memory space of
the join graph).

We summarize the graph-based loading strategy in Al-
gorithm 4.

In Algorithm 4, there are several important functions.
We discuss them one by one below.

• RequiredStoreSize(): This function computes the stor-
age requirement of the current join graph measured in
pages, because in DBMS only page-oriented memory
management is supported.

• SelectSegment(): This function selects a segment from
the join graph. We follow the same approximation in
[1]. Because there may exist edges having both ver-
tices (i.e., pages) in cache due to the selected segment,
we actually select more edges than that approximation
to join as many pages as possible.

• LoadAndJoin(): This function accepts a segment of the
join graph, loads corresponding pages from original ta-
bles and joins the tuples indicated bytids. When the
cache is fully occupied, we have to swap some pages
out. In particular, we have to decide the order to load
pages in the selected segment and select the victim
pages in the cache to be swapped out. In our imple-
mentation, our policies are as follows: 1) We select to
load the page in the segment with maximum resident
degree, which is defined as the number of its in-cache
neighbors in the join graph. 2) We select the page in
the cache with minimum non-resident degree as vic-
tim. The non-resident degree of a page is defined as
the number of its not-in-cache neighbors in the join
graph. Note that the resident degree and non-resident
degree are updated accordingly after each page loading
or swapping.

• RequiredCacheSize(): As we follow the same approx-
imation of [1] in SelectSegment()function, intuitively
we may assign the value of RCS as the max degree of
vertex in the current join graph plus one. However, as
we tend to select more edges than the approximation, it
is possible thatk times of that value makes more sense,
wherek is a constant whose value needs to be decided
in practice.

4 Performance Evaluation

We implementedDigestJoinwith all three page loading
strategies in an experimental database system built on top
of a 16GB Mtron SSD2. The experimental database system
is designed to enable easy evaluation on the performance of
different join algorithms. Its raw storage manager maintains
a bunch of pre-allocated continuous space on the SSD and
provides a page-oriented read/write interface. The system
also maintains some statistics information, such as system
parameters (e.g., page size, memory size, etc.), table sum-
maries (e.g., # tuples, # pages, etc.), as well as join statistics
(e.g., join selectivity).

2Mtron SSD Mobi 3000 serials, 16GB, MSD-SATA3025
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Tables are organized on page-oriented space of the SSD.
Each page in our evaluation is 4K bytes. The data tuples are
stored on the pages following a row-based storage scheme.
Since we are concerned with non-index-based joins, we do
not build any index for each table. To save space, we store
data tuples in variable-size format, so that the actual ratio
of the size of the digest table to that of the original table
may not be as high as we indicated in Section 2. In our
evaluation the average tuples per page is 25 and the ratio of
tuple size to digest entry size is 10. Finally, the data tuples
are imported into the storage in a random order. This is to
simulate a general-case join where the join key values could
be in any arbitrary order in the original tables.

In our evaluation, the test dataset is taken from TPC-H
benchmark. In particular, we use twoCUSTOMERtables
(each is 32MB in 8192 pages) of TPC-H and do the natural
join on them through the keyC CUSTKEY. This will pro-
duce a 100% selectivity. In our implementation, we install
a filter function before we are about to get a join result. The
filter function will flip a coin and decide whether to drop the
result or not. By controlling the probability in flipping the
coin, we can simulate different selectivity settings.

We use the traditional sort-merge join algorithm as
a representative to compare with theDigestJoinmethod,
while expecting that similar performance results can be ob-
served for nested-loop and hash joins. In detail, the algo-
rithms under evaluation include: traditional sort-merge join
(Basic), DigestJoinwith naive page loading strategy (Di-
gest(Naive)),DigestJoinwith page-based reloading strategy
(Digest(Page)), andDigestJoinwith graph-based reloading
strategy (Digest(Graph)). We run all the experiments on a
desktop PC equipped with a Core 2 Quad Q6600 CPU and
4GB main memory.

We choose the proper configuration of parameterk for
the graph-based page loading strategy based on a set of ex-
periments. Actually we varyk from 0.5 to 4. As we ob-
served, when the parameterk is increased from 1 to 4, the
I/O cost also increases. Because the larger is the valuek, the
smaller memory space is dedicated to the join graph, and
as a result, the join graph may not grow large enough and
thus degrade the performance of page loading. On the other
hand, the valuek should not be set smaller than 1. When
it is set at 0.5, the memory space for caching loaded pages
is too small, which leads to frequent page swaps, and many
pages are repeatedly reloaded. Therefore, we setk at 1 for
the graph-based page loading strategy in the rest evaluation
of DigestJoinmethod.

We evaluate different join methods and page loading
strategies, and investigate how the join selectivity would af-
fect their performance. We define thejoin selectivityas the
percentage of tuples having join results(e.g., given a 1000-
page table, if 100 pages of tuples are involved in the final
join results, then the selectivity is 10%). It indicates how

many join results are going to be produced, so directly af-
fects the tuple reloading cost. Figures 4 and 5 show the per-
formance comparison with join selectivity changing from 0
to 0.1 and from 0.1 to 0.5, respectively. The results do not
count the I/O cost to output final join results, since usually
they are not output to the secondary storage and this cost is
the same for all join algorithms. As such, the result of Ba-
sic remains the same over different selectivity settings. It is
used as the baseline in the performance analysis.

As can be seen from Figure 4, Digest(Naive) outper-
forms Basic only when the selectivity is very low (i.e.,
< 0.08). When the selectivity is higher than 0.08, as
the naive page loading strategy brings too many duplicate
page accesses, it becomes worse than Basic. Similarly,
Digest(Page) has the best performance among all join al-
gorithms under a low selectivity, but its performance de-
grades when the selectivity increases. When the selectivity
is higher than 0.3 (see Figure 5), it performs worse than Ba-
sic. Overall, Digest(Graph) gets the best performance and
outperforms Basic by 15%-64% for all cases tested. As pre-
dicted, because of the increased page loading cost, its per-
formance improvement becomes smaller when the selectiv-
ity increases.
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5 Related Work

Data management on flash-based storage media has at-
tracted a lot of research interest in recent years. Because
of the unique characteristics of flash memory, early work
focused on issues in simulating traditional hard disk with
flash memory chips, such as [3, 2, 4]. On top of these
fundamental achievements, recent work started to exploit
the characteristics of flash memory to enhance the perfor-
mance of DBMS applications. In view of the asymmetric
read/write speed and the erase-before-write limitation, Wu
et al. [13] proposed log-based indexing scheme for flash
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memory. Observing that the log-based indexing scheme is
not suitable for read-intensive workload on some flash de-
vices, Nath and Kansal [10] developed an adaptive index-
ing method that adapts to the workload and storage device.
Lee and Moon [6] presented a novel design of data logging
called in-page logging (IPL). More recently, Shah et al. [12]
presented a new storage strategy for fast scanning and join-
ing on flash drives. However, all the prior work did not
take advantage of the fast random access speed of the flash
storage. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first
attempt to utilize this characteristic to speed up traditional
join algorithms on top of flash-based storage media.

Join is one of the important query operators in relational
DBMS. Extensive research efforts have been put to the op-
timization of join processing [9]. The join algorithms can
be classified as non-index-based (the focus of this paper)
and index-based. For non-index-based joins, both of the ex-
ternal sorting (in sort-merge join) and hashing (in hash join)
requires a considerable number of I/O operations on the sec-
ondary storage, which is expensive random I/Os on mag-
netic disk, so they try to involve only sequential read/write
operations. As flash has a more faster random read perfor-
mance, in this paper we explore the opportunity to further
improve these non-indexed-based join algorithms for flash-
based storage media.

For index-based join algorithms, by accessing the in-
dexes of the join attribute, a list of tuple pairs that participate
in the join is first composed. Then, the tuples themselves are
fetched and physically joined. Such techniques face a prob-
lem of how to generate an optimal page fetching schedule
which fulfills all page join requests with minimum number
of page accesses. Merrett et al. [8] studied this problem
and proved that it isNP-complete. After that a number of
heuristics have been developed, presented in [5], [11] and
[1]. In this paper, we address a similar page loading issue
for the proposedDigestJoinmethod and develop several ef-
ficient memory-conscious page loading strategies.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a new join method called
DigestJoinby exploiting the fast random read of flash-based
storage media.DigestJoinis a generic join method as its
implementation invokes traditional join algorithms. For the
DigestJoinmethod, we have identified a critical issue of
page loading, which is shown to be at leastNP-complete
by a graph formulation. Three heuristic-based strategies,
namely naive, page-based, and graph-based loading, have
been developed. We have also implemented theDigestJoin
method with the three page loading strategies in an exper-
imental database system on top of a real Mtron SSD. The
evaluation results show that theDigestJoinmethod gener-
ally improves the traditional join algorithm under various
system parameter settings.
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A Survey on Mechanism Design in Distributed Systems 

Xiaowei CHEN 

Abstract

Mechanism design is the sub-field of microeconomics 
and game theory that considers how to implement good 
system-wide solutions to problems that involve multiple 
self-interested agents, each with private information 
about their preferences. It is widely used in many 
important applications in distributed systems. Distributed 
Algorithmic Mechanism Design (DAMD) combines 
theoretical computer science’s traditional focus on 
computational tractability with its more recent interest in 
incentive compatibility and distributed computing. The 
Internet’s decentralized nature, in which distributed 
computation and autonomous agents prevail, makes 
DAMD a very natural approach for many Internet 
problems. This paper first outlines the basics of MD, 
AMD, DAMD and then reviews previous DAMD results 
on multicast cost sharing and interdomain routing. Then 
it discusses several possible DAMD applications in 
distributed systems, especially task and resource 
allocation problems. The remainder of the paper poses 
some general open problems.

1. Introduction 

With the advent of the Internet, we are seeing the 
design and deployment of large-scale distributed systems. 
Relevant examples are grid computing, semantic web, 
pervasive computing, e-commerce, mobile computing and 
peer-to-peer (P2P) systems. The deployed systems 
include large-scale parallel computing projects such as 
SETI@home [1] and factoring [2], Internet services such 
as file sharing and web caching, and systems to support 
the basic network functionality, such as routing and 
congestion control. Usually, the primary focus of research 
on these distributed systems is the development of good 
distributed algorithms, i.e., algorithms with low 
computational complexity and communication 
requirements. 
  For these complex systems, agent-based approaches, 
which emphasize autonomous actions and flexible 
interactions, are natural computational models. When 
designing such multiagent systems (MASs), it requires 
that incentive compatibility and computational tractability 
are jointly addressed. Mechanism design theory became 
relevant for a wide variety of applications only after 
Hurwicz (1972) introduced the key notion of 
incentive-compatibility, which allows the analysis to 

incorporate the incentives of self-interested participants. 
In particular, it enables a rigorous analysis of economies 
where agents are self-interested and have relevant private 
information. 

Most of these distributed programs run on computers at 
many different locations on the Internet, owned and 
operated by self-interested parties. These selfish agents 
involved in the system cannot be relied on to blindly 
follow any prescribed algorithm. Whenever possible, they 
might strategize for their own gain. Thus, mechanism 
design (MD), a large area of research in economics, aims 
to structure incentives so as to induce the desired behavior 
of selfish agents. 

Informally, a mechanism is a system with the following 
form: Each agent can select a strategy from an allowed 
range of strategies. The system then processes all the 
agents’ selected strategies and outputs an outcome as well 
as monetary payments to (or receipts from) each agent. 
Economic mechanism design focuses on issues of 
incentive and strategy and largely ignores computational 
considerations. The algorithmic mechanism design (AMD) 
approach of Nisan and Ronen [3] combines the two 
considerations. Feigenbaum, Papadimitriou, and Shenker 
[4] extended the Nisan-Ronen framework to include 
distributed computation. They initiated the distributed 
algorithmic mechanism design (DAMD) approach to 
designing systems for the Internet, which combines the 
incentive-compatibility considerations of mechanism 
design with the distributed-computing objective of 
designing systems with modest computation and 
communication requirements. 

The Internet is an arena in which incentive 
compatibility, distributed computation, and computational 
complexityare all highly relevant. Thus, we believe that 
DAMD, with its simultaneous attention to these issues, 
will be important for understanding our distributed 
systems’ future. This paper is intended to provide a basic 
overview of DAMD and to identify several promising 
areas for future research. We start, in Section 2, by 
providing some necessary background on mechanism 
design (MD), algorithmic and otherwise. In Section 3, we 
review some previous DAMD results on multicast cost 
sharing and interdomain routing. The next section is 
devoted to exploring the current promising applications of 
DAMD. Last, we pose some open problems, some very 
specific and others quite general, concerning the 
foundations and applications of DAMD. Additional 
material about the AMD and DAMD research agendas 
can be found in [5, 6, 7]. 
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2. MD to AMD to DAMD 

2.1 Mechanism Design 

In essence, game theory is the study of what happens 
when independent agents act selfishly. Mechanism design 
is the branch of game theory which reconciles private 
interests with social goals. It asks how one can design 
systems so that agents’ selfish behavior results in the 
desired system-wide goals. The “mechanisms” in this 
field are output specifications and payments to agents that 
incent them to behave in ways that lead to the desired 
system-wide result.  

Figure 1 depicts a simple mechanism setting: There are 
n agents; each agent i has some private information, 
called her private type ti. This type is drawn from a set T
of possible types; the set T is known to all, but ti is known 
only to agent i. Agent i chooses strategy ai to maximize 
her welfare. For example, the agents could be bidders at 
an auction; in this case, the private type of an agent is the 
amount it is willing to pay for the item being auctioned. 
We use t to denote the vector (t1; t2; … ; tn). 

Figure 1. Mechanism Design Framework 
The function of a mechanism in this setting is to solve a 

decision or allocation problem that affects all the agents. 
There is a set O of possible decisions (or allocations), and 
the mechanism must pick some decision o O.

More formally, each of the n autonomous strategic 
agents has a utility function ui: O��, where ui U, that 
expresses its preferences over these outcomes. The 
desired system-wide goals are specified by social choice 
function (SCF) F: Un

�O that maps each particular 
instantiation of agents (who are completely described by 
their utility functions) into a particular outcome. The 
problem is that these utilities are known only to the agents, 
not to the system designer or to any other central 
administrative entity; thus, one cannot just implement the 
desired outcome by fiat. 

Intuitively, a mechanism design problem has two 
components: the usual algorithmic output specification 
and descriptions of what the participating agents want, 
formally given as utility functions over the set of possible 
outputs. The goal in traditional MD is to design a system 
in which rational agents interact in a way that leads to 
equilibriums with desired systemwide properties. These 
properties are encapsulated in the SCF, which defines a 
desired outcome for each possible set of agent types. SCF 
describes the properties that the designer would like MAS 

outcomes to possess. Given this, the designer’s problem is 
to provide incentives so that agents choose to act in a way 
that implements a particular SCF. Here are some typical 
desired properties (desiderata) of SCFs: 
1. Pareto optimality: Implementing an outcomethat is not 

Pareto-dominated by any other outcome, so no other 
outcomes make one agent better-off while making 
other agents worse-off. 

2. Maximized social welfare: Implementing an outcome 
that maximizes the total utility across agents. This is 
often called the efficient outcome. 

3. Maximized utility to a particular agent: Maximizing 
the expected utility to a single agent, typically the 
center, across all possible mechanisms. A common 
setting is a revenue-maximizing auction, in which the 
goal is to design a mechanism that maximizes the 
auctioneer’s revenue. 

4. Budget balance: The total payment that agents make 
equals exactly zero (a strict budget balance), so money 
isn’t injected into or removed from a system. Or, the 
total payment is nonnegative (a weak budget balance), 
so the mechanism doesn’t run at a loss. We can also 
consider an ex ante budget balance, in which the 
mechanism is balanced on average, and an ex post
budget balance, in which the mechanism is balanced at 
all times, for all instances. 

5. Individual rationality: The SCF gives each agent 
nonnegative utility in equilibrium. We can consider 
interim individual rationality, in which an agent has 
nonnegative utility in expectation given its own type, 
and ex post individual rationality, in which an agent 
always has nonnegative utility. 

Budget balance is especially important in systems that 
must be self-sustaining and require no external benefactor 
to input money or central authority to collect payments. 
Yet, budget balance often conflicts with other desiderata, 
such as efficiency. Individual rationality is important 
when you can’t force agents to participate in a 
mechanism. 

The key concpets of mechanism are: Revelation 
Principle, Incentive-Compatibility and Implementation 
Theory. The central mechanism design question is that 
which social goals can be achieved for given solution 
concept. While mechanism design involves esoteric 
game-theoretic issues, here we will avoid them as much 
as possible and only present mechanism design content 
relevant to distributed algorithmic mechanism design. 

2.1.1 The Revelation Principle 

Definition 1: Dominant Strategy 
A mechanism is an implementation of dominant 

strategies if for each agent ai and each type ti there exists 
a strategy si ��Si, termed as dominant strategy, such that 
for all possible strategies of the other agents a-i (i.e. 
{A/ai}), si maximizes agent ai’s utility. 
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Definition 2: Truthful Implementation 
A mechanism is truthful if for each agent ai and all its ti,

Si = Ti, i.e., its dominant strategy is to report its real type. 
Definition 3: Strongly Truthful Implementation 
A mechanism is a strongly truthful implementation if 

truth-telling is the only dominant strategy for agents. 

2.1.2 Incentive-Compatibility Mechanism 

Given solution concepts and SCF desiderata, the central 
question in MD is, which set of desiderata can be 
implemented in a MAS’s game-theoretic equilibrium, 
given that the agents are assumed to be self-interested? In 
this context, the revelation principle is a key concept 
when it comes to generating impossibility and possibility 
results.  

The revelation principle states that any mechanism can 
be transformed into an incentive-compatibility (IC), 
direct-revelation mechanism (DRM). In this context, 
“direct” means the agents’ strategy space is restricted to 
reporting their types and incentive compatible” means 
the equilibrium strategy for agents is truth-telling. In the 
special case of a DRM in which truth revelation is a 
dominant strategy, we say the mechanism is 
strategyproof. 

The revelation principle is important in MD for two 
reasons: 
1. Theoretical: It allows a focus on IC DRMs for the 

development of impossibility and possibility results. 
2. Practical: The properties that an IC DRM can satisfy 

can provide a normative guide for the outcome and 
payments that a realized implementation must 
compute. This mechanism need not itself be a DRM 
and can have better computational properties than the 
original mechanism. 

Formally, an SCF is strategyproof if ui (F(u)) ui

(F(u|iv)), for all i and all v U, where we use the notation 
(u|iv)i = v and (u|iv)j = uj , for all j � i. If F is strategyproof, 
then no agent has an incentive to lie, and the desired 
social goals can be achieved byasking agents to reveal 
their utility functions. Mechanisms in which agents are 
asked to directly reveal their utility functions are call 
direct mechanisms. 

An SCF is group-strategyproof if the following holds 
for all S, u, and u’ (where S={i | ui� iu } is the defecting 
group): Either ui(F(u)) = ui(F(u’)), �i S, or �i S for 
which ui(F(u’)) < ui(F(u)). That is, if any agent in the 
group benefits from the group’s colluding and lying to the 
mechanism, then at least one agent in the group suffers. 

�

An important class of problems are those in which the 
utilities are quasilinear, and the outcome space O factors 

into a set of system states and a set of payment states 
P��n that represent a vector of payoffs (or charges). For 
such problems, there is a class of strategyproof 

mechanisms, called Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) 
mechanisms [8, 9, 10], that result in the system state that 
optimizes

O�

( )ii
v o� � .

Direct strategyproof mechanisms provide a 
conceptually simple, if not always ideal, way to achieve 
strategyproof SCFs. However, there are many cases in 
which the desired result, i.e., the desired social choice 
function F, is not strategyproof. To describe how to 
realize such non-strategyproof SCFs, we use indirect 
mechanisms. Traditional game theory often uses 
Nash-equilibrium solution concept, i.e., selfish playis 
assumed to result in strategy vectors in which no agent 
can unilaterallyincrease his utility. Other solution 
concepts include rationalizable strategies (agents use 
strategies that are best responses to rational beliefs about 
the other agents’ strategyc hoices [11, 12]), evolutionarily 
stable strategies (agents imitate the successful strategies 
used byothers in previous rounds of the game [13]), and 
dominant strategies (agents onlyc hoose strategies that, 
regardless of how other agents play, never result in lower 
payoffs than any other strategy). To date, most of the 
AMD and DAMD literature uses the dominant-strategy 
solution concept. 

2.1.3 Implementation Theory 

The revelation principle is extremely useful. However, 
it does not address the issue of multiple equilibria. That is, 
although an optimal outcome may be achieved in one 
equilibrium, other, sub-optimal, equilibria may also exist. 
There is, then, the danger that the participants might end 
up playing such a sub-optimal equilibrium. Can a 
mechanism be designed so that all its equilibria are 
optimal? The first general solution to this problem was 
given by Eric Maskin. The resulting theory, known as 
implementation theory, is a key part of modern 
mechanism design. 

In the 1970s, the formulation of the so-called revelation 
principle and the development of implementation theory 
led to great advances in the theory of mechanism design. 
It is important to note that, although the mechanism is 
chosen by the system designer, the solution concept is 
supposed to reflect reality. The solution concept thus 
depends greatly on the context (e.g., is it a repeated game 
or a single-shot game, do agents collude, do they know 
about the other agents, do they know about the other 
agents’ strategic choices, etc.). Because the Internet is 
somewhat different from traditional game-theoretic 
contexts, the traditional solution concepts maynot be 
sufficient. 

2.2 Algorithmic Mechanism Design 

The game-theory literature on mechanism design does 
not consider computational and communication 
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complexity, and many of the existence proofs rely on 
extremely impractical mechanisms. For the 
mechanism-design approach to have any practical 
relevance for Internet computation, one must focus on 
scalable algorithms. That is, the function must be 
computable with reasonable computational and 
communication resources. 

Nisan and Ronen [3] initiated the study of AMD by 
adding computational tractabilityto the set of concerns 
that must be addressed in the design of 
incentive-compatible mechanisms. Succinctly stated, 
Nisan and Ronen’s contribution to the mechanism-design 
framework is the notion of a (centralized) 
polynomial-time mechanism. They also provide 
strategyproof, polynomial-time VCG mechanisms for 
some concrete problems, including lowest-cost paths and 
task allocation. 

The original paper of Nisan and Ronen [3] sparked a 
large body of research on algorithmic aspects of 
mechanism design. In particular, there is growing interest 
in incentive compatibility in both distributed and 
centralized computation in the theoretical computer 
science community (e.g., [14, 4, 15, 16, 17, 18]) and in 
the “distributed agents” part of the AI community (e.g., 
[19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24]).  

2.3 Distributed Algorithmic Mechanism Design 

The centralized computational model of [3] is not 
adequate for the study of Internet computation, where not 
only are the agents distributed, but so are the resources 
(e.g., link bandwidth and cache storage) and the 
computational nodes. One of the main motivations for 
algorithmic mechanism design is the study of Internet 
mechanisms. Internet-based mechanisms involve 
distributed algorithms and any measure of their 
computational feasibility must reflect their distributed 
nature.  

In the Internet, the agents are often dispersed across the 
network; thus, the input and output of the mechanism 
must occur at dispersed locations. One way to compute 
the mechanism is to send all the input strategies to a 
single location, compute the output and payments in a 
centralized manner, and then send the required 
information back to the agent locations. However, this 
approach may require prohibitively high communication 
and it may cause congestion near the centralized server. 
This led Feigenbaum, Papadimitriou, and Shenker to 
consider distributed computational models in their paper 
on multicast costsharing mechanisms [4]; this started the 
study of distributed algorithmic mechanism design. 
Feigenbaum et al. pointed out that for a mechanism to be 
feasible in an Internet setting, it must be computable by a 
distributed algorithm with low computational complexity 
and modest communication requirements. More 

specifically, the distributed algorithm should ideally have 
the following properties: 

1. The local computations require polynomial-time. 
2. Low communication complexity; the total number of 

messages sent is ideally O(s). 
3. Each message is reasonably small, e.g., polylog(s).
4. No single link is congested, i.e., the maximum 

number of messages on a link is O(1). 
Here, s denotes the input size of a given instance of the 

problem. They introduced the term network complexity to 
cover these four aspects of a distributed algorithm. A 
mechanism is said to have “good network complexity” if 
it satisfies all these properties. 

3. Applied Scenarios in DAMD 

The DAMD approach is relevant to several problems of 
practical importance. For instance, as we discuss in 
Section 4, problems of web caching, peer-to-peer systems, 
overlay networks, and task and resource allocation 
involve distributed computing by many selfish agents. In 
this section, we simply introduce two specific scenarios in 
which DAMD has been applied: multicast cost sharing, 
which exercises the notion of absolute network 
complexity, and interdomain routing, which exercises the 
notion of BGP compatibility. 

3.1 Multicast Cost Sharing 

In the standard unicast model of Internet transmission, 
each packet is sent to a single destination. Although 
unicast service has great utility and widespread 
applicability, it cannot efficiently transmit popular content, 
such as movies or concerts, to a large number of receivers; 
the source would have to transmit a separate copy of the 
content to each receiver independently. The multicast 
model of Internet transmission relieves this problem by 
setting up a shared delivery tree spanning all the receivers; 
packets sent down this tree are replicated at branch points 
so that no more than one copy of each packet traverses 
each link. Multicast thus greatly reduces the transmission 
costs involved in reaching large user populations. 

The large-scale, high-bandwidth multicast 
transmissions required for movies and other potential 
sources of revenue are likely to incur substantial 
transmission costs. The costs when using the unicast 
transmission model are separable in that the total cost of 
the transmission is merely the sum of the costs of 
transmission to each receiver. Multicast’s use of a shared 
delivery tree greatly reduces the overall transmission 
costs, but, because the total cost is now a submodular and 
nonlinear function of the set of receivers, it is not clear 
how to share the costs among the receivers. A series of 
papers has addressed the problem of cost sharing for 
Internet multicast transmissions. In the first paper on the 
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topic, Herzog et al. [25] considered axiomatic and 
implementation aspects of the problem. Subsequently, 
Moulin and Shenker [26] studied the problem from a 
purely economic point of view. Several papers [4, 27, 15, 
28] adopt the distributed algorithmic mechanism design 
approach, which augments a game-theoretic perspective 
with distributed computational concerns.  

Although the multicast cost-sharing problem has been 
quite useful in establishing the basic conceptual 
foundations of DAMD, it is neither realistically 
formulated nor of pressing importance. Interdomain 
routing, our next example, is both more realistic and more 
important. 

3.2 Interdomain Routing 

The Internet is comprised of many separate 
administrative domains or Autonomous Systems (ASs). 
Routing between these domains, e.g., interdomain routing, 
is currently handled by the Border Gateway Protocol 
(BGP). There has been much research on routing in 
general and BGP in particular, but most of it takes a 
traditional protocol-design approach. Feigenbaum, 
Papadimitriou, and Shenker [29] focused on DAMD 
issues inherent in interdomain routing.  

The basic incentive problem involves transit traffic, i.e., 
traffic neither originating from nor destined to the AS that 
is currently carrying the packets. For the overall 
efficiency of the network, packets should travel along 
shortest or, more generally, lowest-cost paths (LCPs). 
These optimal paths would typically, in general networks, 
cut across several ASs. However, carrying transit traffic is 
a burden that ASs would prefer to avoid. The basic 
problem is simple: Overall system efficiency is 
maximized when ASs accept transit traffic, but individual 
domains are happiest when they carry no transit traffic at 
all.

In the model of Feigenbaum et al. [29], which is an 
extension of an earlier (centralized) LCP-mechanism 
model proposed by Nisan and Ronen [3] and studied 
further by Hershberger and Suri [16], each AS incurs a 
per-packet cost for carrying traffic, where the cost 
represents the additional load imposed on the internal AS 
network bythis traffic. Furthermore, the model also 
assumes that, to compensate for these incurred costs, each 
AS is paid a price for carrying transit traffic. The goal is 
to maximize network efficiency by routing packets along 
the LCPs. Standard routing protocols (such as BGP) can 
compute LCPs given a set of AS costs. However, under 
many pricing schemes, an AS would be better off lying 
about its costs; such lying would cause traffic to take 
non-optimal routes and thereby interfere with overall 
network efficiency. 

To prevent this, one needs the pricing scheme to be 
strategyproof, so that ASs have no incentive to lie about 
their costs. The pricing scheme should also have the 

reasonable property that ASs that carry no transit traffic at 
all receive no payment. It is shown in [29] that there is 
only one strategyproof pricing scheme with this property; 
it is a member of the VCG family. Moreover, a 
BGP-compatible distributed algorithm is given that 
computes these prices. This algorithm requires only minor 
and straightforward modifications of the BGP 
computational model given by Griffin and Wilfong [30]. 
Specifically, the algorithm in [29] requires a small 
constant-factor increase in both the table sizes and the 
message sizes of BGP, but it does not require any new 
messages or any new infrastructural or computational 
capability; in particular, all messages are still sent 
between neighbors in the AS graph. Similarly, the local 
computation done by a node in each stage (i.e., between 
receiving an updated table from a neighbor and, if 
necessary, sending an update to each of its neighbors) is 
the same order of magnitude as the BGP 
local-computation time. 

The results on multicast cost sharing and interdomain 
routing represent the two most successful applications to 
date of DAMD to practical network problems. In section 
4, we return to specific Internet-based problems in which 
DAMD maybe applicable.  

4. DAMD in Distributed Systems 

In this section, we turn our attention from general and 
foundational issues in DAMD to specific 
mechanism-design challenges now faced by Internet 
researchers. We select main four possible application 
areas to discuss: web caching, peer-to-peer file sharing, 
overlaynet works, and distributed task and resource 
allocation. We do not attempt to provide complete 
references to the vast literatures on each of these subjects. 

4.1 Web Caching 

Web caches are an important tool for enhancing the 
performance of web access; they are used to eliminate hot 
spots in the network and to reduce access latencies. A 
web-caching architecture provides the framework for a set 
of collaborating caches to interact with each other and 
serve a client community. A wide variety of caching 
architectures have been proposed; their common intent is 
to achieve overall system efficiency, and their common 
assumption is that caches are obedient. This assumption 
maybe valid when the entire caching infrastructure 
belongs to the same administrative entity, but, when the 
caching infrastructure spans administrative boundaries, 
the caches might deviate from the protocols to maximize 
their individual welfare. 

There are two fundamental incentive issues in caching. 
First, when considering a single cache, the utility of the 
requesting clients would be maximized by caching the 
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frequently requested pages that provide the highest user 
utility. However, the only way that a cache can learn 
about these valuations is from the clients themselves. One 
needs strategyproof mechanisms to elicit truthful 
valuations from clients. 

Second, caches have limited resources (bandwidth and 
storage) and incur a cost for storing a page or serving a 
client request. When there are several caches 
collaborating, but they are managed by separate economic 
entities, there is a question of how to design mechanisms 
to distribute the caching load. If the caches are not 
reimbursed for the cost of serving pages, they have an 
incentive to manipulate other caches into serving the 
pages and therebya void bearing the operating costs. If the 
caches receive payments for serving pages, they might 
“compete” with each other to serve the highest-value 
pages, therebyduplicating each other’s content, leaving 
some important pages uncached, and yielding sub-optimal 
performance. Thus, the system needs to provide 
incentives designed to have the caches report their true 
operating costs. 

Develop distributed algorithmic mechanisms for 
caching in which clients are induced to reveal their true 
preferences, and caches are induced to implement the 
optimal resource allocation. These caching mechanisms 
should be built as scalable extensions to existing 
distributed caching protocols and provide provable 
performance guarantees. Some aspects of this problem are 
addressed in, e.g., [31]. 

4.2 Peer-to-Peer File Sharing 

Peer-to-peer (P2P) file-sharing networks, e.g., Gnutella, 
KaZaA, and Freenet, are the ne plus ultra of autonomous 
distributed systems; each machine belongs to a different 
user, and there is no central administrative authority. Thus, 
incentive issues are likely to be very important to the 
future of P2P technology; this provides a great 
opportunity for DAMD research. 

P2P file-sharing represents a shift from purely 
commercial content-distribution systems (e.g., content 
providers paying CDNs to distribute their content) to a 
“gift economy,” in which individual users offer up their 
resources - content, access bandwidth, storage, and CPU - 
for the greater good. However, initial studies show that 
there is a serious “free rider problem” [32]. It maybe that, 
without some systematic way of providing incentives for 
users to share their files, these P2P systems will become 
increasingly centralized, with only a few 
commerciallysupp orted nodes offering to share files. 

One initial attempt to provide incentives to participants 
is the MojoNation P2P system, which awards users “mojo” 
for offering resources [33]. “Mojo” can be used to gain 
priority access when the system is overloaded. 

While the original P2P systems operate as gift 
economies, MojoNation can be thought of as a barter 

economy, in which mojo is exchanged in return for 
services, but no money is transferred. The exchange of 
money would allow for a much wider range of possible 
economic mechanisms. The question is whether this 
extension to monetary exchanges would result in superior 
performance. 

Some models of P2P systems consider a collection of 
identical nodes. Although this is theoretically appealing, it 
is contradicted by preliminary measurement studies 
suggesting that there is a very wide range of node 
capabilities (in bandwidth, CPU, and disk) in P2P systems 
[34]. Wide heterogeneities maylead to significantly 
increased efficiency in P2P systems; that is, the highly 
capable nodes can act as semi-centralized repositories. 

Most of models address the extent to which users share 
files with other P2P users. But in fully decentralized P2P 
systems, nodes function both as caches of shared files and 
as routers for queries destined for other nodes. In that 
sense, the P2P-incentive issues are a union of the issues in 
routing and caching. However, it isn’t clear how to model 
the incentive aspects of P2P routing, and this is also an 
open question worthy of study. 

4.3 Application-layer overlay networks 

Many distributed systems form an application-layer 
network out of their constituent nodes. For instance, in 
many P2P file-sharing systems, each node has a set of 
neighbors to whom it forwards queries. There have also 
been many proposals for application-layer networks to 
perform unicast routing (e.g., [35]) and multicast routing 
(e.g., [36]). These overlay networks are formed by 
algorithms that assume nodes are obedient and ignore 
their own incentives. Clearly, obedience maynot be in a 
node’s best interest. In the case of P2P file sharing, nodes 
would want to be close to others who share lots of files 
(so that their own queries could be answered quickly) but 
far away from others that generate lots of queries (to 
minimize the time theysp end processing them). In 
routing, a node would want to minimize the maximal 
distance to other nodes but would also not want to carry 
much traffic, and so it would prefer not to be on many 
link layer protocols (LCPs). This poses the question of 
what kinds of networks would result if users were selfish 
and chose their neighbors accordingly. 

We expect the answer to depend on the particular 
system, e.g., selfishly constructed overlayfile-sharing 
networks will likely be different from selfishly 
constructed overlay routing networks. 

One of the purposes of these overlaynet works is to 
choose routes that improve end-to-end latencyand 
availability. The overlaynet work can be seen as a “selfish” 
entity, picking LCPs for its traffic without concern for the 
overall network’s performance. What happens if we have 
many different overlay networks? It may be that the 
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advantages of overlay networks are undermined by the 
result of competition among them. 

4.4 Distributed Task and Resource Allocation 

Instead of P2P file sharing, in which users share their 
storage capacity, or application-layer routing, in which 
users share their communication capacity, many users can 
participate in a CPU-intensive task to share their CPU 
capacity.

Distributed task and resource allocation have been 
fundamental research topics in distributed computer 
science [37, 38, 39]. Multiple agents need to work 
together due to an inherent distribution of resources such 
as knowledge, capability, information, and expertise 
among the agents. Agents are often unable to accomplish 
their own tasks alone, or they might be able to accomplish 
tasks better when working with others [40]. Traditionally, 
the designers of distributed task and resource allocation 
algorithms and protocols have made an implicit 
assumption that the participating agents will act as 
instructed - except, perhaps, for faulty or malicious ones 
[41, 42]. The main concerns of designing distributed 
allocation algorithms are algorithmic complexity and 
communication load (network complexity). The following 
section describes some example scenarios in real 
applications in the distributed task and resource allocation 
mechanisms.  

4.4.1 Outsourcing/Virtual Teamwork 

As information and communication technologies 
overcome the constraints of time and distance, it becomes 
a necessary to create virtual organizations that consists of 
a temporary network of independent companies linked by 
IT infrastructure to share skills, costs, and access to one 
another's markets. One of the most important advantages 
of a virtual organization is executing synthetic tasks by 
forming temporary teams composed of experts from 
different fields and independent organizations (which are 
most likely geographically dispersed) through the 
Internet. 

One typical example is to construct temporary offshore 
software development teams to accomplish multiple 
projects [43]. The problem is how to construct the most 
efficient offshore teams from various outsourcing service 
vendors to finish these projects as soon as possible. One 
of the major challenges of this problem is that the actual 
capabilities of software engineers from different 
outsourcing service vendors are private information that 
cannot be accessed directly from outside. The project 
manager has to construct virtual software development 
teams and allocate tasks based on the reported 
capabilities. 

Obviously, each vendor is self-interested in the sense 
that its goal is to maximize its own profit. Therefore, an 

incentive-compatible allocation mechanism is required to 
induce outsourcing service vendors to be willing to report 
the true capability of their software engineers.  

Figure 2 illustrates the synthetic task allocation 
problem. A set of projects needs to be done. Each of these 
projects requires cooperation among agents from different 
groups with different expertise. Within each group, 
different agents require different amounts of time to finish 
identical tasks. 

Figure 2. Synthetic Task Allocation 
Indeed, the synthetic task allocation problem is 

essential to conducting efficient task allocation in a virtual 
organization. The Internet is becoming a large-scale 
virtual organization that holds a tremendous amount of 
information and resources with different owners. Little is 
known about how to run this organization efficiently. 
There does not exist a well-understood organizational 
structure that can model this system. In this system, 
allocating tasks to appropriate computational resources is 
analogous to allocating synthetic tasks to offshore teams. 
Computational tasks might need different resources from 
different resource owners on the Internet. Also, 
computational resources are most likely heterogeneous. 
Resources of the same type may have different 
capabilities (e.g. CPUs with different speeds). 
Incentive-compatible allocation mechanisms are required 
to induce resource owners to reveal the true capabilities of 
their computational resources. 
   
4.4.2 Resource Sharing in Computational Grids and 
Peer-to-Peer Systems 

Many scientific and commercial computational 
applications require increasingly powerful computational 
resources to satisfy computational performance 
requirements. Large amounts of computational resources 
connected via the Internet are idle most of the time. 
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Utilizing these idle resources that are owned by different 
organizations or individuals and are geographically 
dispersed to satisfy intensive computational power 
requirements from numerous scientific and commercial 
applications has become a major goal of distributed 
computer science. The emergent areas of grid computing 
and peer-to-peer computing are aimed at overcoming this 
challenge [44, 45, 46, 47, 48]. 

The recent developments in grid and peer-to-peer 
computing have positioned them as promising 
next-generation computing platforms. They enable the 
creation of virtual enterprises for sharing computational 
resources distributed across the world. Both of these two 
research areas in distributed computing are aimed at 
addressing the problem of organizing large-scale 
computational societies for resource sharing within virtual 
communities where resources may not be controlled by 
any single organization. 

The participating agents are inherently self-interested in 
computational grids and peer-to-peer systems. Providing 
incentives for those self-interested agents to participate in 
a computational grid or peer-to-peer system is a key to 
making these computational systems feasible. A basic 
assumption is that agents in a computational grid or a 
computational peerto-peer system have peak workloads at 
different times so that they can utilize others’ resources at 
idle times. That necessitates distributed load balancing 
[49, 50] among self-interested agents. Agents share their 
resources with their partners. The question is how to 
establish such partnerships? 

In current computational grids, community standards 
are represented via explicit policies [51, 44]. Resources 
owned by various administrative organizations are shared 
under locally defined policies that specify what is shared, 
who is allowed to share, and under what conditions. 
Normally, a small number of sites are connected in 
collaborations engaged in complex scientific applications. 
As system scale increases, grid developers are now facing 
problems relating to autonomic configuration and 
management. How to automatically adjust system level 
policy to be adaptive to system updates (both hardware 
and software) and user requirement changes remains a 
major challenge in grid computing. As [51] pointed out:

Over all, scalable autonomic management remains a 
goal, not an accomplishment, for Grid computing.” 

The explicit grid policy implemented in the existing 
computational grids can be viewed as agreements 
achieved through negotiation among participating 
organizations. 

4.4.3 Combinatorial Trade in Electronic Markets 

In electronic markets, the distance between producers, 
wholesalers, distributors, retailers, and consumers has 
practically disappeared [52]. There are many more 
choices faced by all parties involved in electronic 

combinatorial trade than in a traditional trade system. The 
relationship between suppliers and customers is 
under-going revolutionary change. 

Buyers vary a great deal in the quantity of goods they 
want to purchase, in customer service requirements, in 
income, in time constraints and in many other dimensions. 
Different purchasing goals can cause widely varying 
production and transaction costs. Suppliers have their own 
“buyer selection” strategies to achieve better profitability. 
Quickly differentiating the supplier’s marketing strategy 
based on the difference of purchasing goals among 
various buyers plays a key role in improving the sellers’ 
competitive capabilities in electronic markets [53, 54, 55]. 

In traditional markets, it is impractical for buyers to 
build such purchasing strategies because of the expense of 
access to product information. However, in the age of 
electronic commerce, buyers can access product 
information easily and inexpensively. Small buyers with 
little or zero bargaining power in traditional markets now 
can build collaborative purchasing strategies to minimize 
their cost in electronic markets. A well-known example of 
building such a purchasing strategy for buyers is to form 
buyer coalitions (e.g., Buyer Club) to enlarge the total 
quantity of goods purchased in each transaction [56]. 
Buyers can obtain lower prices without buying more than 
their real need. If the buyers are heterogeneous in the 
sense that they need to buy different goods in a 
combinatorial market, the mechanism is the so-called 
combinatorial coalition formation. 

Buyer coalition formation is a distributed combinatorial 
optimization problem, which is a highly non-trivial 
problem that needs to be solved by considering incentive 
compatibility and computational tractability jointly.  

5. DAMD Related Methodologies and Models 

Many researchers in distributed artificial intelligence  
have reviewed related game-theoretic aspects in terms of 
incentive compatible issues in multiagent systems. This 
section reviews existing theoretic models that jointly 
address incentive compatibility and computational 
tractability and the methodologies, especially for 
distributed task and resource allocation 

5.1 Algorithmic Mechanism Design 

A mechanism design problem has two components: the 
algorithmic output specification and descriptions of what 
kind of benefits the participating agents can obtain. These 
components are given as utility functions over the set of 
possible outputs. Feigenbaum et al. [4] extended this 
model to distributed algorithmic mechanism design 
(DAMD), in which the same goals of incentive 
compatibility and computational tractability are presented. 
In addition, the agents, the relevant information, and the 
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computational model are all inherently distributed. 
Network complexity also needs to be considered. 

He [57] studied a synthetic task allocation problem by 
formalizing this problem as the algorithmic mechanism 
design optimization problem [5]. Each synthetic task 
needs to be accomplished through the cooperation among 
agents who belong to different groups that are 
self-interested and have different specialties. If the 
capabilities are known, this problem can be solved as a 
makespan problem. But with selfinterested agents, our 
goal is to design a payment mechanism that gives agents 
incentive to tell the truth and form optimal teams 
automatically. The problem is extremely hard in the sense 
that there are O(nm) possible teams (n is the size of a 
group, and m is the number of groups.) and k>>n tasks 
needs to be executed. Indeed, even the individual task 
allocation problem is NP-hard [58]. Therefore, the 
synthetic task allocation problem needs to jointly address 
incentive compatibility and computational tractability. 

For self-interested agents, He [57] has developed two 
incentive-compatible mechanisms for this problem. The 
MinTeamwork is an n-approximation mechanism and a 
strongly truthful implementation for monotonic teamwork. 
By changing the valuation function and having a more 
restrictive assumption, the MinCompletion mechanism is 
a truthful implementation with 2-approximation for 
strongly monotonic teamwork. He has shown that 
incentive-compatible mechanism design is applicable for 
synthetic task allocation problems in virtual 
organizations. 

5.2 Coalition Formation 

Sandholm [59] probably did the most complete survey 
of literature related to the theory of coalition formation 
among self-interested agents in his dissertation. He points 
out that coalition formation includes three activities. The 
first is coalition structure generation, that is, formation of 
coalitions by the agents such that agents within each 
coalition coordinate their activities. Mathematically, it 
means partitioning a given set of agents into disjoint 
coalitions. 

Game theory provides many solution concepts for 
evaluating the stability of a coalition under the 
assumption that agents involved in coalition formation 
have perfect rationality (i.e., algorithms can find the 
optimal solution with zero computational cost), which is 
not realistic in the real world. Sandholm and Lesser [60] 
extended coalition formation in game theory to a 
normative theory of coalitions in combinatorial domains 
based on a domain classification for bounded rational 
agents. 

Game theorists did not provide actual methods of 
forming coalitions in real applications. Researchers in 
distributed artificial intelligence have put a great deal of 
effort into developing feasible algorithms [61] for all 

three activities of coalition formation among 
self-interested agents. Most of these works take 
centralized approaches by formalizing coalition formation 
as a set of optimization problems. Generally, a group 
leader is chosen for organizing the coalition formation 
process and is in charge of payoff division. 

It is unclear how to select such an unselfish leader who 
is fair and acts in each member’s and the group’s best 
interests. The computational intractability of the 
centralized approaches also makes these algorithms only 
applicable for a small number of agents. 

There are only a few works on coalition formation that 
adopt distributed approaches. Shehory and Kraus [62] 
developed distributed any-time algorithms of forming 
coalitions for cooperative agents for task allocation 
problems. They proposed two additional distributed 
algorithms for coalition formation among self-interested 
agents in non-super-additive games [63]. A merging 
process of coalition configurations from all agents is 
required. Voting is suggested to be one of the possible 
decision-making methods. Lerman and Shehory [64] 
developed a distributed buyer coalition formation 
mechanism for a large-scaled electronic market, where a 
buyer coalition may form when buyers encounter other 
buyers or existing coalitions randomly. 

5.3 Negotiation among Self-interested Agents 

Negotiation has been studied in many different 
disciplines such as politics, economics, business and 
public relations. Rosenschein and Zlotkin [65] pointed out 
that the world functions through interacting agents. Each 
person pursues his own goals through encounters with 
other people or machines. The process of negotiation 
takes place in both formal and informal contexts. It is part 
of our daily life. 

The importance of studying negotiation is 
straightforward for designing decentralized mechanisms 
for distributed task and resource allocation problems [66]. 
Negotiations are initialized when agents need to make 
agreements on how to allocate a shared resource, how to 
do distributed load balancing, how to exchange resources 
etc.

There are two main research issues on negotiation in 
multiagent systems. The first is how to develop practical 
negotiation strategies [67], i.e., what kind of strategies 
that agents should use to maximize their own good during 
a negotiation process. The second is to develop protocols 
that allow automated negotiation agents to negotiate with 
each other. Game theory tools (e.g., Nash equilibrium, 
dominant strategy etc.) are used to evaluate negotiation 
strategies and protocols. 

Negotiation has been studied in distributed artificial 
intelligence both in distributed problem solving (DPS) 
where agents are cooperative and in Multiagent Systems 
(MAS) where agents are self-interested. Negotiation is 
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used in DPS for solving conflicts, distributed planning 
and distributed search.  

Sycara [68] developed a model of negotiation that 
combines case-based reasoning and optimization of 
multi-attribute utilities. Zeng and Sycara embedded 
learning into negotiation. Agents can learn from previous 
encounters about their opponents’ negotiation strategies 
so that they choose corresponding strategies to influence 
their opponents or to obtain a better deal. Sierra et al. [66] 
presented a model of negotiation for autonomous agents, 
which is distilled from intuitions about good behavioral 
practice in human negotiation. Sandholm and Lesser [69] 
explored issues such as levels of commitment that arise in 
automated contract among self-interested agents whose 
rationality is bounded by computational complexity.  

5.4 Distributed Task and Resource Allocation in 
Multiagent Systems 

Distributed task and resource allocation is a central 
theme of distributed computer science. Here we interested 
in cooperative task allocation and resource sharing 
problems in systems that are established through 
interactions among multiple self-interested agents that are 
developed by different designers and belong to different 
owners. This type of allocation problems has a variety of 
applications in grid and peer-to-peer computing, 
electronic commerce and virtual organizations.  

5.4.1 Contract Net and Levels of Commitment 

The most influential distributed task allocation 
mechanism in distributed artificial intelligence is the 
Contract Net protocol [70], which can be used for both 
cooperative agents and self-interested agents. The basic 
idea is that a task manager auctions a group of tasks, 
agents bid on these tasks based on their local marginal 
cost calculations. The original Contract Net does not take 
computational tractability into consideration, even though 
the marginal cost calculation for combinatorial problems 
are most likely intractable. Sandholm and Lesser [69] 
extended the Contract Net protocol to allow it to work 
among self-interested computationally limited agents. 
Agents can reallocate tasks to each other for dynamically 
constructed charges. As a result, a more profitable global 
task allocation is reached than the initial one, while not 
executing a centralized task allocation algorithm. 

5.4.2 Methods for Task Allocation via Agent Coalition 
Formation 

As mentioned before, Shahory and Kraus [39] 
developed distributed anytime algorithms for forming 
coalitions among cooperative agents for task allocation 
problems. They considered situations where it is 
necessary to execute a task by a group of agents because 

it is more efficient or a single agent is not able to perform 
the task. The objective of this work is to improve the 
efficiency by allocating tasks to cooperative agent 
coalitions, which are formed through distributed 
algorithms. There is not an explicit negotiation protocol 
among agents. Each agent calculates the costs of 
coalitions it involves by itself and joins the coalition with 
the lowest cost for a certain task. The procedure is 
executed iteratively until there are no more tasks or no 
existing coalition is beneficial. 

5.4.3 Auction and Market Based Resource Allocation 
Mechanisms 

Auctions and markets represent two ends of a spectrum 
of market formulations [71]. On the market end, an 
attempt is made to satisfy all bidders and sellers at a given 
price. At the auction end, one bidder and seller is satisfied 
at a given price. 

Market based resource allocation mechanisms are 
decentralized and no direct communication is needed. The 
balance between supply and demand decides the actual 
resource allocation. When the supply and demand for a 
certain resource reaches equilibrium, the price becomes 
stable. How long it will take to reach equilibrium is 
normally unpredictable. Hence, price setting is a big 
obstacle for developing a market based resource 
allocation mechanism [71]. 

An auction [72] is the simplest resource allocation 
mechanism for selfinterested agents in terms of its 
implementation. Auction-based distributed resource 
allocation mechanisms have been successful in many real 
distributed allocation applications. The most positive 
result about auction is that the second sealed price auction 
belongs to VCG family and is a truthful implementation. 
Also, an auction has no problem with price setting.  

These two types of allocation mechanisms are basically 
monetary approaches [45]. When computational resource 
allocation among self-interested agents is considered, 
agents do not explicitly buy others’ resources but use 
them when they are idle. It is very hard for agents to 
decide whether they should buy the time slots of using a 
resource or buy the resource itself. 

6. Open DAMD Problems 

The central mission of theoretical computer science 
(TCS) is to determine which problems are easy and which 
are hard in relevant computational models. In the 
Turing-machine model of centralized computation, the 
(crude) distinction is between polynomialtime solvable 
problems and those that are NP-hard. One of the major 
goals of this study of DAMD foundations is to develop 
the tools needed to classify relevant problems as easy or 
hard “to compute incentive-compatiblyon the Internet” 
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and to find more natural examples of both hard and easy 
DAMD problems. 

Informally, a DAMD problem can be considered “easy” 
if it can be solved in a manner that is both 
incentive-compatible and computationallytractable. The 
technical definitions of incentive compatibility and 
computational tractability will depend on the particular 
problem under consideration. 

The welfare-maximizing multicast cost sharing is easy 
when strategyproofness is the incentive-compatibility 
requirement, and low absolute network complexity is the 
computational-tractability requirement. The first open 
problem is to determine how general this result is. The 
marginal-cost mechanism is the only strategy proof and 
efficient mechanism that satisfies Non Positive Transfer 
(NPT) and Voluntary Participation (VP). If we remove 
the NPT and VP requirements, then we have the entire 
family of VCG mechanisms at our disposal. How many of 
these have reasonable network complexity? 

Open Problem 1. Fully characterize the set of easy 
welfare-maximizing multicast cost sharing problems. 

Of course, we are interested in far more than just 
multicast cost sharing, and one of the central DAMD 
challenges is the search for additional examples. 

Open Problem 2. Design good distributed algorithmic 
mechanisms to show that natural problems of interest are 
easy.

While easy problems are a field’s “successes,” hard 
problems often lead to a deeper understanding of an 
approach’s fundamental limitations. Thus, we are 
interested in how to define hardness in the DAMD 
context. Superficially, a problem is hard if it cannot be 
solved in a manner that satisfies both the 
incentive-compatibility and the computational tractability 
requirements. There will be many problems for which this 
cannot be done; NP-hard problems, for example, cannot 
be solved in a computationally tractable manner (unless 
P=NP), and there are no efficient, strategyproof, and 
budget-balanced solutions to general cost-sharing 
problems. 

Canonical hard problems will help us understand the 
fundamental nature of hardness in DAMD, as opposed to 
hardness that results solely from computational issues or 
solely from incentive issues.  

Open Problem 3. Define the computational models 
and computational resources needed to formalize 
“network complexity,” both absolute and relative, and 
other relevant measures of DAMD complexity. Develop 
the appropriate notions of “reduction” to show that certain 
problems are hard or complete for the relevant complexity 
classes.

Open Problem 4. Thoroughly investigate the interplay 
between strategic models and computational models in 
DAMD. In particular, develop realistic strategic models 
for a variety of DAMD problems, including problems in 
which one or more of the players are adversarial or faulty. 

If possible, develop general techniques for converting 
distributed algorithmic mechanisms in which some of the 
parties must be assumed to be obedient into ones in which 
all parties are realistically strategically modeled.. 

7. Summary 

This survey paper reviews the mechanism design (esp. 
DAMD) in distributed systems and gives some possible 
Internet applications with DAMD. The Internet’s 
decentralized nature, in which distributed computation 
and autonomous agents prevail, makes DAMD a very 
natural approach for many Internet problems.  
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Collaborative Semantic Indexing of Multimedia Data Objects

Wing Sze CHAN

Abstract

While creation of multimedia data objects becomes easy
and massive, the searching activity of those objects becomes
an important issue. However, this kind of activity is far
more challenging than the searching of text-based docu-
ments. We propose an approach that enables the discov-
ery of multimedia objects through dynamic collective in-
dexing and explicit/implicit user feedback analysis. Our
method allows semantic concepts to be discovered and con-
vergent to the index hierarchy by analyzing users’ interac-
tions with the search system. By exploiting the relevance
feedback from user, the overall user satisfaction would be
maximized. Through the growth and evolution of the in-
dex hierarchy, the semantic index can be dynamically con-
structed, validated, and built-up with respect to the user
preference. Index convergence behaviour and modelling are
also discussed.

1 Introduction

A huge amount of multimedia data objects, in various
forms and formats, exist and grow explosively in our daily
life. It is estimated that by 2010, over a billion digital im-
ages will be created each day [4]. The multimedia data
object retrieval problem becomes important and necessary.
Multimedia information search is far more difficult than
searching text-based documents since the content of text-
based documents can be extracted automatically while the
content of multimedia objects cannot be automatically de-
termined [9,10].

Research in image retrieval has been divided into two
main categories: “concept-based” image retrieval, and
“content-based” image retrieval [1–3, 5, 8, 11, 12, 15, 17].
The former focuses on higher-level human perception using
words to retrieve images (e.g. title, keywords, captions),
while the latter focuses on the visual features of the im-
age (e.g. size, colour, texture). In an effective “concept-
based” multimedia retrieval system, efficient and meaning-
ful indexing is necessary [6,7]. Due to current technological
limitations, it is impossible to extract the semantic content
of multimedia data objects automatically [14, 19]. Mean-

while, the discovery and insertion of new indexing terms
are always costly and time-consuming. Therefore, novel in-
dexing mechanisms are required to support their search and
retrieval.

Community users are usually critical of a multimedia
searching system. The relevance feedback which collected
from users’ interactions through a system can be used to
adapt and evolve the system behaviour to fit their needs.
Different communities of users may have different expected
relevance to a search term, depending on time, geographic
and cultural interests. The relevance feedback which pro-
vided by the user are essential. However, it is hard to
convince users to rate the numerous multimedia data ob-
jects. Furthermore, the concern of user privacy issues is ris-
ing [13, 18], and therefore we should explore other means
for discovering multimedia data objects. The history of user
behaviour and the time spent on the query sessions may re-
flect user feedback implicitly, while the analysis of query
sessions is beyond the scope of this study. By analyzing
both of the explicit and implicit relevance feedback from
user, the search system can be tuned based on user prefer-
ences.

Our proposed approach can be seen as a form of ma-
chine learning, while it is dissimilar from a typical super-
vised learning approach, since there is no separate train-
ing phase. By the continuous interactive processes between
user and the system, user knowledge and judgement of the
search terms to the data objects will evolve over the time.
Thus, we will also study the index convergence behaviour
and modelling.

2 The Indexing Approach & Hierarchical
Evolution

Our approach concentrates on the indexing of semantic
contents of multimedia objects and will exclude metadata
from consideration, since indexing by metadata is relatively
straightforward and less meaningful than semantic contents
as perceived by humans [10]. This indexing approach en-
ables user to search multimedia objects conceptually by the
semantic visual features.
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Figure 1. Composition of Multimedia Data Objects and Index Elements

2.1 Index Structure & Hierarchy

We consider a set of multimedia data objects{Oj}, such
as images, video, or music, where their semantic character-
istics and contents cannot be extracted automatically. Each
Oj has an index setIj , which consists of a number of ele-
ments{ej1, ej2, ..., ejMj

}. Each index elemente is a triple,
which is composed of an index term IDtjk, a correspond-
ing index scoresjk, and an object IDOj−ID. The index
scores reflect the significance of an index term to the object;
the higher the index score, the more important is the index
term to the object. In other words, the lower the index score
means the less important is the index term to the object. Fig.
1 shows a clear view of the decomposition structure of the
multimedia data objects and index elements.

The index hierarchy refers to the collective index setsI
of all the objectsOj in the database [10]. Fig. 2 shows that
the index setI is partitioned into N levelsL1, L2, ...,LN by
partitioning the score valuesjk with a set of parametersP1,
P2, ...,PN . For a given index term with scorex, the index
term will be placed in levelLi if Pi ≤ x < Pi+1, where
i = 1, ..., N − 1. Otherwise, it would be placed in levelN
if PN ≤ x. In this index hierarchy, the higher the level, the
more important it is.

2.2 Minimal Indexing & Index Growth

In order to be discovered by users, each multimedia ob-
ject should be minimally indexed initially. When an object
Oj is minimally indexed, it means thatOj has only a sin-

gle index termT whereT consists of a single word only.
Through successive usage of the system, the index set of an
object would be grow. Such that, an object which is min-
imally indexed with termT = T1 may become indexed
with multiple termsT = T1, T2, ..., Tn. Consider an ob-
ject OJ , which is minimally indexed with an index term
T1. Consider a user enters an input queryQ(T1, T2), the
system would return an answer vectorVans which consists
a set of objects that is indexed withT1 or T2. When the
user selectOJ in Vans, T2 would be added toOJ at the low
level of the index hierarchy. If many queries that contain
T2 also select onOJ continuously, the index score ofT2

of OJ would be increase and promote to the high level of
the index hierarchy. Consequently, theT2 of OJ would be
properly indexed. Meanwhile, theT1 of OJ may drop to the
lower level of the index hierarchy since it would be affected
by the user relevance feedback.

2.3 Index Score Update Influenced by Relevance
Feedback

The index scores are directly affected by the user rel-
evance feedback, either positive or negative. By the con-
tinuous use of the system, our system can collect and an-
alyze both explicit and implicit relevance feedback from
users. When the system receives a positive feedback from
user, the index score(s) that relate to the search terms of
the query would be increased. Similarly, the index score(s)
would be decreased when the a negative feedback is re-
ceived. Those positive and negative feedbacks can be the
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Figure 2. Index Hierarchy

relevance feedback that collected directly or indirectly from
users. It would be discussed in Section 3.

Considering an example of a user input search query
Q(T1, T2) that consists of two search termsT1 andT2, sup-
pose there arek multimedia objectsO1, O2, ..., Ok are re-
turned in the answer vectorVans disregarding the object
rankings. When user provides a positive feedback or se-
lects the desired objectOx in the answer vector, the index
scores ofT1 andT2 of Ox would be increased by a prede-
fined value∆+. In opposite, when user provide a negative
feedback onOx, the index scores ofT1 andT2 of Ox would
be decreased by a predefined value∆−. Moreover, when a
user do not select any object in the answer vector, the in-
dex scores ofT1 andT2 for all objects in the answer vector
(O1, O2, ..., Ok) would also be decreased.

2.4 Object Ranking

In the information explosion era, search rankings has
become significant [20]. Usually, the top-ranked objects
should be more relevant to the search query. Every sub-
mitted query which consists of one or more search terms, is
expected to return an answer vectorVans = [O1, O2, ...Ok],
wherek is the number of objects returned that is relevant
to the search terms. Our object ranking approach relies on
the index scores, since this score implies the relevance of
an index term to an object. The higher the score, the more
the index term is relevant to the object. There are two ap-
proaches for ranking the multimedia data objects returned
in the query result lists.

2.4.1 Näıve Strategy

This strategy is to return the bestk result objects ordered by
their index scores, related to the search term(s) of the ob-
ject, in descending order. By this strategy, the top ranked
object O1 in the answer vectorVans is the most relevant
to the search query, whileOk is the least. It is a typical
strategy for building hot links, such as “top ten list of most
clicked links” which can be found in many portals home-
page. It implies that the probability that an objectOj being
clicked would be directly proportional to the rank of object
Oj . Since the “top ten” are more likely to be seen, there-
fore, those top ranked objects are more likely to be selected.
Thus, the index scores of those objects have higher chance
to be promoted. Such that there would be an initial bias, in
the top tens links, which can easily lead to a local maxima
problem. Consequently, some significant objects would be
hard to show up or ranked very low in the result lists. In the
worst case, some objects may never been shown to users.
Such that, those objects may be nearly “hidden” or never
receive positive feedback from users.

2.4.2 Randomized Strategy with Genetic Algorithms

This strategy provides variations in query results by using
Genetic Algorithms (GA), and thus it is designed for over-
coming the local maxima problem. It returnsk result ob-
jects in the answer vectorVans by random extractions from
the index. The random extraction process involves a series
of random selection among the object setOj . It performs
again and again untilk distinct objects are selected to be
shown. By the randomness of the GA, the best rated objects
would have proportionally higher chances to appear in the
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Figure 3. Potential Indexable Terms

answer vector; meanwhile, those “hidden” objects would
have a non-zero probability of being promoted to appear in
the answer vector. Therefore, those “hidden” objects would
have a chance to be ranked in a higher ranking position and
discovered eventually.

Although the problem of local maxima can be solved
by our randomized strategy, it also introduces some noise
which tend to lower the overall system performance. The
system performance quality is degraded since the answer
vector would consist of both good relevant objects and some
irrelevant objects. However, those irrelevant objects are es-
sential in the discovery of the “hidden” objects. Therefore,
we adopt elitism, a technique from GA, to reduce the noise
that induced by the randomized strategy. By adjusting the
eliteE (number of best objects in an answer vector), where
E ∈ [0, k], it guarantees the quality of the answer returned.
There are two extreme cases when considering the value of
E; E = 0 means there is no any elitism such that all ob-
jects in the answer vector are generated by the randomized
strategy. On the other way around,E = k means there is no
noise object in the answer vector, such that it is equivalent
to the mentioned naı̈ve strategy.

3 User Relevance Feedback

Relevance feedback (RF) is a classical information re-
trieval (IR) technique where users relay their agreement
with the system’s evaluation of document relevance back to
the system, which then uses this information to provide a re-
vised list of search results [16]. It allows user to mark rele-
vant (positive feedback) or irrelevant (negative feedback) to
the object(s) of the result list by their relevance judgments.
The user relevance feedback collected would be useful for
refining the index scores, such that it helps tuning the index
hierarchy to fit user preferences.

Our model collects both explicit and implicit relevance
feedback from the user community. The explicit feedback
refers to the relevance, indicating the relevance of the ob-
ject retrieved for a query, is collected directly from the user
judgements. Our model enables user to indicate relevance
explicitly using a binary relevance system. Binary relevance
feedback indicates that a multimedia data object is either
relevant or irrelevant for a specific query. Once a user sub-
mit a query, our system will return a list of query results to
the user. In order to maintain the spirit of web 2.0, collab-
orative users involvement, our system allows users to pro-
vide their relevance feedback for the multimedia objects of
the query results. Their feedback can be either positive or
negative.

Although the idea of exploiting user’s feedback to rate
relevance seems promising, it is not easy to convince a com-
munity of users to spend their time to explicitly rate objects.
Therefore, our model also collect implicit relevance feed-
back from them. The implicit feedback is inferred from user
behaviour and their history, such as noting which object(s)
that user do and do not select for viewing, the duration of
time spent on viewing an object. All these information, can
be collected automatically, would reflect user’s satisfaction
and expectation of the query result. When user click on an
object in the answer vector, we can infer that the selected
object may relevant to the user query. Our system will treat
it as a kind of positive feedback from the user implicitly.
On the contrary, when user do not select any object in the
answer vector, we can infer that user may think that the ob-
jects in the answer vector are irrelevant to their input query
or they are not interested in those objects. Our system will
treat it as a kind of negative feedback from the user implic-
itly.
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Figure 4. Number of Remaining Index Terms

4 Modelling Index Convergence Behaviour

Since the measurement of the relevance of an index term
to an object is based on the related index score, the index
scores of the system are expected to evolve to an ideal situ-
ation. We assume that each index score for an index term of
a specific object would have a hidden ideal score valueSH .
When the actual index score reachesSH , this index can be
considered as having convergent. By the continuous usage
of the system, the indexes would be convergent.

4.1 Index Convergence Behaviour

In theory, indexes would evolve to an ideal status by the
index continuous convergence processes. Consider there
areJ objects in the search space, each of the objects are
indexed withm initial index terms, andM be the number
of the maximal index terms.

Let Nt be the state of the system which signifies the
number of terms remaining to be indexed.Nt is a random
variable that changes over time. Let the process starts at
t = 0. Thus initially, we have

N0 = J(M −m). (1)

As time goes on,Nt will gradually decrease.Nt will decre-
ment by 1 whenever a potential indexable term is being in-
dexed. We assume that the random indexing pattern for a
given term follows a Poisson process with indexing rateµ,
where in a small time interval∆h, a potential indexable
term has a probability of≈ µ∆t of being actually indexed.
The rate is dependent on the usage and indexing frequency
of objects in the collection. Thus, over time, each potential
indexable term is gradually being deleted as they are be-
come indexed. Fig. 3 shows this situation where the empty
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boxes signify the potential indexable terms, while the ones
with ”X” signify the ones having been actually indexed in
the course of this evolutionary process.

From the property of the Poisson distribution, the prob-
ability that a potential indexable term remaining unindexed
at timet is e−µt. Therefore, we obtain the following bino-
mial distribution forNt

Prob[Nt = k] =
(

N0

k

)
(1− e−µt)N0−ke−µtk, (2)

which gives

E(Nt) = N0e
−µt, (3)

V ar(Nt) = N0(1− e−µt)e−µt, (4)

Adopting a time unit of days,1µ can be taken as the av-
erage time elapsed to install the index term. For example,
if µ = 0.1, this means that the average time to install the
index term is 10 days. Fig. 4 plots the number of remaining
index terms over time forN0 = 100, 000, andµ = 1

30 , 1
60 .

We see that the number of indexable terms drops quickly
at first, then do so slowly as time goes on. Ast → ∞,
we see from equation 3 that the collection tends to be fully
indexed withE(Nt) → 0, irrespective of the initial num-
ber of potential indexable terms. Also, from equation 4,
V ar(Nt) → 0 ast → ∞, which indicates that the effect
of stochastic fluctuation would be small; this implies that,
over a long period of time, the process may be viewed as a
deterministic one.

From equation 3, we can determine the timeTp, on av-
erage, when a certain proportion ofp of the potential index-
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able terms have been indexed; i.e. letting

p =
(N0 −N0e

−µTp)
N0

, (5)

we obtain

Tp =
1
µ

ln(
1

1− p
). (6)

Replacingµ by d = 1
µ in the above gives

Tp = dln(
1

1− p
). (7)

Fig. 5 shows the convergence behaviour ford =
10, 15, 30, 60. In this model, each potential index term be-
haves independently of other index terms. When there are
many terms remaining to be indexed, the collective index-
ing rate tends to be high, and this collective rate will decline
as fewer and fewer terms are available to be indexed; this is
evident from Figure 3, where the curves rise much more
steeply asp → 1.We observe that in order to complete the
indexing of 95% of the terms, it takes approximately three
times the amount of time for indexing an individual term.
Indeed takingp = 0.95, we have ln( 1

1−p ) = 2.99.

5 Experiments on Index Convergence

We performed experiments to examine the possibility,
systematic and repeatable of our methodology. In order to
evaluate the effectiveness of our large scale indexing ap-
proach, we adopted a simulation approach based on the hid-
den ideal score valuesSH . The goal of the series of exper-
iments is to investigate the relationship between the initial
SH and the convergence of the index.

In the scoring system, 0 denotes the minimum score and
1 denotes the maximum score. Initially, Each index term
of an object is associated with an static hidden score value
SH where0 < SH < 1. The simulation model simulates
the following processes: user queries submission, answer
vector computation and user relevance feedback simulation
on the basis ofSH . In the following series of tests, we per-
formed 2,000 of objects in 5,000 queries of answer vector
size 10 with different initial randomSH values. For the
measurement of the system evaluation, we introduce rela-
tive answer relevanceR to measure the single query opti-
mality. R is the ratio between the total hidden score of a
query answer and the best possible answer of lengthk; the
aim of this measure is to express how optimal is the cur-
rent query answer with respect to the objects currently in
the database.

5.1 Experimental Results & Discussions

In the first series of runs, we assign initialSH with ran-
dom valuesx which follow uniform distribution in differ-
ent ranges (0 < x < 0.5; 0 < x < 1; 0.3 < x < 0.8;

0.5 < x < 1). Fig. 6 (a) shows the averageR values for
the preceding 100 queries. For example, to plot the pointP
in Fig. 6 (a), we sum theR-values obtained for the901th

to the1000th query and then divide the sum by 100. From
these run results, the values ofR of these runs are increas-
ing. In other words, all of the runs are convergent disregard-
ing their initialSH . In addition, the convergence behaviour
of run with 0 < x < 0.5 is similar to the one of run with
0 < x < 1. However, the convergence rate of the run with
0 < SH < 1 is the fastest when since its curve gives the
greatest slope.

Then, another series of runs were performed by assign-
ing initial SH with random values which follow normal
distribution of different mean and standard deviation (s.d.).
Fig. 6 (b) shows the averageR values for every 100 queries
with mean=0.5 and s.d.=0.5, 0.25, and 0.1 respectively,
while Fig. 6 (c) shows the averageR values for every 100
queries with mean=0.75 and s.d.=0.5, 0.25, and 0.1 respec-
tively. In these runs that showing in Fig. 6 (b, c), all the
values ofR of these runs are increasing. Such that, both
of these runs are convergent disregarding their initialSH .
Fig. 6 (b) shows that the runs of s.d.=0.25 and s.d.=0.5 are
similar while these runs are having the same mean value
(0.5), while the one with s.d.=0.5 attained the fastest con-
verging rate by comparing with the runs with mean=0.5.
Furthermore, the run with s.d.=0.5 in Fig. 6 (c) also attained
the fastest converging rate by comparing with the runs with
mean=0.75.

By comparing all of the runs, with different distribution
of the initialSH , we can conclude the following. All of the
runs would be convergent irrespective of the initial value of
SH . When theSH value of the run starts with a lower mean
value, it attains a faster converging rate since more rooms
are provided for the index to become convergent. Also,
the run with uniform distribution ofSH (0 < x < 1) is
nearly identical to the run with normal distribution ofSH

(mean=0.5, s.d.=0.5) since the distribution of randomSH

for these two runs are alike.

6 Conclusions & Future Works

We presented a collaborative indexing approach for en-
abling multimedia retrieval within a huge amount of mul-
timedia data objects. Our indexing approach helps to dis-
cover multimedia resources systematically by keeping track
of the user query behaviour. By analyzing the search infor-
mation, the user relevance feedback helps the index hierar-
chy to evolve towards to users’ desired preferences. Thus,
user satisfaction would be maximized. Our experimental re-
sult shows that the index would successfully converge after
successive use. In the future, we will focus on examining
the index convergence behaviour.
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Automatic image content annotation and indexing

Chun Fan WONG

Abstract

As the number of web images is increasing at a rapid
rate, searching them semantically presents a significant
challenge. Many raw images are constantly uploaded with
little meaningful direct annotations of semantic content,
limiting their search and discovery. In this paper, we pro-
pose an extension of image annotation models which are us-
ing ontology-based tree expansion and contextual feature-
based index expansion. Our system is evaluated quanti-
tatively using more than 100,000 web images and around
1,000,000 tags. Experimental results indicate that this ap-
proach is able to deliver highly competent performance.

1 Introduction

Since the past decade, image retrieval has been become
one of the most popular activities on Internet. As the num-
ber of images available in online repositories is growing
dramatically, exploring the frontier between image and lan-
guage is an interesting and challenging task. Research in
image retrieval has reflected the dichotomy inherent in the
semantic gap, and is divided between two main categories:
concept-based image retrieval and content-based image re-
trieval. The former focuses on retrieval by objects and high-
level concepts, while the latter focuses on the low-level vi-
sual features of the image.

Low-level visual features are indicated by visual con-
tent descriptors in order to support users in accessing the
knowledge embedded in images. These methods aim at cap-
turing image similarity by relying on some specific char-
acteristic of images; typically, these models are based on
color, texture and shape [4, 6, 9, 11, 14, 23, 30, 32]. As dis-
cussed in [31], in order to compute these descriptors, the
image often has to be segmented into parts, which aims to
determine image objects. Current methods of image seg-
mentation include [8, 12, 16, 17, 24, 29]: partitions, sign de-
tection, region segmentation. They compute general simi-
larity between images based on statistical image properties
[1–3,18,22,26,27]. Some studies [12,20] include users in a
search loop with a relevance feedback mechanism to adapt
the search parameters based on user feedback. Semantic

annotation of the image database combined with a region
based image decomposition is used, which aims to extract
semantic properties of images based on spatial distribution
of color and texture properties [9,11,14,15,23,30,32]. How-
ever, an advantage of using low-level features is that, unlike
high-level concepts, they do not incur any indexing cost as
they can be extracted by automatic algorithms. In contrast,
direct extraction of high-level semantic content automati-
cally is beyond the capability of current technology. Some
research [5] focuses on implicit image annotation which in-
volve an implicit and, in consequence, augments the origi-
nal indexes with additional concepts that are related to the
query.

With the advent of Semantic Web technology, ontol-
ogy is playing a key role as the core element of knowl-
edge representation architecture in Semantic Web. Some
effort [7, 13, 19, 25, 28] has been made for image retrieval
using Semantic Web techniques.

Our work is related to generative modelling approaches.
In [31], a semantic annotation technique named Automatic
Semantic Annotation (ASA) approach is developed which
is based on the use of image parametric dimensions and
metadata . Using decision trees and rule induction, a rule-
based approach to formulate explicit annotations for images
fully automatically is developed, so that, semantic query
such as ”sunset by the sea in autumn in New York” can be
answered and indexed purely by machine. In this paper,
we propose an extension of such image annotation mod-
els by using ontology-based tree expansion and contextual
feature-based index expansion. Our system is evaluated
quantitatively using more than 100,000 web images and
over 990,000 tags. Experimental results indicate that this
approach is able to deliver highly competent performance.

2 Expansion algorithms

2.1 Ontology-based tree expansion

In certain applications, the presence of particular objects
in an image often implies the presence of other objects. If
termU ⇒ V , and if onlyU is indexed, then searching for
V will not return the image in the result, even thoughV
is present in the image. The application of such inferences
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Figure 1. Ontology expansion tree

will allow the index elementsTi of an image to be automat-
ically expanded according to some probability which will
be related to the underlying ontology of the application.

There are two types of expansion:

(a) Aggregation hierarchical expansion

This relates to the aggregation hierarchy of sub-objects
that constitute an object. The objects can be classified
as:

(i) concrete, where the relevant objects are well-
defined (e.g. an ”orchestra” expanded to violins, trum-
pets, clarinets etc.)

(ii) abstract, where the objects are not concretely
defined (e.g. although ”conflict” is not a definite visual
object, it contains certain common characteristics).

Associated with each branch is a tree traversal prob-
ability tij (Fig. 1) which signifies the probability of
occurrence of the branch index given the existence of
the parent index. In general, the traversal probabilities
of different object classes exhibit different characteris-
tics, with tij > t′mn for tij belonging to the concrete
object class, andt′mn belonging to the abstract object
class.

(b) Co-occurrence expansion

This relates to the expectation that certain semantic ob-
jects tend to occur together. The relevant weighting
may be expressed as a conditional probability given
the presence of other objects. An expansion to asso-
ciate an image objectOj given the presence of object
Oi is taken to be indexable whenProb[Oj |Oi] ≥ h,
where h is a preset threshold value that depends on
the tradeoff between precision and recall performance
of the system. More generally, complex probabilistic
rules taking the formProb[Oj |O1, ..., On] ≥ h will
be applied. The ontology expansion tree may be tra-
versed bi-directionally in the course of the expansion.
Top-down traversal will lead to an expansion factor

> 1, while bottom-up traversal will have an expan-
sion factor< 1 at each level of expansion. There are,
in general, many sub-trees whose roots are the nodes
of the ontology expansion tree. Each sub-tree may be
fully expanded, and it has an expansion reliability fac-
tor 0 < r < 1, which signifies the dependability and
completeness of the associated expansion. For high
precision retrieval (π ≈ 1), only sub-trees having a
significant reliability factor need to be traversed, and
nodes with a small value forr will be pruned. De-
cision rules linking expansibility withπ andr can be
determined.

2.2 Contextual feature-based index expansion

Here, we shall establish associations between low-level
features with high-level concepts, and such associations
will take the following forms.

(a) Associating basic features with semantic concepts

The presence of certain low-level featuresF may
suggest a finite number ofm object possibilities.
The expansion will be carried out by examining all
Prob[Oj |F ] > 0, j = 1, 2, ..., m. The objectOk that
maximizes the probability expression will be indexed.
Sometimes, a combination of basic features may be
used to infer the presence of high-level concepts for in-
clusion in the semantic index. Thus, in more complex
situations, maximization will need to be carried out on
the probabilitiesProb[Oj |F1, ..., Fn] which correlates
an object with multiple feature occurrences.

(b) Exploiting contextual constraints

Basic features alone may not be sufficient to infer
the presence of specific objects, but such features
if augmented by additional information may lead to
meaningful inferences. When a particularly context
is known, a concept may be indexed more precisely.
Such contextual information will typically be provided
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Figure 2. Annotation Disambiguation

through ontological expansion, which may lead to the
creation of a new index term, or a revision of the score
of an existing index term. In general, we will need
to consider the probabilitiesProb[O, |−→F ,

−→
O ] , where−→

F ,
−→
O , are respectively the available feature set (an ele-

ment of which may be a vector) and the object set. This
will give rise to an iterative feedback loop where the
determination of new objects will lead to new mean-
ingful feature-object combinations, where further ob-
jects may be determined.

2.3 Index Scoring and Ranking

The initial creation of an index term will result in a cer-
tain probabilistic score, which indicates its probability of
being present in an image, and every index termTi in the
index will have a scorepi = f(tij , r) associated with it,
which will be used for the ranking and delivery of search
results. Such a scorepi may be caused by the uncertainty of
the index terms in earlier stages or by the sub-tree reliability
factor responsible for generating it or both. The algorithms
for computing these probabilistic scores will be formulated
and developed. In addition to initial allocation, index scores
may be updated and revised. Such revision can take two
forms: (i) long-term revision that causes a change to the
database, and (ii) short-term revision that does not require
changing the database. The former is caused by ontology-
based expansion or feature-based expansion. The latter is
caused by iterative relevance feedback as a result of user in-
tentions and selection preferences for a particular query. Al-
gorithms for short-term revision are different from the nor-
mal score updates and will need to be separately developed
to achieve good overall retrieval performance. Short-term
score re-computation may take place several times in the
course of a query. It is expected that sampling from image
database benchmarks will be used to determine the initial
score and Bayesian algorithms will be used to effect the re-
vision. In addition to these scores, search results will be de-
termined by a query value for a given image which results
from matching the relative importance of different concepts
required by a given query with the occurrence of those con-

cepts in the image. Final results ranking of images will be
done according to such values.

2.4 QBE Disambiguation and Computation of
Annotation Weights

As shown in Figure 2, a particular annotation classA1

may exhibit a certain degree of ambiguity covering then
sub-classesA11, ..., A1n. Our disambiguation algorithm
will partially pinpoint the precise annotations by making
use of a set of modal images, where each annotation con-
ceptCi will have associated with it a representative set of
modal images that are external to the images to be anno-
tated.

We first establishN simple concepts of interestC =
C1, ..., CN , which collectively is referred to as the con-
cept dictionary, whose content may be augmented over
time. These concepts range over allM annotation classes
A1, ..., AM established from the previous step. Let concept
Ci be associated with a set ofki distinct modal images

Si = {Ii, ..., Ik}, i = 1, ..., N, (1)

where fori 6= j, Si

⋂
Sj need not be empty to cater for

compound concepts. Each modal imageIi has a represen-
tativeness coefficient|Ii|, (0 < |Ii| ≤ 1) associated with
it which indicates its relative representativeness of the par-
ticular concept Ci. Thus, the representativeness coefficient
induces an ordering onSi, and we take

|I1| ≥ |I1| ≥ ... ≥ |Iki | (2)

Instead of directly using SIFT techniques to process an
image to obtain annotation of images on specific concepts
Ci, we apply QBE to the image database using the firstp
images fromSi as a set ofp separate queries. Each of these
QBE queries will return a set of target imagesT (Ij). The
set of imagesT (Ij) in the collection will then be annotated
with a computed precision weight. For a given parameterp,
images contained inT (I1)

⋂
T (I2)

⋂
...

⋂
T (Ip) will have

the highest probability of containing the conceptCi com-
pared with those present inT (I ′1)

⋂
T (I ′2)

⋂
...

⋂
T (I ′m),
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for I ′jεSi,m < p. The annotation weight is a significant el-
ement in search and query processing. The algorithm takes
into account

1. the controllable parametersp andh (see below),

2. the uncontrollable parameterm.

In this manner, the conceptsC1, ..., CN are systematically
propagated to images in the database, and these are anno-
tated by the corresponding concepts, with each annotation
having a weight wi attached to it (see Figure 2). The set
Si may be updated and adjusted as a result of these pro-
cesses and may be optimized over time. To optimize anno-
tation efficiency, it would be desirable to minimizep, while
maximizing

∑
1≤i≤p |Ii|. In executing this process of an-

notation by concept propagation, a pre-defined thresholdh
is adopted, and the number of modal imagesp included for
concept querying will be the smallest integerM such that

M∑

i=1

|Ii| ≥ h. (3)

For images in the collection not covered in the concept
dictionary, a corresponding weight of 0 will be assigned
(Figure 2).

3 Experimental Evaluation

Our main purpose in introducing an ontology into the
image retrieval problem and using the sub-objects as surro-
gate terms for general queries is to improve the precision in
the image sets. In this evaluation, we mainly focus on the
ontology-based tree expansion and contextual feature-based
index expansion with QBE disambiguation.

The index elements are organized and used to build the
basic content index within a relational database. The rela-
tional database is designed for maximum query effective-
ness by distributing the semantic elements across different
relations. A further index is built on top of these relations
to support rapid discovery.

The effectiveness of our approach is evaluated experi-
mentally. A set of standard evaluation queries are used for
experimentation. Comparison is made between base-level
indexing and the expanded level indexing, and the widely
accepted measures of retrieval performance of precision, re-
call, fallout, andF -score are used to assess system perfor-
mance.

To numerically assess the accuracy and effectiveness of
our annotation approach, we have retrieved 103,521 sets of
images with 991,074 associated tags from flickr.com which
are a popular photo sharing web site and online community
platform offering a fairly comprehensive web-service API

that allows developers to create applications that can per-
form almost any function on images.

Here we exploit WordNet and OpenCYC to assist our ex-
periments. The former is an application of semantic lexicon
for the English language and the latter is a general knowl-
edge base and commonsense reasoning engine. In order to
produce a list of tags that are more intuitively usable, we
perform a semantic lexicon checking by WordNet, where
numeric, symbol characters misjudge phase have been re-
moved, and in consequence 289,399 tags with 7,982 key-
words are formed.

The quality assessment of the machine-inferred bound-
aries between parts of the depicted scenes is based on the
precision. In our evaluation, we decide that a relevant im-
age must include a representation of the category in such a
manner that a human should be able to immediately asso-
ciate it with the assessed concept.

3.1 Results

3.1.1 Ontology-based tree expansion

In relation to image acquisition, many images may be bro-
ken down to few basic scenes, such as nature and wildlife,
portrait, landscape and sports. In the case of aggregation hi-
erarchical expansion of ontology-based tree expansion, we
decided to test our system using the aggregation hierarchy
of basic categories ”night scenes” and extend the image
hierarchy to find a sub-scene ”night scene of downtown”,
”downtown” can be expanded to ”business district”, ”com-
mercial district”, ”city center” and ”city district”, while
”city district” can be expanded to ”road”, ”building”, ”ar-
chitecture”, ”highway” and ”hotel”.

In [31] by using decision trees and rule induction, a rule-
based approach to formulate explicit annotations for images
fully automatically has been developed. To extend the ap-
proach, firstly, we annotate night scenes based on the prior
rule-based approach to extract 422 out of 103,527 images.
We also gather 1108 tags associated with those images and
totally 417 unique terms are formed. We list the top 117 out
of 417 unique terms list in Fig. 3,

We present the results of the evaluation in Fig. 4. For
brancht14, the traversal probability signifies the probabil-
ity of occurrence of the branch index given the existence of
the parent index with 100% precision rate (”downtown”⇒
”city”). For each brancht14j , where1 < j ≤ 5, it is ex-
panded from the original sub-tree (”city district”); traversal
probabilities are varied, ranged from 33.3% to 75%.

3.1.2 Contextual feature-based index expansion with
QBE disambiguation

To establish associations between low-level features with
high-level concepts, associating basic features with seman-
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Figure 4. Experimental results on aggregation
hierarchical expansion

tic concepts may be applied to arbitrary images for inclu-
sion in the semantic index. Edge detection is a terminology
in image processing and computer vision, particularly in the
areas of feature detection and feature extraction, to refer to
algorithms which aim at identifying points in a digital im-
age at which the image brightness changes sharply or more
formally has discontinuities. Here, we adapt edge detection
algorithms [10,21] to extract high-level concepts from low-
level features.

From [10], the framework near-circular Gaussian-based
image derivative operators have been developed via the use
of a virtual mesh and are proven to reduce angular error
when detecting edges over a range of orientations. The edge
detection operators are based on first and second derivative
approximations, corresponding to a first directional deriva-
tive ∂u/∂b ≡ b · ∇u and a second directional derivative
−∇ · (B∇u) , and are defined by the functionals [10]

Eδ
i (U) =

∫

Ω

bi · ∇Uζδ
i dΩ (4)

and

Zδ
i (U) =

∫

Ω

∇U · (Bi∇Uζδ
i )dΩ (5)

HereB = b bT andb = (cosθ, sinθ) is the unit direc-
tion. The special case of the Laplacian operator is repre-
sented byZδ

i with B taken to be the identity matrix [10].
Here, we select one ”downtown” image manually from

the image set and through the use of edge detection algo-
rithms before Query-by-example similarity matching. We
have carried out evaluation (shown in Fig. 6 by compar-
ing the original Automatic Semantic Annotation (ASA) ap-
proach) with our approach which combines the original
ASA approach with vertical edge detection algorithms and
the use of human tags. Our experiment indicates that tags
by human deliver excellent precision rate with 100% preci-
sion but this tagging approach relies heavily on human in-
volvement. For the ASA Approach combining with edge
detection algorithms, the precision rate grows to 87.1%.
Clearly, compared to annotation without the contextual
feature-based index expansion enabled, the performance is
around 52.8%. From the joint application of these, we can
formulate semantic annotations for specific image fully au-
tomatically and index images purely by machine without
any human involvement.

4 Conclusion and future works

In this paper, we propose an extension of image annota-
tion models which uses ontology-based tree expansion and
contextual feature-based index expansion with QBE dis-
ambiguation. Our system is evaluated quantitatively, and
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Figure 5. Contextual feature-based index ex-
pansion with edge detection algorithms
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Figure 6. Experimental results on contextual
feature-based index expansion

experimental results indicate that this approach is able to
deliver highly competent performance. Our approach, not
only demonstrates the applicability of ontology to the im-
age annotation problem, but also using the sub-objects as
surrogate terms for general queries is to improve the preci-
sion in the image sets.
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Abstract

The mining of user preference from web data is a 
very important topic. The paper is focused on the 
discovery of ownership of online forum participants, 
which would help for product promotion and topical 
feedback if owned or not.  With modification to the 
latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) model, we present a 
constrained LDA for the ownership problem. And 
there are ownership-associated topics generated from 
each class, which are of great importance for 
revealing the reason of the state of the ownership 
through the topical feature. Data in practical use have 
been used for test of the model. We present the 
experimental results showing this model could not only 
predict the state of the ownership accurately but also 
detect the time period of the ownership continuance, 
compared with transitional classifier such as SVM 
which misclassified more than 30% of the test data and 
switch state of the ownership frequently deviating of 
the practical situation severely.
 
1. Introduction 
 

In the modern life, online forum plays an important 
role as a mass media. Especially, in the forum related 
to electrical product, there are kinds of people passing 
different of message about their equipment, including 
information sharing, asking question, giving 
suggestion and making comment on the product. So it 
is necessary to collect such information to reveal the 
potential buyers, concern or complaint about the 
product, which will be help for accurate one-to-one 
advertising, further product modification and making 
marketing strategy. Not only the state of ownership, 
but also how the state kept and switched in time 
sequence is of large significance for analysis of owners 
or potential customers. To solve the problem of 
discovery of ownership by text analysis for the 
messages posted in the online forum, classifiers 
sensitive to the time sequence and topic generation are 
necessary rather than the traditional classifiers such as 
SVM [10]. Aside mining of the topical feature for each 

state of ownership is important too. As a result, it is 
motivated to build a text classifier fit for both of the 
time feature and topical feature of ownership.  

  In recent years, the most popular model for text 
processing is latent dirichlet allocation model (LDA by 
Jordon and Blei 2003 [3]). Semantically learning could 
be done by generating topics. Extended models such as 
supervised topic model [1], Multi-Grain topic model 
was induced for supervised learning. There are also a 
few applications in classification such as in web spam 
classification [7]. In application on web content or 
customers review, M. Hu and B. Liu have a good 
example in [4].  Even in field of statically debugging, 
LDA could be extended to delta-LDA [2] giving 
power of semantically text analysis. 
      In analysis of time sequence, McCallum combined 
the time attribute into LDA giving the A non-markov 
continuous time model [6] to reveal the topic trend. 
      Combination of the supervised learning by LDA 
and time attribute, we present a constrained LDA 
(cLDA) to approach to the problem of ownership 
discovery and ownership associated topics detecting 
for on line forum users. This paper would be organized 
as follow. In section 2, ownership problem will be 
defined, and the cLDA would be introduced. In section 
3, algorithm for making prediction would be discussed.  
Experimental result for a recent data set from a popular 
digital camera website, given by the constrained LDA 
and LIBSVM [10] for comparison would be illustrated, 
and the topical feature of each state of ownership is 
also illustrated in section 4. We conclude and discuss 
the future work in section 5. 
 
2. The constrained LDA 
   

We will first describe the problem of ownership 
discovery; review the standard LDA; and then present 
the constrained LDA. The standard LDA is efficient 
for general text processing but regard of the time 
attribute. But the constrained LDA could learn the 
supervised information from the labeled delta under 
which inference of class variable of sequential data on 
time would be taken. Without considering the time 
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attribute in the training stage could decreasing the need 
of sequential data and put more attention on the 
discriminative words related to the state of ownership 
which could benefit more in the topic analysis stage.  
 
2.1. The problem of discovery of ownership of 
online forum
 
     People may share information, ask question, give 
suggestion and even take some large social function in 
the on-line forum. Information from web is of large 
value for product promotion and online business. One 
of the most important of which is the ownership of the 
products, especially in electrical products which is 
expensive always. Not only the state of ownership, 
owned or not owned, but also the continuous time 
period of the state is crucial, so the time sequence is 
the indispensable attribute which is out of 
consideration of standard LDA, and less in its 
extended version except few such as TOT [6]. 
      Since the ownership is individual, the messages 
posted should be organized by authors and ordered by 
time sequence, rather than traditionally by threads. 
How ever, in the stage of learning the probability of 
words associated with state of ownership, we just 
focused on the discriminative line of different classes, 
regardless of time and authors. 
      In this paper, a message d is a vector of

dN word 
tokens, ,dw where each idw denotes the word index in 
the vocabulary of sizeV . A collection of D messages is 
defined by 1 1 1{( , , ), , ( , , )}D D Dw a c w a c� � �  where 

{ 1,0,1}ic � � represents the state of the ownership of 
one specific product, as “not owned”, “not mentioned”, 
and “owned”, ia represents the authors of the 
message iw . Here we define one more class of “not 
mentioned” as it could be detected the ownership in 
some messages which would be noise if allocated as 
either of state of “owned” or “not owned”. In the 
inference stage, all messages of the same author 

ia will be collected as a matrix defined by 

1{ ; ...; }
ii i inm w w�  where each column ijw is one 

message posted by author ia in the order of time 
sequence.   
 
2.2. Topics model 
 

LDA is a popular generative model for document 
modeling in recent years. The process corresponds to 
the graphical model shown in Figure1. In LDA, 

� denotes matrix of the words distribution with a 
multinomial distribution in a column for each of T 
topics which is drawn from the Dirichlet(�) prior 
independently. � is the matrix of the topics distribution 
with a multinomial distribution in a column related to a 
document drawn from the Dirichlet(�) prior. In 
generative process for a document, first topic z is 
drawn from the � related to the document, and then w 
is drawn from z� corresponding to z. Algorithm such 
as variational inference, collapse Gibbs sampling [9] 
have been presented to estimate the parameters �  and 
�. Efficient estimation of hyperparameter � has been 
given as an non-iterative method in [9].  
 
2.3. The constrained LDA 
 
     There are many shortcomings of latent models in 
supervised setting [11], so the unsupervised LDA is 
not fit for the problem of ownership discovery. We are 
motivated to introduce the constrained LDA model 
shown in Figure 2.  
     The constrained LDA is constructed as  
(1) There are 3 hyperparameters c� for each class, the 
class variable { 1,0,1}c� �  is visible, and { }c� �� . 

(2) The topics T is separated by class as 1 1 0, ,T T T� . So 

the parameters � are separated as 1 0 0, , ,� � �� and 
� as 1 1 0, , .� � �� The number of topics in iT is tiN  
and

1 0 1T t t tN N N N�� � � . 
(3) The rest of model is identical to LDA. 
     Each message is assumed as a mixture of three 
classes corresponding to the mixture of all topics T. 
But once the label c is known, the message could be 
set to just cover the topics related to the class , .cc T  It 
could be achieved by setting all the elements 
corresponding to topics related other classes except c  
to zero and initially allocate words only to class-related 
topics randomly cT before Gibbs sampling so that there 
will be no words allocated out of cT . 
     The generative process is described as 

� ( | , ) ~ ( )c cp c Dir	 � �  

� ( | ) ~ ( )p z Multi	 	  
� ( | ) ~ ( )p Dir� � �  

� ( | , ) ~ ( )zp w z Multi� � dN  
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Figure 1: Graphical model of LDA 
 

 
Figure 2: Graphical model of the constrained LDA
 
     The conditional probability of collection of 
messages labeled as c  is simplified as ( | , , )p w c � � , 
by integrating out the hyperparameters, giving 

( | ) ( | ) ( | ),
Z

p w c p w z p z c�
                           (1) 

where ( | ) ( | ) ,
jT i

N W n
i ij ii j

p w z p d� � � ��� ��           (2) 

and ( | ) ( | , )
dT i

D N n
d di dd i

p z c p c d	 � 	 	�� �� .       (3) 

Here W denotes the size of the vocabulary, j
in denotes 

the number of times of thj word assigned to the 
thi topic, and d

in denotes the number of words in 

message d assigned to thi topic. Identical to LDA, 

ij� is the probability of thi word conditional on topic j, 

and di	 is the probability of message d covering topic j. 
 
2.3.1. Inference.

The hidden variables , ,z 	  and � is our target 
parameters used for class prediction. We could draw z  
samples from the posterior ( | , )p z w c  approached by 
MCMC, especially by Gibbs sampling. Here we use the 
collapsed Gibbs sampling [9] to draw samples of 

iz from ( | , , )i ip z z c w� where iz�  denotes all other 

topic variables z except iz .The posterior could be 
inferred using Bayesian rules as  

( | , , ) ( , , | )k k k kp z i z c w p z i z w c� �� � � .         (4) 
From the conditional independence inferred from the 
graphical model shown in Figure 2, the joint probability 

( , | )p z w c  could be factorize as  
( , | ) ( | ) ( | )p z w c p w z p z c� .                               (5) 

 The factor in the right of (3) is given by (1) and (2). 
Similar to the Gibbs sampler for LDA [9], integrating 
out the hyperparameters, (1) and (2) could be computed 
as  

 
*

( ) ( )
( | ) [ ]

( )( )
T

W i i i
jN Wj j j

W ii ji i
jjj

n
p w z

n

� �
��

��

��

� � �
�

�� �


� �



(6) 
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( )(

T
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T

N c d c
M Ni i ii

N cd ic d
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np z c
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��

� � �
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�� �
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(7) 

Here *
in is the sum of the number of words assigned to 

the topic i  in all messages regardless of the label, and 

*
dn is the number of words in message d . i

j� is the 

hyperparameter associated with the thj word related to 

topics i , where { }i
c� �� depends on which class 

topic 1 0 1| |i T T T��  belong to. c
i� is the elements 

associated with topic i in c� . 
    Using the probability product rule with (4) and (5), 
(3) could be given as 

, ,

,* ,*

1( | , , ) ( )( ).
k

k k

Tk

i i d c
k j j k i i

k k W Ndi i c
k j k ij i

n n
p z i z c w

C n n

� �

� �
� �

�

� �� �� �

� �
� �

� �
 

(8) 

Here all kn� are the counting of words of topic 
assignment or message except the current word token. 

kj is the word index of the thk word token in 

vocabulary and kd is the document index of the 
thk token. 

With samples generated from Gibbs sampling, 
parameter i� and i	 for topic i could be estimated as 

*

ˆ ,
i
j

ij Wi i
jj

n

n
�

� ��

�
�


                                                   (9) 

*

ˆ .
T

d c
i i

ij Nd c
ii

n
n

�	
� ��

�
�

�

                                               (10) 
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As for hyperparamter c� , there is an efficient estimation 
from [9], giving 

2

2 2 2
1

1 { } { }ˆ
{ } { }

tcN
i i

c
itc i i

E Ea
N E E

� �
� ��

�
�

�
 ,                           (11) 

where
1

1

1{ } ( )c

tc

d
Mp pi

i Nd d
c ii

nE
M n

�
�

�

� 




.                 (12) 

All the messages involved should have the same label c. 
Here cM is number of messages labeled as c. If labels of 
all messages are omitted, a global� estimator yields 
without class preference.  
The probability of message d  labeled as c i�  given 
the words and label associated hyperparameter c i� � is 
approximated as 

( | )
( | , , )

j c i c ij d
c i

n

l z t
p c i z w

d

�
�

� ��
�

�
� �


  

where nd is the number of words in message d and 

( | )j c i c il z t �� �� is the denoting function of the Gibbs 

sampling value of jz under ,c i� � belonging to the topics 

group c it � associated with label .c i�  
 
3. Classification 
 

We have described the constrained model in section 
2.3. The problem now is how to build up the classifier 
for the ownership problem. 

We now present a pair of co-classifiers one of 
which focused on the class of “owned” and the other 
“not owned”. With the constrained LDA discussed 
before, we could train the collection of messages as 
mixture of the 3 classes, and the hyperparameter 

c� for each class and global � will be estimated and 

hidden variable ,i i� 	 will be estimated for each topic. 
  With 1 1,� �� and � , we could build up three 

classifiers denoted as 1 1 0, ,c c c� . We add a variable 
s as the state of the classifier to determine which 
classifier to be used and trustful. For each im which 
denoted the time-ordered messages of the same 
author, s is initially set as 0 to use the 0c to classify the 

first message. If the probability given by 0c for class 0 

(“not mentioned”) is less than a threshold 0p , the first 

message is predicted as class 0 and 0s � is until there 

is such a  message iw that the probability for class 0 

given by 0c is less than 0p  and the state of classifier 

s jump out of the 0. Once 0 0( 0) ,p c p� � s will not 
return to 0 and would switch between -1 and 1. 
After { 1,1},s� � s will kept or switch to the other 
depend on whether the probability of the other class is 
more than the respective threshold 1p� or 1.p And 

prediction the 1c� in class -1 or 0 dependent which 

probability given by 1c� is larger, and 1c in class 1 or 0. 
The illustration is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: The process of the prediction by the 3 
classifiers. 
 
For good performance { }c� is set to be the 

experienced value 50 / TN to estimate the ˆ{ }c� . In the 

second time, elements of 1�� should be set to be zero 
except the one corresponding to the topics 
in 1,T� similar to 0 1, ,� � so that estimated the global� . 

In the training state, the main steps is as 
(1)  Set the hyperparameter ,c� � and number of 

topics for each class as 1 0 1, , .t t tN N N�  

(2)  Gibbs sampling and estimate .c�  
(3)  Gibbs sampling to estimate global � regardless 

of label, and hidden variables ,i i 	 for each 
topics. 

In the training stage, Gibbs sampling is label related 
so that the words is initialized to assign the topics 
associated to label of the message, shown by graphical 
model shown in Figure 4. 

In the prediction state, the main steps are as follow. 
(1)  Set 1 1, , , , ij� � � � �� equal to the ones 
      estimated in training stage. 
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(2) For each im of author ia iteratively predict the 
value of the ownership 

(3) Initially set the state of classifier 0s �  
(4) Use 0c to classify the message d until 0s ��  

(5) Use the 1c� or 1c to classify d dependent on the 
state of classifier s  

(6) If the condition of switching state of classifier is 
met, switch the state of classifier, go to (5). 

Here the probability given by the classifier sc  is 
given by 

    ( ) [ ( )]
k

d s
i ii T

p c k n a
�

� � �
 .                        (13)      

         
 
4. Experimental result 
 

For practical test of the model with real data, we 
prepare a dataset from an online forum in a popular 
digital camera website.  The description of the data set 
is given later. 
    In the experiment, we take word sequences of 10 
words around a camera model name excluding the 
model name, amount to 20 words. In the same message, 
all such words sequence related to the same model 
same would be merged together into a big word 
sequence. So a message may contain one or more 
camera model name with each corresponding to the 
unique words sequence. The data set totally contain 
words sequence of 58342 with 810 labeled but without 
consideration of time and authors. For testing the 
performance of the classifier on time attribute, 
messages of 14 authors have been labeled for test, 
where there are 10 camera models focused. 
In { | }im d author i� � , messages will be divided 
into several components associated to different camera 
model where the messages are ordered by time 
sequence. Each camera model component will be 
independently classified.  
    In this experiment, we take time attribute into 
consideration, so a new evaluation method is needed. 
The messages of the 14 authors are labeled by the 
continuous time period of the ownership. If message is 
assigned to class 0 until a message reveal the author 
owned or not owned the camera model. Once from a 
message, the author is found owned or not owned the 
camera model, its message after which should labeled 
as owned or owned until the ownership is found 
changed when the label should changed for the other 
one. For the prediction made by classifier, once a 
message is predicted as the owned or not owned class 
all message after that would be seen kept the same 

label until one message is classified as the opposite 
class. We used the LIBSVM [10] tool box for multi-
class built on “one to against all” for comparison.  
       For 300 iterations of Gibbs sampler with c� show 

in Table 1,� equal to 0.01 and 10 topics for each class, 
the constrained LDA could achieve 83.92% accuracy 
and LIBSVM 64.46%, since the prediction of SVM 
switch the state of the ownership too frequently. The 
constrained LDA show robust prediction in order of 
time. 
   The result is illustrated in Table 2, which show that 
the constrained LDA have high recall in the “owned” 
ant “not owned” class. The constrained not only detect 
the state of ownership effectively but also the time 
period of the ownership continuance. 
    
Table 1: Setting of c� for inference of global � in

the left and of 1�� , 1� in the right 
Test  1T �

 
0T  

1T  
  

1��
 0.01,   5/3 0,       5/3 0,       5/3 

  
0�  0,        5/3 0.01,  5/3 0,       5/3 

   
1�  0,        5/3 0,       5/3 0.01,  5/3 

     
     
Table 2: Classified result of constrained LDA and 
SVM. (a) lists the number of correct classified ones 
(b),(c) gives the confusion matrix given by both. 
 Class -1 Class 0 Class 1 total
Ground truth 487 316 2008 2811
  cLDA 350 161 1848 2359
   SVM 292 85 1435 1812
   (a) The number of messages classified correctly for 
constrained LDA and SVM 
 
G          P Class -1 Class 0 Class 1 
Class -1 0.718686 0.106776 0.174538 
Class 0 0.294304 0.509494 0.196203 
Class 1 0.066235 0.013446 0.920319 
    (b)Confusion matrix given by constrained LDA              
 
G          P Class -1 Class 0 Class 1 
Class -1 0.599589 0.034908 0.365503 
Class 0 0.291139 0.268987 0.439873 
Class 1 0.283865 0.001494 0.714641 
   (c) Confusion matrix given by the SVM 
 
4.1. Evaluate performance on time sequence 
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     Based on the fact that the camera ownership is 
usually stable for few months, one would not change 
its ownership from “owned” to “not owned” or vice 
verse frequently. Thereby classifier should have time 
continuous prediction, especially in capture of period 
of the state of ownership. The constrained LDA have 
good ability to predict the period of ownership in a 
robust manner. In semantically sense, it could correctly 
make prediction in the context of earlier messages of 
the author, and increase the accuracy in situation 
where there is not strong belief in any class. So 
compared with the SVM, the constrained LDA show 
good performance in switch times of ownership in a 
robust manner, which is shown in Figure 5.  
           

 
Figure 5 Statistics of switch times of ownership for 
the constrained LDA and SVM
 
4.2. Topical Feature 
 
     For each class value of ownership, there are 10 
topics with 20 most associated words. From Figure 6, 
we could find that if one owned a camera, it may talk 
about advanced photographing in topic 2, imaging 
processing in topic 6, complaints or suggestion in topic 
8. If one do not own, it involves having sold one’s 
camera in topic 11, willing to upgrade in topic 16 and 
comparison before purchasing. The topical feature will 
be help for further psychological analysis for the 
customers and business decision. 
 
5. Conclusion and Future work 
 

This paper proposes the problem for discovery of 
ownership of on-line forum and find the topical feature 
associated with the ownership. 
      The constrained LDA model proposed in this paper 
provides effective classifier of good predictive power 
for the problem, especially in the capture of the time 

period of the state of the ownership. Compared with 
the traditional classifier such as SVM, the constrained 
LDA could adaptive the prediction in the context of 
the front messages in the time sequence so that give a 
robust classification. In future work, N-gram method 
[5] should be introduced into the model since always 
the phrase is fitter to describe the discriminative 
feature of each class.  
 

 
 
Figure 6 some topics associated with the ownerships 
found by cLDA 
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Individualized Reaction Movements with Environments for Virtual Humans

Yuesheng He

Abstract

One of Virtual Humans’ research objects aims to provide
virtual characters with realistic behavior, which implies en-
dowing them with autonomy in an inhabited virtual envi-
ronment. Autonomous behavior consists in interacting with
users or the environment and reacting to stimulus, events
or different situations. This paper presents a method for
the behavior of virtual human in the virtual environment
to react individually. The virtual human is able to be con-
trolled by users automatically. Individualization is achieved
by endowing Virtual Human characteristics like personal-
ity, learning ability, etc. In this paper, we propose to use
those individual descriptors to synthesize different kinds of
reactions. We aim that individualized virtual humans react
in a different way to the different stimuli. This approach is
achieved by synthesize the framework of actions and learn-
ing ability with different parameters. Thanks to those ac-
tion framework and machine learning method, we stereo-
typed reactive movements that can be described by individ-
ual characteristics. We use inverse kinematics techniques to
synthesize the movements. This allows us to change reac-
tion movements according to the characteristics of the stim-
uli and to the individuality of a character.

1 Introduction

Virtual humans, i.e. three-dimensional simulations of
human beings, are being increasingly used in different do-
mains. For example, they are used to explain physical and
procedural human tasks , they are employed in military ap-
plications , in ergonomics , to simulate emergencies in first
aid , and as virtual guides [2][3].

Proper development of virtual humans requires knowl-
edge of different disciplines, such as computational geom-
etry, kinematics, artificial intelligence, computer graphics,
and bio-mechanics. The complexity of building virtual
humans encourages to divide the problem in several sub-
problems; this can be done with the five levels hierarchy.
The lowest layer of the modeling hierarchy is the geomet-
ric layer that concerns the definition of the virtual human
model and its appearance[3][4].

At the kinematic layer, the virtual human is represented
as a set of rigid bodies, called segments, hierarchically orga-
nized and connected by joints. From this point of view, an
animation can be defined in two ways: by specifying joints
rotations, or by defining (or automatically computing) posi-
tions of specific parts of the virtual human body (called end-
effectors) in time. The latter approach uses inverse kinemat-
ics to compute the joints configuration (in terms of rotation
values) needed to put end-effectors in particular positions;
this approach is commonly used to control hands and feet
movements. At the physical layer, the animation is obtained
by applying physical laws to different parts of the virtual
human body to compute complex animations, such as skin
deformation or hair movement.

The behavioral layer represents the instinctive behavior
of the virtual human (e.g. in terms of stimulus-action asso-
ciations), while the highest layer, the cognitive one, binds
various stimuli with reasoning processes that allow the vir-
tual human to search for the most suitable action.

Cognitive models go beyond behavioral models in that
they govern what the virtual human knows, how that knowl-
edge is acquired, and how it can be used to plan actions.
Providing the user with an intuitive interface to control the
avatars motion is difficult because the characters motion is
high dimensional and most of the available input devices
are not. Input from devices such as mice and keyboard typ-
ically indicates a position (go to certain location), or behav-
ior (jump or run). This input must then be supplemented
with autonomous behaviors and transitions to compute the
full motion of the avatar. Control of individual degrees of
freedom is not possible for interactive environments unless
the user can use his or her own body to act out or pantomime
the motion. In this paper, we show that a rich, connected set
of avatar behaviors can be created from extended, freeform
sequences of motion, automatically organized for efficient
search, and exploited for real-time avatar control using a
variety of interface techniques. The motion is preprocessed
to add variety and flexibility by creating connecting transi-
tions where good matches in poses, velocities, and contact
state of the character exist. The motion is then clustered into
groups for efficient searching and for presentation in the in-
terfaces. A unique aspect of our approach is that the original
motion data and the generalization of that data are closely
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linked; each frame of the original motion data is associated
with a tree of clusters that captures the set of actions that
can be performed by the avatar from that specific frame.

The learning ability allows us to take advantage of the
power of clusters to generalize the motion data without los-
ing the actual connectivity and detail that can be derived
from that data. Thus, different layers structure can be ef-
ficiently searched at run time to find appropriate paths to
behaviors and locations specified by the user. We explore
the framework and learning ability of avatars provide the
user with intuitive control of the avatars motion: crossing
different terrains.

The motion control technique integrates animation,
biomechanics, human gait experiments, and psychology, to
represents an important initial step toward meeting the lo-
comotion requirements in diverse environments.

First, any strategy level plan for the virtual human must
be on the base of the basic action level motion control and
can support any optimization approaches which have possi-
bility to be integrated into the motion control mechanism to
simulate motions in different environments.

Second, the method should give virtual human learn-
ing ability to adapt different virtual environment. Finally,
it is responsive. Since relatively simple inverse kinematics
mechanisms and optimal search algorithms are widely used
in the computation, interactivity can be easily achieved,
which would make the method well suited for virtual envi-
ronment applications. To achieve the requirement, a statis-
tics learning method is presented in the paper. The second
section will give the description of it. The Third section will
give some experimental result. Then, the fourth section will
give a conclusion and discussion .

2 Interaction with the environment

To build an intelligent individual virtual human to in-
teract with the digital virtual environment is the main goal
of our research. To achieve the goal, the approach concen-
trates on: first to built a virtual human software environment
to support the research. Second, construct the framework of
virtual human’s motion [1]. Third, figure out the individ-
ual behavior of virtual human, especially on the Statistics
Learning.

Thus, in order to reach the effect we expect, the vir-
tual human should have many basic properties. Moreover,
this method depends on both software framework and ma-
chine learning. Then the research of work includes aspects
below[5][9][10]:

1. Constructing the framework of virtual human’s behav-
iors. On this topic, there are main three aspects: In-
teractive Control, Synthesizing Animations, and main
framework of the computational model.

Figure 1. The tree structure of virtual human
body

2. The learning ability based on machine learning that
concentrates on the Statistics Learning (mainly on the
SVM).

3. Individuality: describes parameters that can define the
individuality of a person, like personality, emotional
state, cultural background, etc.

4. Behavior Controllers: they are algorithms used to pro-
duce behavioral animation. The class specifies the in-
puts required for the algorithm to work and the outputs
(usually animation sequences or specific joint values)
it is capable to produce.

5. Reaction behavior: algorithm that simulates the eval-
uation process where, considering the virtual human
attributes and the nature of a stimulus, it will generate
a kind of reaction.

To describe a virtual human’s body model in the virtual
environment being constructed by the computer, it should
be easy to be controlled. First of all, it should be convenient
to simulate real human’s action in the real environment. We
define the virtual human’s model structure as the figure 1.

When the Virtual Human’s body is represented by a
proper structure, the animation is going to be made. How-
ever, in the motion process, the Virtual Human’s actions are
based on the way that has been used to describe the ele-
mental actions and behaviors that have been planned by the
strategy layer.
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Figure 2. Relationship between Virtual Human
and Virtual Environment

2.1 Action Framework

The relationship between Virtual Human and virtual en-
vironment is as the figure 2.

The characteristic of the action is a trial-and error fea-
ture. The reward will be given when the answer to a ques-
tion is correct, while the penalty will be awarded when there
is error. There are three elements involve in reinforcement
learning of virtual human in the virtual environment, they
are:

• environment state

• records of the information which impacts an action

• action which is performed to direct to the state

As the movement and postures should be used by the
planning level, the low level is to solve the problem of how
to describe the elemental action of a virtual human. So, it is
described a finite automata as Figure 3[1].

The 5 different States are[1]:

1. S – Stopped : accomplished the initialization

2. W – Waiting: ready to start the simulating loop

3. R – Running: running the simulating loop

4. P – Paused: simulating loop is paused

5. F – Finished: the action is finished

Then the elemental motion of Virtual Human should be
described by a regular language.

Based on the regular language, the actions are defined in-
dividualized constraints depending on the reaction to send
to inverse kinematics library. In the intersection reactive

Figure 3. Virtual Human’s action model

movement, we compute the vector position for the end ef-
fectors of each hand. This position is the position of the
stimuli at the moment when it is reachable by the virtual
human arms, foot or legs plus the separation of them ac-
cording to the type of the stimuli.

2.2 Learning Process

To endow Virtual Human the ability to classify different
kinds of environments(e.g. the terrain), we used the statis-
tics learning in this method.

The basic statistics learning task is to estimate a classifi-
cation functionf : RN → {±1} using input-output train-
ing data from two classes[6]:

(x1, x1) . . . (xl, xl) ∈ Rn × {0, 1}

The function f should correctly classify unseen examples
(x,y), i.e. f(x) = y if (x,y) is generated from the same un-
derlying probability distribution as the training data. In this
work we limit discussion to linear classification functions.
We will discuss extensions to the nonlinear case in Section
5. If the points are linearly separable, then there exist an
n-vector w and scalar b such that

Yi[xi · w − b] ≥ 0

The ”optimal” separating plane, w= b, is the one which is
furthest from the closest points in the two classes. Geomet-
rically this is equivalent to maximizing the separation mar-
gin or distance between the two parallel planesw ·x = b+1
andw·x = b−1 In general the classes will not be separable,
so the generalized optimal plane (GOP) problem is used. A
slack termηi is added for each point such that if the point is
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misclassified,ηi ≥ 1. The final GOP formulation is:

min
wbη

C
l∑

i=1

ηi +
1
2
‖w‖2 ηi ≥ 0 i = 1, · · · , l

Because of the complexity of the virtual environment the
Virtual Human should classify, the input data often cannot
be separated by a linear function. In this case the SVM
which maps the input data into a feature space to separate
them linearly is a fitful method[18]. The figure 4 shows the
SVM on gaussian kernel to classify the data.
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Figure 4. Gaussian Kernel

3 Experimental Result

We test our behavioral control method of Virtual Human
by implementing the method in C++ and Python thanks to
the open source code ”ReplicantBody” on the virtual human
simulations.

ReplicantBody is a character animation toolkit written in
C++, built upon Cal3D, ConfigScript and OpenSceneGraph
Features. Copyright (C) 2003 VRlab, Ume University. It is
distributed under GNU LGPL.

Walking movement of Virtual Human, is function of the
direction and shape of obstacles of the stimuli. We com-
pute the direction vector of the stimuli to get the direction
of the movement which consists the path to go. The classi-
fication of strategies is the function of training data of the
size and shape of the obstacles. This movement is applied
to the spine end-effector for collision detection. We define a
new position to the arms and legs end-effectors with a lower
level of priority and recruiting.

When the obstacles’ shapes are mainly circular or rect-
angular, the path should be in different shapes as the figure
5 shows.

(a) Circular obstacles

(b) Rectangle obstacles

Figure 5. Different kind of path in the different scales of
obstacles (a) and (b).

After training the strategy by the data of the terrains on
the statistics learning, the Virtual Human will use the differ-
ent strategy to pass through them.

As we can see, the method can control the virtual human
to walk naturally and plan an optimal path to cross 3 di-
mensional obstacles to reach the goal. Moreover, when the
system of animation is running, the frame rate is more than
50 frames per second as figure 6. That means it has ability
to support real time animation.
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(a) Walk in the circular obstacles

(b) Walk in the rectangle obstacles

Figure 6. Virtual Human walk in the different scales of
obstacles The (a) and (b).

4 Conclusion and Discussion

We have developed an method for animating whole-body
motions for virtual human characters that relies on con-
strained inverse kinematics and path planning to endow
them some individual motions. The method synthesizes
higher level planning strategy for different actions while
respecting both environment and posture constraints. The
work required to generate a sequence of motion, in addi-
tion to running the planning program, is first set the start
and goal position and orientation of the object, and then set
the initial configuration of the character. The time for this
procedure would be in the order of a few minutes with the
interface of typical 3D open source virtual human software
packages. The total of man hours and CPU time is therefore

acceptable, while even an expert artist would likely take an
hour to keyframe similar motions.

One advantage of our method is that the data need not be
a perfect match for the task. Because the process is model-
based, the knowledge about human motion inherent in those
models allows the search process of the planner and inverse
kinematics algorithm to fill in some gaps.

The shape of the object is taken into account during col-
lision detection and via the users specification of the grasp
points. If however, human strategies for going through dif-
ferent terrains objects are fundamentally different, those
strategies will appear only if the motion database includes
sequences in which the actor used that strategy. A more
detailed biomechanical model could also be used to create
this particular effect by taking into account the forces in the
back during a lifting task.

Extending an arm for balance is a solution that will not
be found unless such a pose is included in the database. Ba-
sically the strategy used for the task should be represented
in the database in some way for the system to succeed. Ad-
ditional data with different characteristics can also increase
the variety of motions if they are individual on different
learning abilities.

We do not yet have a way of measuring when the data
is appropriate to the task or how much data is sufficient to
produce natural looking motion for a given task. We have
also observed situations in which a very small and dissimi-
lar data set degraded the quality of the motion by providing
inappropriate examples.

Because of the method has been integrated with the low
level behavioral model of the avatar well, it can well support
the natural behavior of the virtual human such as walk and
run.

Depends on the method the learning process does not
always need the supervisor signal, but only the reward from
the environment, the virtual human gets the ability to adapt
different circumstance.

Also because the framework of the method has the abil-
ity to fit the levels structure of the description of Virtual
Human’s behavioral model. The virtual human under this
method is responsive, realistic and easy to control.

We have shown that, once the kind of behavior is se-
lected, we use the information of the stimuli parameters to
compute the basic pose that the character may take. After
that, we use characters individual traits and properties of the
stimuli from the environment to set different parameters to
the inputs of inverse kinematics to vary movements.

We have presented how we synthesize different kinds of
reactive movements according to individual character de-
scriptors. Based on an different parameter or kernel of
SVM, we have kinds of reactive movements. To synthesize
the movements identified, we use the strategy to control the
lower level motion of elemental actions. one to be able to
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reproduce them using Inverse Kinematics.
We want to define how we can mix the types of reactions

reaction found. We will also establish the main inputs to
the inverse kinematics in reactive movements. Moreover,
we want to test different kinds of stimuli in a more com-
plete and complicated scenario, like a house. On the other
hand, though the method has ability to compute dynamic
states, the computational complication is still high. Thus
multi virtual humans in a same environment, the require-
ment of computational resources will be even higher.

Our future work is to simplify the model of the frame-
work to make it to support much more complicated envi-
ronment. Otherwise, we are going to analyze the multi vir-
tual human’s behavior more deeply to find out more effi-
cient learning algorithm to control their actions.
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Empirical Mode Decomposition Applied in Face Recognition

Dan Zhang

Abstract

Two Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) based face
recognition schemes are proposed in this paper to address
variant illumination problem. Empirical Mode Decompo-
sition is a data-driven analysis tool for nonlinear and non-
stationary signals. It decomposes signals into a set of In-
trinsic Mode Functions (IMFs), which capture different fea-
tures of the original signal from high frequency to low fre-
quency. It only relies heavily on the original signals. The
IMFs are able to capture more representative features of
the original signals, especially more singular information
in high-frequency ones. This accords well with the require-
ments of face recognition under variant illuminations. Ear-
lier studies show that only the low-frequency component is
sensitive to illumination changes, which indicates that the
corresponding high-frequency components are more robust
to the illumination changes. Therefore, two face recogni-
tion schemes based on the IMFs obtained by EMD are gen-
erated. One is using the high-frequency IMFs directly for
classification. The other one is based on the synthesized
face images fused by high-frequency IMFs. The experimen-
tal results on the PIE database verify the efficiency of the
proposed two schemes.

1 Introduction

Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) is an adaptive
signal analysis method for nonlinear and non-stationary
data. It has been originally introduced by Huang et al in
[1], which is the first step of Hilbert-Huang transform [2, 3].
Essentially EMD decomposes an input signal into a set of
Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs), which recover the origi-
nal input signal features in a multiscale sense from high fre-
quency to low frequency. The IMFs heavily rely on the orig-
inal signal rather than using predetermined filter or wavelet
functions. Due to the non-parametric and data-driven ad-
vantages, EMD has been successfully applied in one di-
mensional signal analysis such as ocean waves, rogue water
waves, sound analysis, and earthquake time records. Re-
cently it has been extended to the analysis of image data.
The first track can be retrospected to [4], in which S. Long

et al applied EMD to analyze digital slope images. The im-
age data has been expressed in terms of an array of rows and
columns, the EMD is applied to these arrays row by row.
Linderhed et al also adopted this row-by-row EMD method
in the fusion of visible and infrared images [5, 6]. The input
images are vectorized in lexicographical order and EMD is
performed on each channel vector separately. R. Bhagavat-
ula et al addressed face recognition in the same way in [7].

The EMD has been extended for two dimensional data in
the literature toward texture extraction [8] and image com-
pression [10]. The two dimensional EMD (2DEMD) has a
more wide application in various kinds of image analysis,
such as image fusion [12], image compression [11], texture
analysis [9], feature extraction [14], rainfall analysis [13],
watermarking [15], and temperature variation [16].

Faces as two dimensional digital signal are generally
processed by wavelets or other filters. However, these meth-
ods are not adaptive to the original faces and always affected
by the predetermined functions. The captured facial fea-
tures sometimes are anamorphic which always leads to low
recognition rate. Though EMD based methods can capture
the intrinsic feature of the iamges, few literatures consider
face recognition. Face recognition refers to technologies
for human authentication or verification based on human
facial characteristics. Though this biometric technique has
been improved a lot, however, many present facial biomet-
ric systems are still confused when identifying the same per-
son with varying illumination. Earlier studies [17, 18, 19]
show that only the low-frequency component is sensitive
to illumination changes. It indicates that the corresponding
high-frequency components are more robust to the illumi-
nation changes. Therefore, the high-frequency components
alone without the low-frequency components are sufficient
enough for classification. Moreover, due to the adaptive-
ness of the EMD based methods, the corresponding IMFs
are able to capture more representative features of the orig-
inal signals, especially more singular information in high-
frequency ones. Therefore, two available face recognition
schemes based on EMD are generated. One is using the
high-frequency IMFs directly for classification. The other
one is based on the synthesized face images fused by high-
frequency IMFs. The proposed two methods efficiently ad-
dress the illumination variance problem. The experimental
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results on the PIE database verify their efficiency.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a

review of the EMD and extended 2DEMD sifting process.
Section 3 presents the flow of the proposed two face recog-
nition schemes. The experiments are demonstrated in Sec-
tion 4. Finally, a conclusion and future work outlook are
presented in Section 5.

2 Empirical Mode Decomposition and appli-
cation in images

EMD is a signal analysis technique for adaptive repre-
sentation of non-stationary signals as sum of a set of IMFs.
It captures information about local trends in the signal by
measuring oscillations, which can be quantized by a local
high frequency or a local low frequency, corresponding to
finest detail and coarsest content. Here we briefly review
the sifting process of EMD and its implementation. Given a
series signal x(t), four main steps are contained. S1, S2, S3
and S4 are abbreviation for Step 1 to Step 4.

S1. Identify all local minima and maxima of the input sig-
nals x(t);

S2. Interpolate between all minima and maxima to yield
two corresponding envelopes Emax(t) and Emin(t).
Calculate the mean envelope m(t) = (Emax(t) +
Emin(t))/2;

S3. Compute the residue h(t) = x(t)−m(t). If it less than
the defined threshold then it becomes the first IMF, go
to Step 4. Otherwise, repeat Step 1 and Step 2 using the
residue h(t), until the latest residue meets the threshold and
turns to be an IMF;

S4. Input the residue r(t) to the loop from Step 1 to Step 3 to get
the second and more IMFs until it can not be decomposed
further.

There are three keys determine the implementation of the
EMD.

• Judge whether an residue is an IMF or not. Theoreti-
cally, the judgement should accord two conditions [1].
First, the number of extrema and the number of zero-
crossing must be at most differ by one. Second, the
mean envelops obtained by the maximum envelop and
the minimum envelop must equal to zero. In the re-
alistic implementation, researchers generally define a
threshold. If h(t) is small enough then it is an IMF.

• Choose an appropriate interpolation functions, such as
linear interpolation, cubic spline interpolation and so
on.

• Stop criterion. How to judge the residue can be de-
composed further or not. Generally, the decomposition
stops when the residue becomes so small that it is less
than the predetermined threshold.

The EMD is originally proposed for one dimensional
data. However, it has also been widely applied in image
analysis. The general idea is to express images as an array
of one dimensional vectors. There are two ways. One is to
view the image as a long lengthened vector and then apply
EMD on it. Another is apply on rows or columns as liter-
atures [4, 5, 6, 7] does. In order to discriminant these two
methods, we name the former one as 1DEMDa and the lat-
ter one as 1DEMDb. Fig.7 and Fig.2 shows all the decom-
posed IMFs and residues obtained by these two methods.
The IMFs captures the information of the original face from
the finest to the coarsest. Moreover, the illumination effects
are distributed to just several low level IMFs and residues.
By removing these low frequency IMFs, the remained high
frequency IMF is not so sensitive to the illumination effects
any more and themselves alone are sufficient enough for
classification.

Original face and IMF1 ~ IMF3

IMF4 ~ IMF7

IMF8 ~ IMF11

IMF12 and Residue

Figure 1. Twelve IMFs and the residue de-
composed by 1DEMDa.

The extended 2DEMD has the similar sifting process
with 1DEMD. Given the digital image signal I =
f(x, y)x = 1, ..., M, y = 1, ..., N , the process is summa-
rized as follows:

S1. Identify the extrema (both maxima and minima) of the
image I = f(x, y);

S2. Generate the 2D envelope by connecting maxima
points (respectively, minima points) by surface inter-
polation. Determine the local mean m by averaging
the two envelopes;
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Original face, IMF1 ~ IMF3 and Residue

Figure 2. Three IMFs and the residue decom-
posed by 1DEMDb.

S3. Subtract out the mean from the image to get an residue
h = I − m, judge whether h is an IMF, if it is, go to
Step 4. Otherwise, repeat Step 1 and Step 2 using the residue
h, until the latest residue turns to be an IMF;

S4. Input the residue h to the loop from Step 1 to Step 3 to get
the second and more IMFs until it can not be decomposed
further.

In the implementation of two dimensional case, re-
searchers generally via Stop Criterion (SD) to judge
whether residue h is an IMF and when to stop the loops:
SD =

∑m

k=0

∑n

i=0[
|hi(j−1)(k,l)−hij(k,l)|2

hi(j−1)(k,l)2 ]. Different with
1DEMD, extrema detection and surface interpolation seems
more complicate. It is important to choose the appropriate
extrema detection method and surface interpolation func-
tions, otherwise, it will affect the decomposition results.
You may see [13] for more details. Fig.3 demonstrated the
decomposition results by 2DEMD. The IMFs are still from
finest to coarsest and the illumination effects focus on the
residue.

3 Face recognition schemes

As described in the former sections, two face recognition
schemes based on EMD are generated. One is using the
high-frequency IMFs directly for classification. The other
one is based on the synthesized face images fused by high-
frequency IMFs. Fig.4 and Fig.5 show the flowchart of two
methods respectively. In our implementation, the following
four keys should be explained in detail.

• Down-sampling is adopted twice before the EMD
process which is in order to decrease the dimension of
the faces, otherwise, the computational time is huge.

• We choose the 1st IMFs for representing facial features
since the 1st IMF is the highest frequency component.

• Fusion the 1st IMFs of the train faces and test faces. In
our experiment, we adopt only one neutral illumina-
tion face for train and aim to verify the other four faces

Original face IMF1 IMF2

IMF3 IMF4 Residue

Figure 3. Four IMFs and residue decomposed
by 2DEMD on a face image from the PIE data-
base that with right point illumination.

Figure 4. Flowchart of frequency face recog-
nition scheme.

Figure 5. Flowchart of fusion based face
recognition scheme.
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with serious illumination effects. As described in for-
mer sections, illumination effects always exist in low
frequency IMFs, i.e., the 1st IMF contains minimum
illumination effects. Therefore the synthesized faces
of the two 1st IMFs enhance their mutual features. On
behalf of the test faces, the serious illumination effects
are decreased a lot.

4 Experimental Results

We evaluated the proposed two schemes us-
ing the PIE face database which is accessible at
http://www.ri.cmu.edu/projects/project 418.html. This
database contains 41,368 images of 68 people, each
person under 13 different poses, 43 different illumination
conditions, and with 4 different expressions. Here, we only
focused on the images varying with illumination. Fig.6
showed 21 face samples of one person. All the face images
were cropped into 112×92 size.

Figure 6. Face image samples from the PIE
database

In our experiments, we have established two sub-
database for two schemes using independently. The first one
is used for testing the frequency method. As the rectangles
denoted in Fig.6, the first 6 images were chosen from each
subject. Thereinto 3 face images were used for training and
remained 3 images for testing. There are 20 combination
cases, here we only evaluated 5 cases and the results listed
in Table.1 are average ones. Another sub-database contains
5 faces per person. Each face is quite different from the
other 4 in terms of illumination effects. We used the neu-
tral one for training and the remained 4 for testing. Fig.7
showed an example.

Additionally, we have also compared our EMD based
methods with other traditional face recognition methods
such as wavelets. In order to guarantee equitable compar-
isons, Daubechies wavelet ‘db4’ is adopted for separable
wavelet decomposition, since ‘db4’ generally got the best
performances as reported in [20, 21]. The non-separable
wavelet adopted here is constructed in our earlier work [22],
the parameters were set as α = 0.1, β = 0.9, N = 1 since
the best performances were got at these points. Here we
adopted Support Vector Machine (SVM) as classifier. Our
experiments were implemented in a personal computer with
Genuine Inete(R)T2300 CPU and 1.5G RAM and Matlab
version 7.0 was used.

Table 1. Recognition rate and executing time
versus different methods by scheme 1.

Methods Average Correctness CPU Time
1DEMDa 99.51% / 203 143.39
1DEMDb 97.55% / 199 496.71
2DEMD 93.63% / 191 112.25

Separable wavelet 78.92% / 161 2.20
Nonseparable wavelet 89.71% / 183 1.98

It is easy to see that the EMD based methods all get
higher correctness than the wavelet based ones. Especially
1DEMD applying on the lengthened image vector performs
best, and the following is 1DEMD applying row by row,
however it cost the most time.

test 1 test 2 test 3 test 4

train

fusion 1 fusion 2 fusion 3 fusion 4

Figure 7. Original testing face images and fu-
sion face images by 1DEMDa.

The next experiment we focused on testing the scheme
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2. Fig.7 demonstrates some face samples from the database
and simultaneously shows the corresponding test fusion im-
ages. It is obvious that the illumination on test images have
been removed a lot. Table.2 shows the performances be-
fore fusion. Poor correctness are got. Table.3 demonstrated
the results after fusion. The recognition rate are improved
significantly, and all the EMD based methods performs per-
fectly. Moreover, the results indicate again that EMD is
more efficient than the wavelets in face recognition.

Table 2. Recognition rate and executing time
versus different methods before fusion.

Methods Correctness CPU time
1DEMDa 84.93% / 231 135.28
1DEMDb 32.73% / 89 440.48
2DEMD 63.24% / 172 80.81

Separable wavelet 74.24% / 202 10.25
Nonseparable wavelet 82.72% / 225 2.42

Table 3. Recognition rate and executing time
versus different methods after fusion.

Methods Correctness CPU time
1DEMDa 100% / 272 124.65
1DEMDb 100% / 272 438.84
2DEMD 100% / 272 78.64

Separable wavelet 97.06% / 264 1.42
Nonseparable wavelet 100% / 272 1.57

5 Conclusions

We have proposed two EMD based face recognition
schemes in this paper. Both of the schemes have efficiently
addressed the illumination effects problem. Compared with
the traditional wavelet based methods, the proposed EMD
based methods have much advantages in recognition rate.
However, the huge differences in executing time reminds
us to find improved fast algorithms in future. Otherwise, it
is expensive to apply EMD processing a mass of images.
Additionally, compared with 1DEMD, 2DEMD performed
faster but poorer recognition rate. This is properly affected
by the choices of surface interpolation methods. Finding the
appropriate surface interpolation functions to improve the
2DEMD’s performance is our remaining work in the com-
ing days as well.
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A Novel Motion Based Lip Feature Extraction for Lip-reading 

Meng Li 

Abstract

In a lip-reading system, one key issue is how to 
extract the visual features, which greatly impact on the 
lip-reading recognition accuracy and efficiency. In this 
paper, we propose a novel motion based visual feature 
representation. Compared with the existing methods, 
our approach focuses on the crucial part of lip 
movement, but not all pixels around lip contours for 
different utterance, and captures the motion tracks of 
each part. Accordingly, distinctive feature vectors are 
built to represent the whole lip motion process for 
specified utterance, but not the separate frame images. 
Experimental result shows the efficacy of the proposed 
approach.

1. Introduction 

It is well known that the useful information about 
speech content can be obtained through analyzing the 
lip movements of speakers [1]. In 1984, the first 
automatic lip-reading system was presented by Petajan 
[2]. From then on, lip-reading has received 
considerable attention from the community because of 
its potential attractive applications in speech 
recognition, secret communication, and so forth.  

So far, several methods have been proposed to 
enhance the performance of an automatic lip-reading 
system. Although some progress has been made, the 
recognition rate of lip-reading is still far from our 
expectation. One primary reason is that the visual 
features used in the existing systems cannot represent 
the entire information conveyed by lip movement 
related to a specified utterance [3][4].

Actually, the existing methods of visual feature 
representation can be classified into two categories in 
view of spatio-temporal relativity � the stationary 
based methods, and the motion based ones. For the 
former one, a video of lip movements is split into a 
sequence of images, on which the shape, appearance or 
texture of lip in each frame can be used for visual 
feature representation [6][7][8]. The recent reviews of 
existing typical automatic lip-reading system utilizing 
the “static feature representation” can be found in [4] 

and [9]. Although a lot of efforts have been spent on 
improving the performance of system based on “static 
feature representation”, the performance of almost all 
of them is still quite poor.  

On the other hand, along with the progress in 
motion perception and interpretation field, the motion 
based feature representation has recently played a more 
and more important role in automatic lip-reading 
system [10]. Compare to the “static feature 
representation”, the motion based one can hold more 
crucial information for recognition. Many of the 
existing motion based feature representation methods 
use the optical flow field as the foundation in general. 
Optical flow is the apparent velocity distribution of the 
brightness patterns in an image. It can arise from 
relative motion of objects and the viewer. 
Consequently, optical flow can give important 
information regarding the spatial arrangement of the 
viewed objects and the rate of change of this 
arrangement [11]. Nevertheless, the existing optical 
flow based feature representations have some 
limitations. For instance, they are sensitive to the 
translation, scaling, rotation, and specially the change 
of optical condition. Furthermore, they depend on the 
speakers. Also, from the viewpoint of algorithm 
efficiency, the feature vector calculated by optical flow 
based methods always has high dimension and 
redundancy. Hence, the speed and efficiency of such 
an algorithm are relatively low [10].  

In this paper, we propose a novel motion based 
feature representation. Different from the traditional 
optical flow methods, the proposed one dose not utilize 
all pixels in each image, but just some landmarks with 
the obvious lip movement. Since the lip movement for 
each utterance is different, the positions of landmarks 
are various in each image, and the number of these 
landmarks may not be constant. When the landmarks 
are chosen, the corresponding movement tracks will be 
also captured, whereby the feature is built to represent 
the lip movements. 

2. Visual Feature 
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2.1. Feature Extraction 

To extract the features exactly, some pretreatments 
are performed. We split the video of a number of 
utterances into an image sequence. The sample of a 
frame is shown in Figure 1(a), and the contours of 
nostrils and lips are shown in Figure 1(b). We 
calculate the center points of both nostrils as the datum 
mark, and adjust (translation and rotation) all images 
into the same co-ordinate.  

It is known that the most visual information can be 
conveyed from the lip contours, thus the four crucial 
curves involving upper outer, lower outer, upper inner 
and lower inner contours of lips are extracted, 
respectively, as shown in Figure 2. 

��� (a)                                       (b) 
�

Figure 1. (a) Lip area in an example frame. (b) 
The contours of nostrils and lips. 

Suppose the deformation of lips in horizontal and 
vertical directions is linear. That is, the relative 
position of each macroblock in the entire lip shape is 
constant during the deformation process. Hence, we 
divide the mouth into n scales in horizontal as shown 
in Figure 3. Subsequently, we obtain the points that are 
defined by scale lines and the four crucial curves so as 
to capture the motion tracks. 

For a certain utterance, we calculate the landmarks 
in each frame and build two curve sets, respectively, 
by utilizing the horizontal and vertical motion of points 
on each crucial curve. 

Figure 2. The four crucial curves of lip 
contours

Figure 3. Two sample images when the seven 
landmarks are employed. 
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where k
jix , is the horizontal position of the jth point on 

the ith crucial curve extracted from the kth frame, and 
k

jiy ,  is the corresponding vertical one. 
Hence, for each utterance, we obtain eight curve 

sets that describe the motion track of each point. Each 
curve set is composed of n curves. 

Ideally, the motion track of each point in a lip 
contour is consecutive and smooth. The stochastic 
reciprocate motion can be regarded as noise. In order 
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to avoid this kind of noise, a low pass filter is therefore 
employed.  

Toward a filtered data set, we calculate the 
correlation coefficients between motion tracks of each 
nearby two points using the equations below: 
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The detailed procedure is described as follows: 

�Step 1: Get the curve set that should be operated. 
�Step 2: Arrange the curves by the index of 

corresponding landmarks descend.  
�Step 3: Assume that dimension of the curve set is 

n, we get the correlation coefficients between 
each adjacent two points. 

�Step 4: For each correlation coefficient, if the 
value is greater than or equal to a pre-specified 
threshold, the two curves corresponding to the 
correlation coefficient are replaced by the mean 
curve of the two.

�Step 5: Update the curve set by the new one, and 
the dimension of the new curve set is m.

�Step 6: If m is equal to n, we let the curve set be 
the final one, otherwise go to Step 2. 

For example, when we analyze the lip movement 
during the utterance “5” (n=30, k=20), the horizontal 
motion track of each point on the upper outer contour 
( xC ,1 ) is shown in Figure 4(a). The new set (marked as 

'
,1 xC ) is composed by the three feature curves as shown 

in Figure 4(b), and the middle points are 6, 17 and 25.  
We use several samples to train our system, and 

obtain the scatter of middle points for each sample as 
shown in Figure 5. A set of intervals are utilized to 
describe these points (marked as xP ,1 ).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Horizontal motion track on the upper 
outer lip contour when speaking “5”.

Figure 5. Scatter of middle points, with the 
initial lip shape overlaid. 

The feature representation for each utterance is then 
shown below: 

� '
,4

'
,4

'
,1

'
,1 ,,, yxyx CCCCC ��

� yxyx PPPPP ,4,4,1,1 ,,,, ��
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2.2. Matching 

The testing data are processed through the method 
above, the feature curves and the corresponding middle 
points are extracted. Compared middle points and 
intervals of them in training result, several utterances 
that have the same motion parts on lip contours are 
screened out.

Since the speaking velocities are different for each 
people, a cubic spline interpolation algorithm is 
employed to make k in each curve is same.  

Then, we calculate the correlation coefficients 
between the feature curves of testing data and the 
corresponding curves in the same position for each 
utterance. The mean correlation coefficient is used to 
explain the comparability between the two curve sets. 
Since there are the eight curve sets for one utterance, 
namely '

,4
'
,4

'
,1

'
,1 ,,, yxyx CCCC � , the corresponding 

correlation coefficient between them and testing data 
are marked as yxyx rrrr ,4,4,1,1 ,,, � .

We use the weighted sum, written as r, with  
)( ,4,4,3,3,2,2,1,1 yxyxyxyx rrrrwrrrrr ��������

to explain the comparability between the training 
utterance and testing utterance. As it is difficult that 
the inner contours of lip can be extracted exactly, the 
weight w of yxyx rrrr ,4,4,3,3 ,,, is suggested to use a 
small value.

When a testing is processed, r for each utterance in 
training set is calculated. The utterance that has the 
maximum r is considered as the class that the testing 
data belongs to. 

4. Experiment Results 

Since most of the existing database for lip-reading 
either are not available for public or do not have the 
appropriate language samples, a number of research 
groups develop their own visual-speech database 
[3][12]. Under the circumstances, we established a 
database for our experiments. The database consisted 
of six speakers (3 males and 3 females). Each speaker 
uttered ten isolated digits from zero to nine in 
Mandarin Chinese. Short pauses were inserted between 
each digit utterance for some speakers, but not all. In 
order to generate the normal lighting condition on 
speakers, two 36W fluorescent lamps were utilized, 
where they were placed at the left and right side in top 
of a speaker, respectively. Furthermore, to test the 
robustness of our system, several cameras with 
different resolutions and sample rates were used. 

To investigate the efficacy of the proposed feature 
extraction in lip-reading, we have conducted several 
experiments. Because of the space limitation, we 
conducted an experiment to perform multi-speaker 
recognition task involving isolated digits (0 to 9). We 
utilized three data sets in the database as a training data 
set, and the remaining three data sets as the testing set. 
Figure 6 shows the two instances of horizontal motion 
trace on the upper outer lip contour when speaking “5”. 
Their weighted correlation coefficient is 0.913. In 
contrast, Figure 7 shows the two instances of vertical 
motion track with the correlation coefficient 0.802 as 
speaking “8”. The overall recognition rate of our 
approach on the testing set was 73.3%. To the best of 
our knowledge, this rate is considerably higher than 
the existing results reported in the literature. 

Figure 6. Two samples of horizontal motion 
track on the upper outer lip contour when 
speaking “5”, where the weighted correlation 
coefficient is 0.913. 
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Figure 7. Two samples of vertical motion track 
on the upper outer lip contour when speaking 
“8”, where the weighted correlation coefficient 
is 0.802. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, a motion based lip feature extraction 
method has been proposed for a speaker independent 
lip-reading system. Such a method provides an 
effective way to extract the features from the videos of 
lip movement. The proposed approach has been 
empirically investigated by different speakers. The 
experiments have shown the promising results. 
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Joint Feature Selection for Local Learning Based Clustering

Hong Zeng

Abstract

In this paper, we present an effective method that jointly
performs the feature selection and clustering. It is based
on the recently proposed Local Learning based Cluster-
ing (LLC) algorithm [16], which adapts the local regres-
sion, a supervised learning technique, for clustering. We
propose to incorporate the feature selection by imposing
a weighted l2 norm regularization on the regression coef-
ficients, plus a l1 norm constraint on the feature weights
to encourage sparsity. The influence of the irrelevant fea-
tures can be greatly mitigated by this adaptive regularizer,
and the resulting feature weight vector is very sparse. An
iterative algorithm is developed for solving the integrated
feature selection and clustering problem. Experimental re-
sults on UCI, handwritten digits and microarray datasets
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

1. Introduction

In many pattern recognition and data mining problems,
e.g. the computer vision, text processing and the more re-
cent gene data analysis, etc., the input raw data sets often
have a huge number of possible explanatory variables, but
there are much fewer samples available. The abundance
of variables makes the distinguishing among patterns much
harder and less accurate. Under such circumstances, select-
ing the most discriminative or representative features of a
sample inevitably becomes an important issue.

In the literature, most feature selection algorithms have
been developed for supervised learning, rather than the un-
supervised learning. It is believed that the unsupervised fea-
ture selection is more difficult due to the absence of class
labels that can guide the search for the relevant informa-
tion. Until very recently, several algorithms have been pro-
posed to address this issue for clustering, and they can be
generally categorized as the filter and wrapper methods.
The filter approaches [7, 19] utilize the intrinsic properties
of the features to filter out poorly informative ones before
the clustering. They demonstrate great computational effi-
ciency since they do not involve clustering when evaluating
the feature quality. However, the issue of determining how

many relevant features should be selected may cause dif-
ficult problem in practical applications, because the cross-
validation, a commonly used model selection technique in
supervised learning, cannot be directly applied in cluster-
ing, in which the ground truth class labels are unavailable.
By contrast, the wrapper approach, e.g. [5, 9, 13, 15], re-
peatedly constructs a candidate feature subset, and then as-
sesses its goodness by investigating the performance of a
specific clustering on this feature subset according to certain
criteria. In general, the wrapper approaches are computa-
tionally demanding, but they are expected to be more accu-
rate than the filter ones, due to the performance feedback
of the clustering when searching for the useful features.
Some wrapper approaches, e.g. [5, 9], employ the heuristic
(nonexhaustive) search through the space of all feature sub-
sets, thus cannot provide any guarantee of optimality of the
selected subset. This problem, as well as the problem of de-
termining how many relevant features to select for filter ap-
proaches, can to some extent be alleviated by adopting fea-
ture weighting [13, 15], which assigns each feature a real-
valued quantity, rather than a binary one, to indicate its rel-
evance to the clustering. By casting the feature selection as
an estimation problem, the combinatorial explosion of the
search space could be avoided. Nevertheless, all the existing
algorithms [13, 15] are constructed globally, they may get
degenerated on high-dimensional datasets, since the dissim-
ilarities among data in the high-dimensional space might
become unreliable.

To this end, we propose a novel feature selection method
for the clustering via a local learning approach, it ex-
tends the recently proposed Local Learning based Cluster-
ing (LLC) algorithm [16] with the feature selection capa-
bility. The LLC algorithm is essentially built upon the lo-
cal regression technique, see Section 2 for a brief review.
The complexity of the locally fitted regression model can
be largely increased by the nuisance features, which cannot
provide much information for the clustering. Thus in Sec-
tion 3, we introduce real-valued feature weights for regular-
izing the squared magnitude of the regression coefficients,
formulating a weighted l2 norm regularized least square
problem. Furthermore, we control the sparsity of feature
weights by adding a l1 norm regularization constraint on
them. An alternating optimization algorithm is developed
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for solving the integrated feature selection and clustering
problem, presented in Section 3. We will show in Section
4, such an adaptive l2 norm regularization, which balances
the penalization on each coefficient according to the fea-
ture relevance to the prediction, is equivalent to the sparse-
promoting squared block l1 norm regularization. In Section
5, experiments with real-world datasets demonstrate that
our method is able to infer both more accurate partitions
and sparse subset of features. Finally, Section 6 provides
some conclusions.

2. Review of the Local Learning based Cluster-
ing algorithm

Given n data points X = {xi}n
i=1(xi ∈ Rd), the dataset

will be partitioned into C clusters. The result of the clus-
tering algorithm is represented by a cluster indicator matrix
P = [pij ] ∈ {0, 1}n×C , such that pij = 1 if xi belongs
to cluster Cj , and pij = 0 otherwise. The scaled cluster
indicator matrix used in this paper is defined by:

Y = P(PTP)
− 1

2 = [y1,y2, . . . ,yC ].

Thus yij = pij/
√|Cj |, it is easy to verify that

YTY = I, (1)

where |Cj | denotes the number of points in the cluster Cj ,
I is the identity matrix. yc = [yc

1, . . . , y
c
n]T ∈ Rn(1 ≤

c ≤ C), is the c-th column of Y. The LLC algorithm tries
to find a good clustering, or equivalently, the scaled cluster
indicator Y.

2.1. The LLC algorithm

The starting point of the LLC [16] is that the cluster in-
dicator label of a data point should be well estimated by a
model trained locally with its neighbors and their indicator
labels. For each xi, the model is built with the training data
{(xj , y

c
j)}xj∈Ni(1 ≤ c ≤ C, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n), where Ni de-

notes the set of neighboring 1 points of xi (not including xi

itself) according to the Euclidean distance. The output of
the linear model is of the following form:

fc
i (x) = wc

i
T x,∀x ∈ Rd (2)

where wc
i ∈ Rd is the local regression coefficients. In [16],

the model is obtained by solving the following l2 norm reg-
ularized least square problem:

min
wc

i∈Rd

∑

xj∈Ni

β(yc
j −wc

i
T xj)2 + ‖wc

i‖2 (3)

1the K-mutual neighbors are adopted in order to well describe the local
structure., i.e. xj is defined as a neighbor of xi only if xi is also one of
the K-nearest neighbors of xj .

where β is a pre-specified parameter. By solving (3), the
predicted cluster label for xi can be calculated by:

ŷc
i = fc

i (xi) = wcT
i xi = xT

i wc
i = αT

i yc
i (4)

where
αT

i = βxT
i (βXiXT

i + I)−1Xi (5)

Xi = [xi1,xi2, . . . ,xini ] with xik being the k-th neighbor
of xi, and yc

i = [yc
i1, y

c
i2, . . . , y

c
ini

]T , ni = |Ni|. Note that
αi is independent of yc

i and the cluster index c, and it is
different for different xi.

After all the local predictors having been constructed,
by combining them together, LLC aims to find an optimal
cluster indicator matrix Y which could make the sum of the
label prediction errors be minimized:

JLLC =
C∑

c=1

n∑

i=1

(yc
i − ŷc

i )
2

=
C∑

c=1

‖yc −Ayc‖2

= trace[YT (I−A)T(I−A)Y]

= trace(YT TY) (6)

where T = (I−A)T(I−A), A is an n×n sparse matrix
with its (i, j)-th entry being:

aij =
{

αj
i , if xj ∈ Ni;

0, otherwise.
(7)

As in the spectral clustering [11, 17], Y is relaxed into the
continuous domain while keeping the property (1) for the
problem (6). LLC then solves the following tractable con-
tinuous optimization problem:

min
Y∈Rn×C

trace(YT TY)

s.t. YTY = I (8)

The solution to (8) can be obtained by setting columns of
the Y matrix to be the first C eigenvectors of the matrix T,
corresponding to the first C smallest eigenvalues. Similar to
the spectral clustering, the final partition result is obtained
by discretizing Y via the method in [17] or by k-means as
in [11]. Encouraging experimental results are reported in
[16].

3. Joint feature selection for the Local Learn-
ing Clustering

From the last section, we could observe that the most
important step in LLC algorithm is to construct the T ma-
trix, thus we need to compute αi, which in turn requires
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calculating wc
i (∀c) and predicting the labels of xi through

the inner product in (2). The inclusion of irrelevant fea-
tures in the data may lead to a less accurate prediction by
(2). If the regression coefficients which correspond to the
irrelevant features could be shrunken towards zero, their in-
fluence could be reduced. To this end, rather than imposing
an isotropic l2 norm regularization on wc

i in (3), which as-
sumes all features are equivalently important, we propose
a weighted l2 norm regularization term, giving heavier pe-
nalization to the coefficients corresponding to the irrelevant
features.

Specifically, we propose to solve the following weighted
l2 norm regularized least-square problem for wc

i :

min
wc

i∈Rd,bc
i∈R

∑

xj∈N τ
i

β(yc
j −wc

i
T xj − bc

i )
2 + wc

i
T diag(τ−1)wc

i

(9)

with
∑d

l=1 τl = 1, τl ≥ 0, which will be inferred latter.
In (9), τl essentially controls the squared magnitude of the
l-th element in wc

i , a smaller value for τl will result in a
larger penalization for wc

i
(l); and when τl = 0, we will

prove in the sequel that it leads to wc
i
(l) = 0 ∀c. Hence the

l-th feature will be eliminated from the prediction, and the
problem in (9) stays well-defined. Furthermore, a sparse-
promoting l1 norm constraint is added on τ , which should
result in many τl’s being close to zero. Therefore, τl in-
dicates the “relevance” of the l-th feature to the clustering
task, we will use it as the feature weight in the following
discussion. As a consequence, the nearest neighbors N τ

i

should be re-evaluated according to the τ -weighted square
Euclidean distance, i.e.:

dτ (x1,x2) = ‖x1 − x2‖2τ =
d∑

l=1

τl(x
(l)
1 − x(l)

2 )2. (10)

To perform the joint feature selection for LLC, we develop
an alternating update algorithm to estimate the clustering
captured in Y and the feature weight τ .

3.1. Update Y for a given τ

With fixed feature weight τ , analytic solutions for prob-
lem (9) can be easily derived as follows:

wc
i = β[βXiΠXT

i + diag(τ−1)]−1XiΠyc
N τ

i
(11)

bc
i =

1
ni

eT (yc
N τ

i
−XT

i wc
i ) (12)

where ni = |N τ
i |, e = [1 1 · · · 1]T ∈ Rni , Π = Ini

−
1
ni

eeT.
For high dimensional data, the matrix inversion in (11)

will be very computational inefficient in time (O(d3)).

Fortunately, by applying the Woodbury’s matrix inversion
lemma, we could get:

wc
i =βdiag(τ)XiΠ[I− (β−1I + ΠXT

i diag(τ)XiΠ)−1

ΠXT
i diag(τ)XiΠ]yc

N τ
i

(13)

Then the time complexity of the matrix inversion in (13) is
only O(n3

i ). In general we often have ni ¿ d, hence the
computational burden could be largely alleviated. Besides,
from (13), we could easily note that wc

i
(l) (∀i, c) goes to 0

as the feature weight τl vanishes.
Then the predicted cluster label for xi will be obtained

as follows:

ŷc
i = wcT

i xi + bc
i = xT

i wc
i + bc

i = αT
i yc

N τ
i

(14)

where

αT
i =β(kτ

i −
1
ni

eT Kτ
i )Π[I− (β−1I + ΠKτ

i Π)−1ΠKτ
i Π]

+
1
ni

eT (15)

where we let kτ
i = xT

i diag(τ)Xi, Kτ
i = XT

i diag(τ)Xi.
As in LLC, we construct the key matrix T by (6)-(7)

with αi. To solve the same optimization problem in (8),
the columns of Y are simply set to the first C eigenvectors
of T corresponding to the smallest C eigenvalues.

3.2. Update τ for a given Y

The inference of τ is based on the local model parame-
ter wc

i (∀i, c) already fitted by samples and Y through (13).
Specifically, note that with the fixed wc

i in the weighted l2
norm regularization problem (9), estimating τ actually re-
quires solving the following minimization problem:

min
τ∈Rd

P (τ) =
C∑

c=1

n∑

i=1

wcT
i diag(τ−1)wc

i

=
d∑

l=1

∑C
c=1

∑n
i=1(w

c
i
(l))2

τl

s.t.
d∑

1=1

τl = 1, τl ≥ 0. (16)

At optimality, we have with Lagrangian method:

τl =

√∑C
c=1

∑n
i=1(w

c
i
(l))2

∑d
m=1

√∑C
c=1

∑n
i=1(w

c
i
(m))2

(17)

The equation (17) is very intuitive: the l-th feature
weight τl is determined by the magnitude of the l-th ele-
ment in regression coefficients for all the clusters, which
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have been locally solved at each point. If this element in the
regression coefficients has neglectable magnitude for all the
clusters at each point, it probably indicates that the corre-
sponding feature is unimportant for predicting the label.

3.3. The joint feature selection and cluster-
ing algorithm

The overall iterative joint feature selection and clustering
algorithm is described in Algorithm 1, which has a simple
interpretation: in each iteration, it first constructs cluster-
specific local models, with fixed common feature weights,
for solving the optimal labeling; then it learns the common
across-clusters feature weights using the fitted local model
parameters, with the current labeling. The algorithm stops

input : X = {xi}n
i=1, size of the neighborhood K, β

output: Y, τ

Initialize τl = 1
d , for l = 1, . . . , d;1

while not converge do2

Find K-mutual neighbors for {xi}n
i=1, using the3

metric defined in (10);
Update Y as in Section 3.1;4

Update τ as in Section 3.2;5

end6

Algorithm 1: Joint feature selection for local learning
based clustering algorithm.

when the relative variation of the trace value in (8) between
two consecutive iterations gets below a threshold (we set it
to 10−2 in this paper), indicating the partitioning has almost
stabilized. After the convergence, the same method in [11]
is adopted to obtain the discrete clustering result.

4. Sparse norm equivalence

In this section, it will be shown that the proposed
weighted l2 norm regularization plus a l1 norm constraint
on these weights, is equivalent to a well-known sparse-
promoting squared block l1 norm regularization. We simply
address this equivalence based on the fact that the varia-
tional formulation of the squared block l1 norm regulariza-
tion is equal to the adaptive weighted l2 norm ones.

Theorem 1.

min
τl≥0,

∑
l τl=1

∑

l

‖W̃l‖2
τl

=
( ∑

l

‖W̃l‖
)2

(18)

where we define ‖W̃l‖ =
√∑C

c=1

∑n
i=1(w

c
i
(l))2.

Proof. Actually, we have obtained that the optimal solution
to the problem (16) or (18) has been given by (17). Then at
the optimality, plugging (17) into (18) proves the variational
formulation of

( ∑
l ‖W̃l‖

)2
.

In the literature, without regard to the index i indicat-
ing for a local model, the squared block l1 norm regulariza-

tion, in the form
( ∑

l ‖Wl‖
)2 =

[∑
l

√∑C
c=1(wc(l))2

]2
(where W = [w1 w2 . . .wC ] ∈ Rd×C , wc =
[wc(1) wc(2) . . .wc(d)]T ∈ Rd) has been successfully ap-
plied in several applications, e.g., multiple kernel learning
[3], multi-task feature selection [2, 4], etc.. In fact, the block
l1 norm

( ∑
l ‖Wl‖

)
could be viewed as a combination of

the l1-norm regularization on the feature level and the l2-
norm regularization on the class level. Sparsity is encour-
aged due to the l1-norm regularization, with many rows of
W being close to zero. Therefore according to (18), the
proposed adaptive l2 norm regularization should be able to
produce at least as sparse as that of the squared block l1
norm regularization.

5. Experimental results

In this section, we conducted extensive experiments to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
Ten benchmark data sets were used in our experiments, and
their characteristics are summarized in Table 1. On each

Table 1. Characteristics of the datasets used
in experiments

Data Set #DIM #INST #CL
(d) (n) (C)

wdbc 30 569 2
mfea-kar 64 2000 10
mfea-fac 216 2000 10
mfea-pix 240 2000 10
USPS 4 vs.9 256 1673 2
USPS 0 vs.8 256 2261 2
colon cancer 2000 62 2
SRBCT 2308 63 4
leukemia 3051 38 2
breast cancer 3303 44 2

data set, we investigated whether our joint feature selection
for local learning based clustering algorithm (denoted as
LLC-fs) could improve the LLC algorithm and the k-means
clustering, which assume all features are equivalently im-
portant. Furthermore, LLC-fs was compared with the state-
of-the-art wrapper method, Q-α algorithm [15] 2, which
is also an eigen-decomposition based approach as ours. It
is based on optimizing the desired spectral property of the

2Its MATLAB source code was obtained from the authors in [15].
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feature weight incorporated affinity matrix, globally con-
structed with all the data. The algorithm in [13] was not
compared as it can only deal with binary-class clustering.

In the experiments, we set the number of clusters equal
to the number of classes C for all the clustering algorithms.
As the labels of all five benchmark datasets are available, we
evaluated the their performance by comparing the clusters
generated by these algorithms with the ground truth classes,
in terms of the accuracy (ACC) index [18]. Given a data
point xi, let ci and ti be the obtained cluster label and the
true class label from the data, respectively. The accuracy
measurement is defined as:

ACC =
∑n

i=1 δ(ti,map(ci))
n

(19)

where n is the number of the data set, and δ(ti, tj) is the
delta function that equals 1 if ti = tj and equals 0 oth-
erwise. The map(.) is a permutation mapping function that
maps each cluster index ci to a true class label. This optimal
mapping can be found with the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm
[12].

5.1. UCI datasets

The first four datasets in Table 1 are from the UCI repos-
itory [10]. The Wisconsin diagnostic breast cancer dataset
(wdbc) was used to obtain a binary diagnosis (benign or
malignant) based on the features extracted from cell nu-
clei presented in an image. The mfea-kar, mfea-fac
and mfea-pix datasets are all from the “multiple fea-
ture database”[10]. This database consists of features of
handwritten numerals (“0-9”) extracted from a collection
of Dutch utility maps. Digits are represented in serval
sets of features, we used the datasets using the Karhunen-
Love coefficients (mfea-kar), the profile correlations
(mfea-fac) and the pixel averages (mfea-pix). No
preprocessing was performed except on the mfea-fac
dataset, which has many features of significantly different
scales, each feature was then normalized to zero mean and
unit variance.

Both the LLC and the LLC-fs algorithms have 2 pa-
rameters: the size of the mutual neighbors K, and the lo-
cal regulation constant β−1. In this section, for both LLC
and LLC-fs, K is limited to {10, 20, 30, 40} and β−1 from
{0.1, 1, 10}, providing the same computation resources.
They were executed with each combination of K and β−1,
and the whole process was repeated 10 times. We report
the mean and the standard deviation of the ACC index for
LLC-fs on each combination; for simplicity, we just report
the results of LLC with the best parameter setting among
the 4 × 3 = 12 combinations. Q-α and k-means have no
parameters, their performance over 10 runs are presented.

The results are summarized in Figure 1. From figure 1,
it could be noted that LLC-fs with most of combinations

(a) wdbc

(b) mfea-kar

(c) mfea-fac

(d) mfea-pix

Figure 1. Clustering accuracy measurements
on four UCI datasets. A-L denote the LLC-
fs with different combinations of parame-
ters {K,β−1}, where A: {K(1), β−1(1)}, B:
{K(1), β−1(2)}, . . ., L: {K(4), β−1(3)}. M: LLC
(best); N: Q-α; O: k-means. Among A-L, the
ones which outperform or get tied with the
best one among M, N and O, are marked in
red.
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of {K, β−1} outperforms the LLC with the best parameter
setting, as well as the baseline k-means, since it is able to
alleviate the influence of irrelevant features. Compared to
the global based wrapper approach Q-α, our local based
one shows similar performance on low dimensional wdbc
dataset, but demonstrates remarkable superiority over all
the three “multiple feature” datasets of medium and high
dimensionalities. A reasonable explanation is given as fol-
lows. The dissimilarities in the high-dimensional space is
known as much less reliable. However, the neighboring in-
formation is believed to be more capable to preserve the au-
thentic grouping within the dataset, even though there may
be many irrelevant features.

5.2. Handwritten digits datasets

In this case study, we focus on the task of clustering on
the USPS ZIP code3 handwritten digits, which are 16 × 16
grayscale images. Each image is thus represented by a 256-
dimensional vector. In particular, we considered two diffi-
cult binary-class clustering problems, i.e. digits “4 vs. 9”
and “0 vs. 8”.

The experimental settings were almost the same as in the
last section, except the size of mutual nearest neighbors K.
We increased its value since it is known that there are heavy
overlappings between each pair, a larger neighborhood may
help obtain a more accurate prediction of the label (K =
{30, 40, 50, 60} for “4 vs. 9”, and K = {35, 40, 50, 60} “0
vs. 8”). The figure 2 presents the results obtained over 10
runs for all the algorithms on these two datasets.

It could be observed from Figure 2 that LLC-fs with most
combinations of {K, β−1}, significantly outperforms other
algorithms compared on both datasets. Encouragingly, the
accuracy of LLC-fs with the best parameters could achieve
around 98% on both “4 vs. 9” and “0 vs. 8” datasets (see in
Figure 2), in an unsupervised manner.

To get a better understanding of what features have been
ranked top by our weighting scheme, we show in Figure
3 the top features in the image domain. Firstly, the sorted
τ in a typical run on each dataset is presented in Figure
3(a),3(b) respectively, with K = 30, β−1 = 1 for the “4 vs.
9” dataset, and K = 35, β−1 = 1 for the “0 vs. 8” dataset.
As can be seen that the both τ vectors are sparse, and only
few of the feature weights are above a very clear threshold.
Nextly, we plot the 15 top-ranked features in image domain.
One can find that these features have covered almost all the
strongly discriminative regions for each digit pairs, hence
resulting in more accurate partitions by the proposed LLC-
fs algorithm (see Figure 2).

3http://www-stat-class.stanford.edu/∼tibs/ElemStatLearn/data.html

(a) USPS 4 vs.9

(b) USPS 0 vs.8

Figure 2. Clustering accuracy measurements
on USPS 4 vs.9 and USPS 0 vs.8 datasets.
A-L denote the LLC-fs with different com-
binations of parameters {K, β−1}, where
A: {K(1), β−1(1)}, B: {K(1), β−1(2)}, . . ., L:
{K(4), β−1(3)}. M: LLC (best); N: Q-α; O: k-
means. the ones which outperform or get tied
with the best one among M, N and O, are
marked in red.

5.3. Microarray datasets

In this experiment, we studied the joint feature se-
lection and clustering on four public gene expression
datasets: colon cancer [1], SRBCT [8], leukemia
[6], breast cancer [14]. The characteristics of these
datasets are summarized in Table 1. For the colon
cancer dataset, we preprocessed the data by carrying out
a base 10 logarithmic transformation. For SRBCT, the ex-
pression profiles already preprocessed in [8] was used. For
leukemia, the expression values were first thresholded
with a floor of 100 and a ceiling of 16,000. Then we filtered
out genes with max/min ≤ 5 or (max − min) ≤ 500,
where max and min are the maximum and minimum ex-
pression values of a gene. After a base 10 logarithmic trans-
form, each gene was standardized to zero mean and unit
variance across samples. For breast cancer dataset, 5
conflicting samples were excluded from the analysis. We
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Figure 3. Unsupervised feature selection for
clustering the USPS digits. (a),(b): the
(sorted) τ values on the “4 vs. 9” and “0 vs.
8” datasets, respectively. In (c) and (d): the
first row plots the class mean images; the
second row shows the top 15 features ranked
by the τ weight vector in each mean image.

then thresholded the raw data with a floor of 100 and a ceil-
ing of 16,000, filtered out genes with max/min ≤ 10 or
(max−min) ≤ 1, 000. After a base 10 logarithmic trans-
form, each gene was standardized to zero mean and unit
variance across samples.

For these genomics data, we set the K in the range
{20, 30, 40} for all the data, except the leukemia dataset that
has only 38 samples, for which we limit it to {20, 25, 30}.
β−1 was still selected in the grid {0.1, 1, 10}. The LLC-fs
and LLC with all the 3×3 = 9 combinations of parameters,
as well as the Q-α algorithm and k-means were repeated 10
times, the mean and standard deviation of the ACC index
are summarized in Figure 5. For clarity, we only report the
results for LLC with the best parameters.

From Figure 5, one can observe that LLC-fs with most
combinations of {K, β−1} performs better than the pure
clustering algorithms LLC and k-means on all the four
datasets, even with the best parameters tried among all the
9 combinations in the experiments. Again, our local based
joint feature selection and clustering approach wins over
the global based counterpart Q-α algorithm on these high-
dimensional data.

The typical feature weighting results in the 10 runs are
also plotted in Figure 4, all with K = 30, β−1 = 1 (other
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Figure 4. The feature weight vector τ for the
microarray datasets.

successful combinations of parameters produce similar re-
sults, thus we do not plot them for clarity). For each dataset,
the τ is quite sparse, only few of them have significant mag-
nitudes while most feature weights are close to zero. This
could explain the reason why the LLC-fs significantly im-
proves the performance of LLC on these data: it can jointly
identify these most relevant genes for class discovery.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a novel approach of
jointly selecting discriminative features for the local learn-
ing based clustering [16]. Based on the LLC algorithm
which is essentially built upon the local ridge regression,
we propose to replace the conventional l2 norm regulariza-
tion with a weighted one, and impose sparsity requirement
on the feature weights via a l1 norm constraint. The influ-
ence of the irrelevant features can be greatly reduced and
the estimated feature weight vector is very sparse. Further-
more, we have proved the equivalence between this adap-
tive l2 norm regularizer and the sparse-promoting squared
block l1 norm regularizer. The experimental results demon-
strate that the proposed LLC-fs algorithm with most of the
combinations of parameters has shown better clustering per-
formance, than LLC even with its best parameters among
the pre-specified parameter pools. Compared to the global
wrapper approach, the local method LLC-fs could drasti-
cally outperform Q-α algorithm on the high-dimensional
datasets.

However, it also could be noted from the experiments,
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not all the combinations of the parameters for LLC-fs could
outperform the other three algorithms, but the performance
of these “failed” combinations do not fall much behind the
best one among the other three algorithms compared (c.f.
Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 5). In other words, the proposed
LLC-fs algorithm shows robustness in the choice of param-
eters to some extent. However, it would be highly desirable
to provide an automatical parameters tuning method, and
we intend to improve the this issue in our future work.
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(a) colon cancer

(b) SRBCT

(c) leukemia

(d) breast cancer

Figure 5. Clustering accuracy measurements
on Genomics datasets. A-I denote the LLC-
fs with different combinations of parame-
ters {K,β−1}, where A: {K(1), β−1(1)}, B:
{K(1), β−1(2)}, . . ., I: {K(3), β−1(3)}. J: LLC
(best); K: Q-α; L: k-means. the ones which out-
perform or get tied with the best one among
M, N and O, are marked in red.
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RBF Kernel-Based Discretization for Face Template Security

Feng Yicheng

Abstract

Being an important issue, the security of biometric au-
thentication systems has received more and more attentions.
Cryptographic schemes (cryptosystems) have been applied
to solve these kind of problems. However, as one of the most
important biometrics, security enhancement of face recog-
nition systems come up against extreme difficulties. The
intra-class variations become a huge hindrance standing in
front of the cryptosystems. This paper addresses the face
variations problem via transforming the original face tem-
plates into binary strings. It provides a completely new way
to do the discretization, Kernel mapping is applied here be-
cause of its distance rank preserving property. Through the
kernel mapping and kernel discretization, the binary strings
in the same class only have small variations and can be eas-
ily handled by cryptographic schemes like the fuzzy commit-
ment scheme, while the binary strings in different classes
will have large distances with the help of assisting PINs.
Thus our algorithm can achieve a high performance. Ex-
perimental results show that our algorithm reaches an ex-
tremely high performance (the equal error rate is 1.91%
with CMU PIE database, 0.41% with FERET database and
1.93% with FRGC database) with the help of PINs.

1 Introduction

Biometric recognition is a reliable, robust and conve-
nient way for person authentication [6, 7, 4]. Due to grow-
ing concerns about information security and terrorism, sev-
eral large biometric systems such as US-VISIT program
have been successfully deployed. With the growing use of
biometrics, there is a rising concern about the security and
privacy of the biometric template itself. Since the unique-
ness of the biometric data to each person, it will be unable
to find a replacement while the biometric is compromised.
And the compromised biometric may be used for crimi-
nals. Therefore, biometric template security [6, 7, 4, 21]
becomes one of the most important issues of the biometric
authentication system. To protect the biometric templates,
templates stored in database should be transformed and in
matching process, the original templates should not be ex-

tracted from the transformed data. Otherwise the matcher
may be hijacked and the information will be stolen. Thus,
the matching process should be executed in a transformed
domain. The main approach for doing this is the cryptosys-
tem [6, 4, 21], which combines cryptography with biometric
authentication systems.

Enhancing security of face recognition systems is espe-
cially hard. The intra-class variations existing in face tem-
plates have been a significant problem while constructing a
face cryptosystem. The transform (or encryption) applied
to protect the templates should be non-invertible, that is, a
one-way function. However, one-way functions suffer from
the sensitivity of variations. Even small variation may cause
large difference through the transformation. Thus, different
templates in the same class may be recognized as two to-
tally different individuals by the cryptosystem after trans-
form. Error-correcting codes (fuzzy schemes) [9, 10, 11]
have been applied to model the variations in biometrics. It
can eliminate the variations to a certain extent. However,
their correcting ability are limited. And unfortunately, due
to the environment affections and alignment problems, there
are often large variations existing in the original face feature
templates extracted.

So the consideration turns to this: first refine the orig-
inal feature templates, transform them to new ones in
which the intra-class variations can be modelled by fuzzy
schemes. This is always a quantization [23] or discretiza-
tion [14, 15, 17, 18, 24, 25] process. Then the error-
correcting process can be applied to model the variations
and transform the discretized templates into a protected (eg.
hash) ones. Thus it is a two-stage structure (shown in Fig.
1). Apparently, binarization comes to the no doubt choice
in the dicretization stage because binary string is the most
common used, convenient, and error-correcting feasible for-
mat in cryptography. Like the BCH coding (one kind of
error-correcting codes), it can only handle binary strings.
This kind of schemes have been proposed and testified to
be feasible. However, no one has explained why its dis-
cretization process can handle the variations. Actually, the
performances of this kind of schemes proposed by Monrose
et al. [14, 15] are not very well. And the biohashing al-
gorithms [17, 18] proposed by Teohet al. need an extra
user data to help enhancing discriminability, which is easily
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compromised. Without the extra user data, the performance
of the algorithm will fall dramatically.

Refine/Discretization

Fuzzy Scheme

TDiscretized emplate

Original Template

TEncrypted emplate

Sensor

Database/Matching

Two

Stage

Algorithm

Figure 1. The two-stage crypgosystem ap-
proach

Another issue which should be considered is the cance-
lability. If some face template is compromised, the cryp-
tosystem should be able to generate a new different one
to replace it. A main approach named Cancelable trans-
form [20, 21, 22, 19] is applied to solve this problem. The
same problem occurs: the transform should be both one-
way and discriminability preserving. The cancelable trans-
form schemes always have to choose a trade off between
security and performance.

In this paper, in order to enhance the security of the face
recognition systems, we follow the two-stage discretization
approach while an extra stage is combined together to form
a three-stage structure. In the extra (first) stage, RBF ker-
nel mapping is applied as a cancelable transform, because
it is distance rank preserving (thus discriminability preserv-
ing). Also, because the mapped data is totally unknown to
the system, the kernel mapping step will be entirely secure.
In the second stage, the mapped kernel templates are dis-
cretized to binary strings with the kernel parameters used
in the first stage. And in the last stage, fuzzy commitment
scheme is applied for error-correcting and protection. Our
main contribution, the RBF kernel based transform not only
preserves the discriminability of the original templates, but
also provides a complete new way as a cancelable transform
and discretization process. The extracted binary strings are
not directly computed, but are educed via a kernel bases
learning process from the training data. In this leaning pro-
cess, the discriminability lost in transform is reduced grad-
ually via iteration, until a set of desirable kernel bases are
learned with a satisfyingly preserved discriminability.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
& 3 gives the description of our proposed scheme. Exper-
imental results and security analysis are given in Section 4
& 5. And the final conclusion is given in Section 6.

2 RBF Kernel-Based Three-Stage Algorithm

In this paper, we have proposed a hybrid cryptosystem
(illustrated in Fig. 2) based on the RBF kernel function. In
the first stage, a kernel mappingϕ() is applied to the orig-
inal feature templates. For the property of the kernel map-
ping, the mapping result is actually unknown to the system.
Thus it will be completely non-invertible and therefore se-
cure. The RBF kernel mapping is distance rank preserving
thus discriminability preserving. Via changing the parame-
ter of this kernel mapping process, the mapped kernel tem-
plates are cancelable. Thus, the first stage is a well cance-
lable transform. However, since we don’t know the mapped
results, we are unable to use them as the stored reference.
And a further process, that is, the discretization process is
employed here. This stage will transform the kernel tem-
plates into binary strings. The bits of each binary string
is actually the coefficients of an approximation to the ker-
nel templates, which are trained with iteration algorithm.
Furthermore, these binary templates are encrypted with the
fuzzy commitment scheme to protect them.

2.1 Stage 1: kernel mapping

First we define thedistance rank preservingproperty:
AssumeΩ is a set of vectors with specified lengthp. If
there is a mappingf(), which satisfies for any four vectors
T1, T2, T3, T4 ∈ Ω,

‖ f(T1)− f(T2) ‖≥‖ f(T3)− f(T4) ‖

if
‖ T1 − T2 ‖≥‖ T3 − T4 ‖,

we call the mappingf() is distance rank preservingon set
Ω. With the INN classifier the classification result ofΩ will
be the same before and after mapping.

In this stage, we apply a popular RBF kernel mapping
ϕ() which for any four vectorsT1, T2, T3 andT4 with the
same length, it satisfies

‖ ϕ(T1)− ϕ(T2) ‖≥‖ ϕ(T3)− ϕ(T4) ‖

if
‖ T1 − T2 ‖≥‖ T3 − T4 ‖ .

Thus, the mappingϕ() is distance rank preserving. This
kernel function can be written as

K(x, y) =< ϕ(x), ϕ(y) >= exp(− ‖ x− y ‖2 /d).
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and thus

‖ ϕ(x)− ϕ(y) ‖= 2− 2 exp(− ‖ x− y ‖2 /d). (1)

Here d is a positive parameter alternative. In our exper-
iments we set it as the square mean of the original tem-
plates. Because the RBF mapping is distance rank preserv-
ing, the performance of authentication on kernel templates
after mapping will be the same as the performance of the
original templates with the INN classifier. Thus, the map-
ping process is discriminability-preserving. Because the ex-
act position after mapping of the original template is un-
known, attackers will never have the chance to recover the
original template from the mapped one. Thus the RBF map-
ping is both one-way and non-invertible. Unfortunately,
because even the system itself doesn’t know what is the
mapped kernel template, we can not store it to the database
as an enrolled reference. A discretization process is em-
ployed here to further transform the kernel template into
binary strings.

2.2 Stage 2: RBF discretization

2.2.1 Enrollment

In enrollment, assume the wanted binary string length is
k, then k random vectors{V1, V2 . . . Vk} are preliminar-
ily defined for the binarization/discretization process. Af-
ter kernel mapping they are transformed into kernel vectors
{ϕ(V1), ϕ(V2), ϕ(V3) . . . ϕ(Vk)}. Assume there are total
c classes and the mean vectors of the training set of each
class are{T1, T2, T3 . . . Tc} respectively. For thejth class,

k basesβj
1, β

j
2 . . . βj

k, in which

βj
i =

k∑
p=1

bj
ip · ϕ(Vp); (2)

And for any kernel templateϕ(Tj) of thejth class, a binary
stringωj = (w0

1, w
0
2, w

0
3 . . . w0

k) is employed so thatXj =∑k
i=1 w0

i βj
i will approximateϕ(Tj). That is, the following

equation is satisfied atωj :

Jj = min
w1,w2...wk

‖ ϕ(Tj)−
k∑

i=1

wiβ
j
i ‖2 (3)

The approximationXj is then used to replace the kernel
templateϕ(Tj). BecauseXj has the minimum distance to
ϕ(Tj), the replacing will only affect the distance rank a lit-
tle. And because the{ϕ(V1), ϕ(V2), ϕ(V3) . . . ϕ(Vk)} are
actually unknown to the system, it will not release the in-
formation ofϕ(Tj). Since the kernel templates are vectors,
assumeAj is the matrix withk rows in which theith row
is βj

i . Similarly,Bj is thek × k matrix consisting of{bj
ip},

matrixU consists of{ϕ(Vp)}. Therefore,

Aj = Bj · U. (4)

‖ ϕ(Tj)− ωj ·Aj ‖2= min . (5)

After the approximation, the binary stringωj is used to
represent the approximating templatesXj). To be distance
rank preserving, we assume matrixAj (un-normalized) is
orthogonal. That is:
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Aj ·AT
j = m2 · I (m > 0).

Substitute Eq. (4) to this equation, we have:

Bj · U · UT ·BT
j = m2 · I. (6)

Then for anyj1 andj2,

‖ Xj1 −Xj2 ‖2 =
‖ ωj1 ·Aj − ωj2 ·Aj ‖2 =
‖ (ωj1 − ωj2) ·Aj ‖2 =

(ωj1 − ωj2) ·Aj ·AT
j · (ωj1 − ωj2)T =

m2 · (ωj1 − ωj2) · (ωj1 − ωj2)T =
m2· ‖ ωj1 − ωj2 ‖2

The distance is completely preserved through the repre-
senting ofXj by ωj with ratio m. Thus, the distance rank
is completely preserved with this process. Finally, we get
a binary stringωj to represent the original kernel template
ϕ(Tj). Because the distance rank of{ωj} is identical to
{Xj} and the distance rank of{Xj} is only a little different
from {ϕ(Tj)}, it makes us be able to claim that the ker-
nel discretization which transformsϕ(Tj) to ωj is approxi-
mately distance rank preserving.

So the next question is: How to find theωj andBj satis-
fying Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) with restriction thatωj is binary.
This is described in Sec. 3.

At the end of the RBF discretization, a PIN is generated
from derivedBj and issued to the userj. Bj is stored in the
database.

2.2.2 Authentication

In authentication, the userj′ presents his biometric dataT ′j
and the user PIN to find the rightB′

j for RBF discretization.
With known B′

j , we can construct the kernel basesA′j by
the following equation:

A′j = B′
j · U.

And we want to find the binary stringω′j , which makes

‖ ϕ(T ′j)− ω′j ·A′j ‖2= min . (7)

Here

‖ ϕ(T ′j)− ω′j ·A′j ‖2 =

1− 2ω′j ·A′j · ϕ(T ′j)
T + ω′j ·A′j ·A′Tj · ω′Tj =

1− 2ω′j ·A′j · ϕ(T ′j)
T + m′2

j ‖ ω′j ‖2

The last equation is becauseA′j · A′Tj = m′2
j · I. Let γT =

A′j · ϕ(T ′j)
T , then

‖ ϕ(T ′j)− ω′j ·A′j ‖2= 1− 2ω′j · γT + m′2
j ‖ ω′j ‖2 .

Denotel as the binary string with lengthk and all bits being
’1’. Then ‖ ω′j ‖2= ω′j · lT . Substitute it to the above
equation, we have:

‖ ϕ(T ′j)− ω′j ·A′j ‖2= 1 + ω′j · (m′2
j l − 2γ)T .

Assumeγ = (z1, z2 . . . zk), ω′j = (w′1, w
′
2 . . . w′k) then

m′2
j l − 2γ = (m′2

j − 2z1,m
′2
j − 2z2 . . .m′2

j − 2zk).

Obviously, the equation will reach its minimum while:

w′i =
{

1 if 2zi > m′2
j ;

0 if 2zi ≤ m′2
j .

(8)

And the derived binary stringω′j is applied to represent the
original templateT ′j . It is input to the stage 3 and then com-
pared with theωj representing classj.

If the original templateT ′j belongs to the classj, then
B′

j = Bj , A′j = Aj . Thus,

m′
j ‖ ωj − ω′j ‖ =

‖ (ωj − ω′j) ·Aj ‖ =
‖ Xj − ϕ(Tj) + ϕ(Tj)− ϕ(T ′j) + ϕ(T ′j)−X ′

j ‖ ≤
‖ Xj − ϕ(Tj) ‖ + ‖ ϕ(Tj)− ϕ(T ′j) ‖ + ‖ ϕ(T ′j)−X ′

j ‖

HereXj = ωj ·Aj andX ′
j = ω′j ·Aj . From Eq. (5) and (7),

‖ Xj − ϕ(Tj) ‖ and‖ X ′
j − ϕ(T ′j) ‖ reaches its minimum,

thus
‖ ωj − ω′j ‖≈‖ ϕ(Tj)− ϕ(T ′j) ‖ /m′

j .

It shows clearly that the distance rank preserving prop-
erty still maintains in the testing data within the same class.

If T ′j doesn’t belong to classj, thenA′j 6= Aj . Similarly,
we have

‖ Xj −X ′
j ‖≈‖ ϕ(Tj)− ϕ(T ′j) ‖ .

That is,

‖ ωj ·Aj − ω′j ·A′j ‖≈‖ ϕ(Tj)− ϕ(T ′j) ‖ . (9)

However, becauseAj and A′j are totally unrelated, the
above relation betweenωj andω′j is totally useless, which
means we can treatωj andω′j as two totally unrelated bi-
nary string. This will cause a large distance between them,
thus highly improves the performance of the algorithm.

2.3 Stage 3: fuzzy commitment scheme

The fuzzy commitment scheme [9] and BCH [2] coding
algorithm is applied for security. It encrypts the training bi-
nary templates to a hashed BCH codewordHash(c) which
is stored in the database with an extra informations−c. And
the matching process is done in hash space. Assume a query
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s′ is input to the system with a Hamming distances′ − s
small tos. The system will first computes′ − (s− c) with
the extra informations− c. s′− (s− c) = (s′− s)+ c. For
s′−s is rather small, it will be corrected by the BCH decod-
ing process. Thenc′ = BCHdecoding((s′−s)+c) = c will
be released, hashed and compared with the original stored
data Hash(c).

3 Bj And {ωj} Determination

3.1 Optimization with Eq. (5)

In our algorithm, We should findBj andωj that make
Eq. (5) be minimum. Here

Jj = ‖ ϕ(Tj)− ωj ·Bj · U ‖2
= (ϕ(Tj)− ωj ·Bj · U) · (ϕ(Tj)− ωj ·Bj · U)T

= (1− 2ωj ·Bj · U · ϕ(Tj)T

+ωj ·Bj · U · UT ·BT
j · ωT

j )

Denoteαj = (a1, a2 . . . ak) = ωj · Bj , substitute it to
the above equation:

Jj = (1− 2αj · U · ϕ(Tj)T + αj · U · UT · αT
j ).

Since the above equation reaches its minimum atαj , par-
tial differential Jj with respect toai respectively, we can
get:

dJj

dαj
= 2U · UT · αT

j − 2U · ϕ(Tj)T = 0.

Thus,

αj = ϕ(Tj) · UT · (U · UT )−1.

That is,

ωj ·Bj = ϕ(Tj) · UT · (U · UT )−1. (10)

AssumeW = U · UT , thenW is a RBF kernel matrix
which is positive definite and symmetric. Thus,W−1 exists.
We should notice here that though we don’t knowϕ(Tj) or
U , we can computeϕ(Tj)·UT andW because the elements
of them are all inner products. Similarly, the finally derived
equations below to determineBj andωj are computable.

3.2 Optimization with Eq. (6)

For the distance rank preserving property, we add the
following condition:

Bj · U · UT ·BT
j = m2 · I.

SubstituteW = U · UT in it:

Bj ·W ·BT
j = m2 · I.

ForW is a symmetric definite positive matrix, assume its
Cholesky decomposition isR ·RT , in whichR is a nonsin-
gular triangular matrix. Substitute it to the above equation:

Bj ·R ·RT ·BT
j = m2 · I.

AssumeBj ·R = mj ·Qj , then

Qj ·QT
j = I.

Qj is orthogonal. And

Bj = Qj ·R−1/mj (R is nonsingular). (11)

Substitute it to Eq. (7) and assumevj = ϕ(Tj) · UT ·
(U · UT )−1, we have:

ωj ·Qj = vj ·R/mj .

Assumeuj = vj ·R. SinceQj is orthogonal,

‖ ωj ‖=‖ ωj ·Qj ‖=‖ uj/mj ‖ .

mj =
‖ uj ‖
‖ ωj ‖ (12)

Normalizeuj andωj to uj0 andωj0, then

ωj0 ·Q = uj0. (13)

3.3 Determine{ωj} and {Bj}

SinceXj = ωj · Aj is an approximation toϕ(Tj), then
‖ Xj ‖ should also be close to‖ ϕ(Tj) ‖. That is:

ωj ·Aj ·AT
j · ωT

j ≈ 1.

SinceAj ·AT
j = m2

j · I,

ωj · ωT
j ≈ 1/m2

j .

Thus,

‖ ωj ‖≈ 1/mj .

Because in our algorithm the scalarmj is not protected,
it may be exposed to the attacker. Then the attacker will
usemj to get an approximate value of‖ ωj ‖, which is just
the number (denoted asr) of bit ’1’ in the string. Then the
attacker may apply the Bruce-force attack to guess the bi-
nary string withCr

k times. For security concern, we should
maximizeCr

k , thus, chooser to be[k/2].
With the givenr = [k/2], ωj is randomly generated with

justr bits of value ’1’. Then we have to deriveBj from ωj .
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From Eq. (8) we can see that we only have to determine the
orthogonal matrixQj , which is restricted by Eq. (10).

We apply the following process to constructQj , thereby
determine theBj :

• Randomly generate ak × k non-zero upper triangular
matrixPj , thusPj is nonsingular.

• Find the first non-zero element in vectorωj0, and de-
note the position of this element inωj0 asx.

• replace thexth row of Pj with ωj0. ThusPj is still a
nonsingular upper triangular matrix.

• Exchange thexth row and the first row ofPj . Finally,
Pj is not upper triangular but is still nonsingular, while
the first row ofPj is ωj0.

• Apply the Gram-Schmidt Orthonormalization toPj .
Becauseωj0 is normalized, it will not change in this
step. After this step,Pj is orthogonal with the first row
beingωj0.

• Repeat the above steps to construct another orthogonal
matrixSj , while the first row ofSj is uj0.

• Qj = PT
j · Sj .

With the constructedQj , we can see

ωj0 ·Qj = ωj0 · PT
j · Sj = [1, 0, 0 . . . 0] · Sj = uj0.

and Qj is orthogonal becausePj and Sj are orthogonal.
Thus, the constructedQj is what we wanted. And

Bj = Qj ·R−1/mj .

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Experiments setting

In the experimental results, we apply there face
databases, the CMU PIE, FERET and FRGC databases for
our algorithm testing. The Fisherface [1] algorithm is cho-
sen for feature extraction. The CMU PIE database includes
68 individuals and 105 images per person. The FERET
database includes 250 individuals and 4 images per person.
And the FRGC database includes 350 individuals and 40
images per person. We choose 10 (CMU PIE), 2 (FERET)
and 5 (FRGC) images in each class for training, and the
rest for testing. In our test, the length of the binary string
is chosen 200 for all the three databases. Our algorithm is
compared with the random multispace quantization (RMQ)
[19] algorithm. The length of the transformed binary string
is chosen 50 (CMU PIE) and 200 (FERET, FRGC) respec-
tively. We consider two scenarios similar as the RMQ algo-
rithm.

4.2 Performance analysis

Here we assume the PINs of the individuals are secure
thus no one have the other one’s PIN. Thus, everyone try-
ing to access the system should present his own PIN and
own face data. The experimental results of this scenario are
shown in Fig. 3-5. The symbol “RBF-D” denotes our RBF
kernel method with different PINs for different individuals,
and “Original” means the performance of the original Fish-
erface algorithm.
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Figure 3. The experimental results of the CMU
PIE database while the query and the refer-
ence use different PINs.
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Figure 4. The experimental results of the
FERET database while the query and the ref-
erence use different PINs.

From these figures it is obvious that our RBF kernel
method outperforms the RMQ algorithm and the original
Fisherface algorithm. The equal error rates (EER) of the
three different methods are shown in Tab. 1.

With the above experimental results, we can see that our
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Figure 5. The experimental results of the
FRGC database while the query and the ref-
erence use different PINs.

Table 1. The EERs of the experiments
ERR(%) Original RMQ-D RBF-D

CMU PIE 17.32 9.01 1.91
FERET 21.66 11.08 0.41
FRGC 31.75 11.55 1.93

algorithm will get an almost perfect performance in this sce-
nario. It is because the different user PINs significantly in-
crease the distances between the binary templates of differ-
ent classes (analyzed in Sec. 2.2.2).

5 Security Analysis

The security of the system relies on the security of the
transformed binary templates because the kernel templates
are totally undeterminable. And if the binary templates are
compromised, attackers may use them with the random vec-
torsV1, V2 . . . Vk to reconstructTj via inner product com-
putations. So the security of the system depends on the se-
curity of the binary templates. In the third stage, the binary
templates are encrypted via the fuzzy commitment scheme.
The hash function in the scheme is rather strong (e.g. the
MD5 [3] hash function has a security level of2128), which
can be treated as secure enough.

However, from Sec. 3.3, we know that the attacker may
successfully get the number of bits ’1’ in the binary tem-
plate ([k/2]). In this case, he/she may apply a brute-force
attack with trying aboutC [k/2]

k times. Thus, the security

of the binary templates are aboutC
[k/2]
k . That is, the at-

tacker should spend so much times to access the system. In
our experiments,k = 200 thus the security level is about
C100

200 ≈ 2195.
The cancelability of our algorithm is rather high because

actually even the reference binary templates are randomly
generated (Sec. 3.3). If someone is compromised, it can be
cancelled and new reference can be generated to replace it
easily. So our algorithm benefits from the high cancelabil-
ity.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a bran-new way to dis-
cretize the original face templates into binary strings, such
that the transformed binary templates can be easily pro-
tected by biometric cryptosystem. Kernel mapping and dis-
cretization is applied because it is secure and distance rank
preserving, thus preserves the performance of the original
system. The performance of the system can even be highly
enhanced via the help of the assistant PIN. Our experimen-
tal results show that the performance of our algorithm is
nearly perfect (EER is only 1.91% in CMU PIE database,
0.41% in FERET database and 1.93% in FRGC database)
with the help of PINs. In conclusion, our algorithm can not
only highly enhance the security of the original system, and
also enhances the original performance of it, with the bene-
fit of cancelability.
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Boosting EigenActions: A new algorithm for Human Action Categorization*

Chang Liu

Abstract

This paper proposes a new algorithm for human action
categorization by a boosted classifier from EigenActions
which are represented by information salient features. To
determine the EigenActions, a spatio-temporal information
saliency is first calculated from the video sequence by esti-
mating pixel density function. Salient action units are ex-
tracted and projected into an informative feature space by
principle component analysis. A human action recognition
system is finally trained on this feature space by multi-class
Adaboost algorithm. We have tested our proposed method
using a widely used human action database with ninety dif-
ferent human actions. Experimental results are encourag-
ing. A comparison with two latest methods on human action
recognition is also reported.

1. Introduction
Human action categorization has been receiving increas-

ing attentions from researchers in computer vision research
area. The aim of human activity categorization is to teach
a computer to recognize human actions from videos so as
to make further classification or semantic description of the
actions [12] [7] [16] [14]. It has wide applications such
as visual surveillance, human-computer interfaces, content
based video retrieval etc. Human action recognition is
a challenging research area because the dynamic human
body motions have unlimited underlying representations
and meanings. The popular approach for human action
recognition is based on action features [1] [13] [6] [2] and
encouraging results have been reported. However, the prob-
lem is how to extract the most discriminative motion fea-
tures and shape features for action classification.

Recently, the spatio-temporal shape features in the 3D
XYT volume have been used for human activity recogni-
tion. These kinds of features often shows more informative
properties in video analysis. Yilmaz et al [15] used spatio-
temporal volume for human activity recognition. The 3D
contour of motion is projected to a 2D surface and the pro-
jection with the time axis forms the new spatio-temporal

* This paper has been accepted in ”IEEE International Conference on
Automatic Face and Gesture Recognition, 2008” for oral presentation.

volume. Then the human moving speed, moving direction
and human shape can be extracted from the volume. Ac-
tivity recognition can then be performed. Laptev [9] pro-
poses a space-time interest point detector, it can find lo-
cal structures in space-time volume where the image val-
ues have significant local variations in both spatial and tem-
poral domain. However, a small number of stable interest
points may not sufficient to characterize complex events.
Shechtman et al. have recently [13] proposed a spatio-
temporal patch matching based method for human activity
recognition. Small spatio-temporal volumes (reference vol-
ume) are correlated against the entire video sequences in all
XYT three dimensions, in each location, all spatio-temporal
patches in the reference volume are correlated with rela-
tive spatio-temporal patches in the target volume. The over-
all peak correlation values correspond to similar activities.
Gorelick et al [6] [3] utilized the properties of the poisson
equation solution to analyze the spatio-temporal volume.
Three dimensional space-time shapes are generated from
the silhouettes of the spatio-temporal volume. The space-
time salient features are then extracted from the space-time
shape, and it shows that these features are very useful for
activity recognition. Juan et al [8] proposed a mixture hier-
archical model for human activity recognition based on spa-
tial and spatio-temporal features. They showed that static
shape features can improve the recognition performance
when using the spatio-temporal features.

Inspired from the recent research progress on spatio-
temporal human action recognition, we propose to recog-
nize human actions by boosting EigenActions based on
spatio-temporal information saliency. We calculate an in-
formation saliency map which shows temporal periodic
properties on periodic motions which have local maximum
value in saliency. We construct a Salient Action Unit (SAU)
from the spatio-temporal volume. The EigenActions that
contain more information on the underlying actions are
then extracted and projected to their eigen space in a lower
dimension. Finally, a multi-class Adaboost classifier is
trained with optimal Bayes weak classifier. Our proposed
classifier can recognize human actions accurately and effi-
ciently.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 will report the details of Salient Action Unit construction
based on the Information Saliency Map. Section 3 will re-
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port the EigenActions Representation and Adaboost classi-
fier training. Experimental results and the conclusion are
given in Sections 4 and 5 respectively.

2. Salient Action Unit
Motions of objects often have a periodic nature. The re-

peated action atomic plays a fundamental role for action
recognition and categorization. In this section, we pro-
pose to employ the spatio-temporal Information Saliency
Map (ISM) [11] for Salient Action Unit(SAU) segmenta-
tion. The salient action units will then be used for training
a human behavior recognition system.

2.1. Information Saliency Map
From Shannon’s information theory, a rarely happened

event contains high information while an event which hap-
pens frequently contains low information. An Information
Saliency Map (ISM) can be built [11] from the video while
each entry of ISM reflects the spatio-temporal saliency of
the corresponding pixel in that video frame. Considering
the current frame Im0 is divided into h×w smaller patches
{Im1,1, Im1,2, ..., Imh,w}. The ISM for Im0 can be obtained
by the Spatio-Temporal ISM model [11]

Ir,s = − log2

(
P(X |V )P(x0|X)+P(X ′|V )P(x0|X ′)

P(X |V )[1−P(x0|X)]+P(X ′|V )[1−P(x0|X ′)]

)
(1)

where x0 is the vector form of Imi, j, the temporal vector
set X = (x0,x1, ...,xN−1) is constructed from concatenating
N temporal patches located at Imr,s, which is also called a
sub-volume. The spatial vector set X ′ = (x′0,x′1, ...,x′N′−1)
is constructed by the patch (x0) in Im and its N′ −1 spatial
neighborhoods. V is chosen as the spatio-temporal cube
that contains X and X ′, where {X ,X ′} ⊂V . Figure 1 shows
the block diagram of the proposed method in calculating the
ISM.

The central part in Eq.(1) is to compute the conditional
probabilities, we estimate their density function by using
kernel density estimation (KDE) method, the multivariate
kernel estimator is adopted and defined as:

f̂ (y) = 1
N

N−1
∑

i=0
KH(y− yi) (2)

where the kernel KH(y) = ‖H‖−1/2 K(H−1/2y), H is the
bandwidth matrix which specifies the spread of the kernel
around sample yi, yi is the first q principal component of xi.
We consider the bandwidth matrix H as a function H(yi)
of the sample point yi. So different samples should have
kernels with different sizes. H(yi) is then calculated [11],

H(yi) = DKL( f̂ || f̂i) · I (3)

where DKL( f̂ || f̂i) is the kullback-Leibler divergence be-
tween distribution f̂i and the candidate distribution f̂ .
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Figure 1. Flowchart of Information Saliency Map (ISM) com-
puting from one single patch. It mainly contains three parts,
namely spatial saliency computing, temporal saliency computing
and spatio-temporal saliency computing

We have shown that by using this method for density
function estimation, we can detect salient motions while ro-
bust to illumination changes[11]. Then a Gaussian kernel
is used and the density estimator in Eq.(2) becomes Eq.(4)
and can be solved.

f̂ (y) =
1

(2π)q/2N

N−1

∑
i=0

[(DKL( f̂ || f̂i))−q/2

· exp (− 1
2 (y−yi)T (DKL( f̂ || f̂i))−1I)(y−yi))]

(4)

We will use model Eq.(1) to detect and analyze human
motions, because the temporal information is more impor-
tant to represent the motion, so we simplify this model by
setting P(x0|X ′) = 0, then we get

Ir,s = − log2

(
P(x0|X)

1−P(x0|X)

)
(5)

We will use Eq.(5) to calculate the ISM, we consider the
patch saliency is only dependent on the temporal motion
saliency computed from sub-volumes.

2.2. Constructing Salient Action Unit from ISM
In this paper, we define the repeated motion atomic as an

action unit. Because repeated motions show similar under-
lying shape in the spatio-temporal volume, pixel intensities
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under motion will also show similar variations. This implies
pixels on an object follow similar distribution functions un-
der repeated conditions. Along this line, the whole object
information saliency, which sum up object pixels’ informa-
tion saliency, will also shows this repetition property.

We define the periodic action unit that shows distinct
characteristics of a human action as a Salient Action Unit
(SAU). The SAU contains fundamental information of dif-
ferent kinds of human actions and they are easier to be clas-
sified. The construction of SAU is illustrated in Figure 2.
Figure 2(a) shows a person sliding from the right part of the
scene to the left part of the scene, with his two legs joint-
ing and separating for several times. In this case, we con-
sider the legs jointing and separating for one time as an ac-
tion unit. Figure 2(b) shows the object information saliency
during this period while the man is moving in the scene.
Figure 2(c) shows the moving person’s overall information
saliency curve, each value on the curve is according to the
summation of information saliency from all human body
parts. It is clear that there are some local maximum points
such as {b1,b3} and some local minimum points such as
{b2,b4} on this curve. These points imply motion corners,
which means the person’s motion changes at these posi-
tions. There are repeated action units in this video clip. We
define the interval between two local minimum as a SAU
which has a local maximum. It represents the basic infor-
mation atomic in the whole video. To extract SAU, all the
ISM(s) between local minimum points are merged into one
single context as shown in Figure 2(d), using its bounding
regions to crop the original frames and concatenating all the
cropped regions into one volume. The SAU will be gener-
ated, as shown in Figure 2(e). Figure 3 shows the totally ten
kinds of SAU extracted from database [17].

3. Boosting EigenActions
It has been found the repetitive patterns of human mo-

tions have distinct signatures in some other feature space.
Some researchers extract frequency domain signatures to
estimate the periodic motions in the spatial domain [4]. In
this paper, we employ eigen space for human periodic mo-
tion representation because the eigen space contains more
underlying information from sample data. Then we train an
Adaboost classifier to categorize human actions in the eigen
space.

3.1. EigenActions Representation

The eigen-based technique has shown good performance
in face recognition. Inspired from the truth that EigenFaces
show general facial patterns from faces, we extract Eigen-
Actions from the SAU. EigenActions will show more un-
derlying information from actions. To obtain the EigenAc-
tions, we take the SAU that has been obtained from Figure
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Figure 2. (a) Original video frames, they are from ”eli side”
video clip in [17] database at frame 23,30,38,45. (b) Informa-
tion Saliency Map. (c) Object information saliency curve, the four
points b1,b2,b3 and b4 are according to the four frames, the pe-
riod between local minimum b2 and b4 is called a Salient Action
Unit (SAU). (d) Accumulation of ISM in the SAU between the 16
frames from b2 to b4, here we show ISM from three frames b2,b3
and b4. (e) SAU volume cropped from the original video

2(e) and make temporal subsampling and spatial normaliza-
tion to the action unit, in order that all SAUs have the same
spatio-temporal size and they are comparable to each other.
In particular, as SAU may have different number of frames,
caused by different action speeds or frequencies, we select
the same number of key frames from all SAUs by temporal
subsampling in order that all SAUs have the same temporal
length. Then we normalize each of the totally m frames to
l× l size using cubic interpolation method. Therefore, each
SAU can be represented by a normalized l × l×m volume.

To obtain the EigenActions from a normalized SAU,
we employ the traditional principle component analysis ap-
proach. Let the whole set of normalized SAUs be Γ =
{Γ1,Γ2, ...,ΓM}, where Γi is an action unit column vector
with dimension of l2m by 1, M is the number of SAUs, the
average human action is then computed as Ψ = 1

M ∑M
i=1 Γi,

the covariance matrix C is calculated as C = 1
M ∑M

i=1(Γi −
Ψ)(Γi − Ψ)T . Then the eigenvectors which have corre-
sponding highest eigenvalues are the EigenActions which
will be used to project the sample vectors to training sam-
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ple space for training an Adaboost classifier. Figure 4 shows
the first five EigenActions from totally 90 actions in [17]
database.

3.2. Adaboost Classifier
Adaboost is an adaptive algorithm to combine a collec-

tion of weak classifiers to form a strong classifier, where
the weights are dynamically updated according to the er-
rors in previous learning, so that a wrongly classified
sample will more likely to be correctly classified in the
next learning process. The vital part in Adaboost classi-
fier training is to construct the weak classifier. We em-
ploy Bayes classifier which has been proved to yield min-
imum error rates when the underlying density function
is given. The maximum a posteriori (MAP) decision is

ω∗
i = argmaxiP(ωi|x)

= argmaxi
P(ωi)p(x|ωi)

p(x)
(6)

The MAP decision rule shows that sample x is classi-
fied to ωi of whom the posteriori probability given x is the
largest among all the other classes.

Because there are often not enough samples to estimate
the conditional PDF for each class, Liu and Wechsler [10]
proposed a Probabilistic Reasoning Model (PRM), they
gave a compromise to assume the within class densities
can be modelled as Gaussian distributions, and assume the
within class covariance matrices are identical and diagonal.
This model combines PCA and the Bayes classifier, it
shows good ability to find meaningful patterns in spaces
of very high dimensionality. By using this model, the
Gaussian model (µi,Σi) can be estimated as follows,

µi =
1
Ni

Ni

∑
j=1

x(i)
j

Σi = diag{σ2
1 ,σ2

2 , ...,σ2
m}

(7)

where Ni is the number of samples in the ith class, x(i)
j is

the jth sample from class ωi. σ2
i is then estimated,

σ2
i = 1

L ∑L
i=1

{
1

Ni−1 ∑Ni
j=1(x

(i)
jk − µik)

2
}

(8)

where x(i)
jk is the kth element of sample x(i)

j , and L is the
number of classes.

The EigenActions obtained in the last section are then
used for projecting the original sample vectors to the train-
ing sample space, with Bayes classifier working as the weak
classifier. These weak classifiers is proved to be more flex-
ible to make predictions and they can make useful contri-
butions to the strong classifier even their weak hypothesis
predict the correct label with probability less than 1/2 [10].
We then employ the Adaboost.M2 [5] algorithm for training

the action recognition system. Adaboost.M2 shows good
performance in multi-class classification problems, but this
algorithm has not yet been employed to classify human ac-
tions. The detailed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Adaboost.M2 [5]
Input: (1) M labelled examples < (x1,y1), ...,
(xM,yM) >, yn ∈ {1, ...,L}; (2) Distribution D over
the examples; (3) Bayes weak Learner; (4) Number of
iterations T
Initialize the weight vector: w1

n,y = D(n)/(k−1) for n =
1, ...,N,y ∈Y −{yn}
Do for t=1,2,...,T

1. Set Wt
n = ∑y�=yn wt

n,y,qt(n,y) =
wt

n,y
Wtn

for y �= yn

and set Dt(n) =
Wt

n
∑N

n=1 Wtn

2. Set mk,n the kth element of Mi, and Mi = 1
Ni

Ni
∑

n=1
xn

ht =

{
mini

(
∑l2m

j=1
(xn, j−mi, j)

2

σ 2
j

)
⇒ xn ∈ ωi

}
3. Calculate the pseudo-loss of ht :

εt= 1
2

N
∑

n=1
Dt (n)

(
1−ht(xn,yn)+ ∑

y�=yn
qt(n,y)ht(xn,y)

)

4. Set βt = εt/(1− εt)
5. Set the new weights vector to be

wt+1
n,y = wt

n,yβ (1/2)(1+ht(xn,yn)−ht(xn,y))
t

for n = 1, ...,N,y ∈ Y −{yn}
Output the hypothesis

h f (x) = argmaxy∈Y ∑T
t=1

(
log 1

βt

)
ht(x,y)

4. Experimental Results
Our proposed method is evaluated with human action

database [17] which contains 90 low-resolution (180×144,
50 fps) video sequences with nine people, each performing
10 natural actions: ’run’, ’walk’, ’skip’, ’jumping-jack’
(’jack’), ’jump-forward-on-two-legs’ (’jump’), ’jump-
in-place-on-two-legs’ (’pjump’), ’galloping-sideways’
(’side’), ’wave-two-hands’ (or ’wave2’), ’wave-one-hand’
(or ’wave1’), and ’bend’. First, we generate the ISM for the
90 video clips (temporal window size=20, patch size=4),
then we extract SAUs by finding local minimum points
from the information saliency curves, after temporal sub-
sampling and spatial normalization, we get the normalized
SAUs, a set of these results are shown in Figure 3.

Based on the normalized SAU, principle component
analysis is employed to obtain a set of EigenActions, see
Figure 4 for example, these EigenActions contain general
patterns of 10 different actions, and they are considered to
be basis vectors for the real actions.

We use the EigenActions to project selected normalized
salient action unit to the training sample space, then these
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Figure 3. Salient Action Units, totally ten kinds of actions, first
column: bend, jump, run, skip, wave1, second column: jack,
p jump, side, walk, wave2. The six frames for each action are
combined into one single image in one row, and they are consid-
ered as the Salient Action Unit

Figure 4. The top five EigenActions extracted from totally 90 ac-
tions in database [17], in which there are totally ten kinds of ac-
tions.

samples are used to train an Adaboost classifier for catego-
rizing new actions. To test the performance of the proposed
classifier, we employ the leave-one-out scheme for evalua-
tion, by randomly taking one person (totally 10 actions) as
the testing data, and the other 8 persons for testing. The to-
tal boosting round is chosen to be 50. The confusion matrix
of our method is shown in Figure 5(a), our algorithm can
correctly categorize 98.3% of the testing videos.

We find that most errors are caused by the three actions
of ”skip”,” jump”,”run”. This is because these three ac-
tions have both temporal and spatial similarities. Two lat-
est methods which also extract action information from the
spatial-temporal volume for action recognition are also se-
lected for comparison. It shows that our proposed method
outperforms 72.8% correct rate in the Hierarchical Model
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Figure 6. The recognition accuracy of Adaboost using different
number of EigenActions, ”Adaboost 1:8” is to use EigenActions
from one person for training and the other 8 persons for testing.

[8] and 97.5% correct rate in the Space-Time Shape Model
[6].

One advantage of our proposed method is the action
recognition accuracy will increase with more boosting
rounds and more training samples. This can be illustrated
from Figure 6. The four curves show the change of recogni-
tion accuracy with the increasing of boosting rounds. Each
curve represents one experimental setting of the proportion
of the training sample number and testing sample number.
The result will be more stable when the training samples
contains at least 1/3 of total samples, and when boosting
round is larger than 30. Another advantage of our proposed
method is the high efficiency to categorize human actions.
Considering 4 persons for training (40 videos) and 5 per-
sons for testing (50 videos), the training time is 8 minutes
and the testing time (including constructing SAU and ac-
tion classification) is 10 seconds. Our method shows higher
efficiency than spatio-temporal feature matching method re-
ported in [13].

5. Conclusions and Future Works
A novel human action categorization method by boost-

ing EigenActions is proposed in this paper. First, the salient
action unit is extracted from object information saliency
curve, the salient action unit can be seen as an atomic ac-
tion which is repeated for times and combined with other
atomic actions to form dynamic human actions. The infor-
mative EigenActions are then extracted and used to project
original action samples to another action space where clas-
sification is easier to achieve. Experimental results show
that our proposed method is accurate, efficient and flexible,
and no human tracking, or prior knowledge about the back-
ground is needed.
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Figure 5. Confusion matrix obtained from leave-one-out scheme, (a) Our proposed method. 98.3% samples are correctly categorized. (b)
the Hierarchical Model [8]. 72.8% samples are correctly categorized. (c) the Space-Time Shape Model [6]. 97.5% samples are correctly
categorized. For all the three confusion matrixes, horizontal lines are ground truth, and vertical columns are predicted labels. The intensity
level of each block implies the confusion matrix element value.

Our future work will be concentrated on exploring the
correlation between action learning and saliency based ac-
tion segmentation, if these two parts can collaborate with
each other, the whole system performance will be improved.
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